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PREFACE

This report was prepared for the Safety and Survivability Technical Area of
the Aviation Applied Technology Directorate, U.S. Army Aviaion Research and
Technology Activitfy (AVSCOM), Fort Eustis, Virginia, by Simula Inc. under
Contract DAAJ02-86.C-028, initiated in September 1986. This guide is a revi-
sion of USARTL Tecnnical ReporL 79-22, Aircraft Crash Survival Design Guide,
published in 1980.

A major portion of 'Le data contained herein was taken from U.S. Army-
spon..ored research1 in aircraft crash resistance conducted from 1960 to L9 87.
Acknowledgment is extended to the U.S. Air Force, Federal Aviatiun Admi1ii-
stration, NASA, and U.S. Navy for their research in crash survival. Apfreci-
ation is extended to the following organizations for providing accident .ase
histories leading to th. establishment of tne impact conditicns in aircraft
accidents:

a U S. Army Safety Center, Fort Rucker, Alabama.

* U.S. Naval Sifety Center, Norfolk, Virginia.

I U.S. Air Force Inspection dnd Safety Center, Norton Air Force Base,
California.

Information was also provided by the Civil Aeronautics Board, which is no
longer in existence.

Additional credit is due the many authors, individual companies, and
organizations listed in the bibliographies for their contributions to the
field. The contributions of the fo'lowing authors to previous editions of
the Aircraft Crash Survival Deiqgn Guide are most noteworthy:

D. F. Carioll, R, L.. Cook, S. P. Desjardins, J. K. Drummond,
J. H. Haley, Jr., A. D. Harper, H. G. C. Henneberger,
N. B. JhnsoFii, G. Kirouuk"is,, D. H. Laai-,anewt, W. . Reed,
S. H. Robertson, J. Shefrin, L. M. Shaw, G. T. Singley III,
A. E. Tanner, J. W. Turnbow, and L. W. T. Weinberg.

Volume V has been coauthored by N. B. Johnson, S. H. Robertson, and
D. S. Hall. Appreciation is also extetnded to tue staff members of Simula
Inc. and the Crash Research Institute for their contributions.
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MI'RODUCTION

For many years, emphasis in aircraft accident investigation was placed on
finding the cause of the accident. Very little effort was expended in the
crash survival aspects of aviation safety. However, it became apparent
through detailed studies of accident investigation reports that large improve-
ments in crash survival ciuld be made if consideration were given in the
initial aircraft design to the following general survivability factors:

1. Crash Resistance of Aircraft Structure - The ability of tie aircraft
structure to maintain living space for occupants throughout a crash.

2. Tiedown Strength - The strength of the !inkage preventing occupant,
cargo, or equipment from becoming missiies during a crash sequence.

3. Occupant Acceleration During Crash Impact - The intensity and dur-
ation of accelerations experienced by occupants (with tiedown
assumed intact) during a crash.

4. Occupant Crash Impact Hazards - Barriers, projections, and loose
equipment in the immediate vicinity of the cccupant that may cause
contact injuries.

5. Postcrash Hazards - The threat to occpipant survival posed by fire,
U .UW..... Iuxpu.,U, etc., following .the impat sequerce.

Early in 1960, the U.S. Army Transportation Research Command* initiated a
long-range program to study all aspects of aircrdft safety and surviv-
ability. Through a series of contracts with the Aviation Safety Engineering
and Research Division (AvSER) of the Flight Safety Foundation, the problems
associated with occupant survival irn aircraft crashes were studied to de-er-
mine specific relationships between crash forces, structur:- failures. crao1
fires, and injuries. A series of reports covering this effort was prepared
and distributed by the U.S. Army, beqinnirig in 1960. In October 1965, i
special project initiated by the U.S. Army consolidated the design criteria
presented in these reports into one technical document suitable for use as a
designer's guide by aircraft design engineers and other interested person-
nel. The document was to be a summary of the current state of the art ;n
crash survival design, using not only data generated under' Army contracts but
also infornmation collected from other anencies and nrq~nizations. The Lr'ish
Survival Design Guide, TR 67-22, published in 1967, realized this goal.

Since its initial publication, the Design Guide has been revised and expanded
four times to incorporate the results of continuing research in rrash resis-
tance technology. The third edition, TR 71-22, was the basis for the cri-
teria contained in the original version of the Army's crash resistai.ce
military standard MIL-STD-1290, "Light Fixed- and Rotary-Wing Aircraft Crash

*Now the Aviation Applied Technology Directorate, Aviation Research and
Technology Activity of the U.S. Army Aviation Systems Command (AVSCOM).
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fResistcrnce" (Refnrercr. 1). Thp fourth edition, published in 1980, entitled
.Airga.~tCra4sh Surv~iY0_aesiqn__guide, TR 79-22A through E expanded the docu-
ment to five volumes, which have been updated by the current edi 'ion to
include information and changes dev~ loped fro;0 1980 to 1987. This current
edition, the fifth, contains the mest comprehensive treatment of all aspects
of airc-vaft ---rash survival now documented, It can be used as a general text
to establish a basic understanding of the crash environment and the tech-
niques that can be employed to improve changes for survival. It also con-
tains design criteria and checklists on many aspects of crash survival and
thus can be used as a source of design requirements.

The current edition of the Aircraft Crash Survival Design Guide is published
in five volumes. Volume titles and geoeral subjects included in each volume
are as follows:

Volu~ie 11 - Design Criteria and Checklists

Pertinent criteria extracted from Volumes 11 through V, presented in the
same order in which they appear in those volumes.

Volume II - Aircr.ýf j~so rs mact Conditions ind HLuman T91ler-ances

Crash impact conditions, human tolerance to impact, military
anthropometric data, occupant environment, test dummies, accident
inforý-.t ion retrieval.

Volume III - Aircraft Stru tgLl &sh Re sjtjceý

Crash load estimation, structural response, f~isslaqt and landing gear
requirements, rvtor requirements, ancillary equipment, cargo restraints,
structural mcdel ing.

Volume IV - Aircaft-eati-. _estrai~nts i~Uters and Cockpit/Cabijn
Delhtaliz~al.:_9

Operational and itrA-h imn~at rnnd'7tiors? eneixiv ottenuation, seat desIgn,
litter requlirements, restraint system design, Pccupaiuz/restraint systemr/
seat modeling, delethalization of cockpit and cabjin interiors.

Volume V - Aircraft POstcrash Survival

Pastcr-ash fire, ditching, emergcncy escape. crash locator beacons.

This volume (Volume V) contains information on aircraft postcrash conditions
and design techniques that can be used to reduce oostcrash hazards. It
contains a great deal of bacKground information, including data from such
sources as full-scale aircraft burn tests, laborptory materials testing, and
research and development programs in aircraft fuel systems.

Chapter 1 presents a general discussion of designing tar crash resistance.
Chapter 2 contains defi~iitions of terms pertinent to the volume. Chapite- 3
describes postcrash fire conditions and relates those conditions to human
tolerance data in the areas of heat, smoke, and -toxic gases. Chapter 4 dis-
cusses methods of preventing postcrash fires by containing flammable fluids



in crash-resistant fuel, oil, and hydraulic systems, modifying fuel proper-
ties to reduce crash-induced fuel misting, and controlling potential ignition
sources. Chapter 5 discusses the fire behavior of interior materials and
presents data on material flammability tests and selected material proper-
ties. Chapter 6 describes ditching conditions and provisions that can be
incorporated into the aircraft design to increase ditching survival. Chap-
ter 7 presents design requirements fr emergency escape exits and emergency
lighting, and Chapter 8 discusses crash locator beacons.

The units of measurement shown in the Design Guide vary depending upon the
units used in the referenced sources of information, but are mostly USA
units. In some cases the corresponding metric units are shown in parentheses
following the USA units. For the convenience of the reader a conversion
table of some commonly used units follows.

USA Unit Abbr. or Symbol n tric quivalenmt &T.•,4 Sbol

Ounce oz. 28.35 grams 9

Pound lb or # 0.454 kilogram kg

Capacity

(U.S. liquid)

Fluidounce fl oz 29.57 milliliters ml

Pint pt 0.473 liter

Quart qt 0.946 liter

Gallon gal 3.785 liters I

Length

Inch in, 2.54 centimeters Chi

Foot ft 30.48 centimeters cm

Yard yd 0.9144 meter m

Mile mi 1.609 ktloeters km

Square Inch sq in. or in. 2  6.452 square sq cm or cm2

centimeters

Square Foot sq ft or ft 2  0.093 square meter sq m or m2

Volume

Cubic Inch cu in. or in. 3  16.39 cubic cu cm or cm3

centimeters

Cubic Foot cu ft or ft 3  0.028 cubic meter cu m or m3

Pound lb 4.448 newtons N
4.448 x 105 dynes
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1. CACKGROUND DISCUSSION

This volume speci cally ad4-esses the hazards that exist in the postcrash
phase of U.S. Army aircraft accidents and presents aircraft design criteria
that will, if followed, eliminate or reduce the serious consequences of these
hazards. Desgning fc, postcrash safety is only a part of the la;'ger effort
of designing the entire aitcraft for crash resistay_-e.

The overall objective of desi-.ning for crash resistance is to aliminate un-
necessary injuries and fatalities in survivable impacts. Results from
analyses and research during the oast several year's have shown that the rela-
tively small cost in dollars ý,nd weight of including crash-resistant features
is an extremely wise investment. The outstanding success of the crash-
resistant fuel systems in almnust entirely eliminating thermal fatalities and
injuries in U.S. Army helicopter accidents provides a concrete example of the
benefits that can be obtaineJ through crash-resistant design. Consequently,
new generation aircraft are being procured to rather stringent crash-
resistant requirements.

The original edition of this design guide dealt primarily with modifications
that could be made to existino aircraft to increase their crash resistance.
Now, two approaches to improving aircraft crash resistance are open. The
first approach is to influence the design of new aircraft, and the second is
to improve the crash resi:;tance of exisLirq alrcsraft. Obviously, much h.ighr
levels of crash resistance can be achieved in the design and development of
new aircraft if crash resistance is considered from the beginning. This is
being accomplished at the present time through the use of procurement pack-
ages that include pertinent specifications that require certain levels of
crash resistance for various subsystems as well as for the entire aircraft.
However, some of the available potential is still being lost due to the his-
torical approach used in designing aircraft. That is, the basic aircraft is
designed leaving space and providing attachment provisions for subsystems.
Later, when the subsystems are designed, their designs are limited by the
previously established, somewhat arbitrary, boundary conditions. The boundary
(onditions may unnecessarily limit the performance of the subsystems. The
better approach is to design all systems and subsystems at the same time, at
least preliminarily. This enables subsystem considerations to affect the
larger systems. This systems approach will produce a more nearly optimum
vehicle.

The same principles for improving crash resistance can be applied to the
retrofit of existing aircraft; however, the "cast-in-concrete" status of
existing production structure is a more costly and difficult obstacle to over-
comie. When crash-resistant features must be included through retrofit, the
level that can be achieved is usually reduced. Even in retrofit situations,
however, the overall objective can be met; i.e., occupant protection can be
maximized to eliminate unnecessary injuries.

In earlier editions of tie Design Guide, the requirements to provide occupant
protection ýn crashes up to and including the severity of the 95th-percentile
survivable crash pulse were expressed. With the deployment of aircraft de-
signed for crash safety, the link to the 95th-percentile survivable crash
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pulse has been dropped, and the recommended design conditions are simply
presented as the design pulse. Obviously, the severity of a 95th-percentile
survivable crash pulse will be much greater for the new aircraft than for air-
craft having no crash-resistant requirements placed upon them during their
development. The extent ot the crash protection provided to the occupant
carinot indefinitely continue to be linked to the survivability of the crash
as improved crash resistance increases the severity of the survivable crash,
producing a never-ending increase in the level of crash resistance at the
expense of aircraft performance. The crash resistance levels recommended
herein are felt to be a near optimum mix of requirements, including considera-
tions of cost, weight, and performance. The crash impact conditions selected
for design purposes in this volume are identical to the historical 95th-
percentile survivable crash pulses, which were based primarily on single
engine, skid gear, relatively low gross weight helicopters having both high
and low inertia rotor systems.
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2. pRFEI._I T__ONS

2.1 G,_RML-TERM

0 The Term

The ratio of a. particular acceleration (a),a negative acceleratiol,
way be referrid to as a deceleration, to the acceleration (g) due to
gravitational attraction at sea level (32.2 ft/sec); G = a/g, With
respec" to the crash impact conditions, unless otherwise specified,
all acceleration values (G) are those at a point zpproximately at
the center of the floor of the fuselage. In accordance with common
practice, this report will refer to accelerations measur-. in "G."
To illustrate, it is customarily understood that 5 G repr%.sents an
acceleration of 5 x 32.2, or 161 ift/sec. As a result, crash
forces can be thought of in terms ot multiples ot the weight. of ob-
jects buŽing accelerated. Therefore, in keeping with cornon prac-
ti;.e, the term G is used in this document to define accelerations or
forc.s,

0 it. _a t__Lt•, •_rjtgJýh

The maximum static load that can be sustained by a, structure, ofteoi
exprasse in temns of ac-.uaie (G -%f ~ .2 .. me

words, a load factor.

* LOL.d_Fa•tor

A factor that when mult.iplied by a weight produces a force used to
estabsiSh static strength. Load factor is expressed in units of G.

* [_awar_LoradI

Loading in a direction toward the nose of the aircraft parallel to
thrc aircraft longitudinal (roll) axis. k

*Afr~t~wrLoad

Loa~'ing in a direction toward the tail of the aircraft parallel to
the, aircraft longitudinal (roll) axis.

jg tLat:a 1 _Loa

Loading in a direction parallel to the lateral (pitch) axis of the
aircraft.

* 0ewnward load

Loading in a downward directien parallel to the verticil (yaw) axis
of the aircraft.
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0 Upward Load '
*r

Loading in an upward direction parallel to the vertical (yaw) axis
of the aircraft.

* ~��Veluitvhance(AVLJm

The decrease in velocity o, the airframe during the maior impact,
expi'essed in feet per secord. The major im•ct is the one in which
the highest forces are incurred, not necessarily the initial
impact.

2.2 f!IEL,_ OIL. AN•N2 HYQALIC SY.STEM TERMS

* ~~L~nUA j Tank

A tank which confoerms to MIL-T-27422.

* L _ri -,esistan Fue] st cn

A fuel syste. designed to conform to MIL-T-27422. MIL-STD-1290,
ADS11B, and other related specifications and standards.

__qibl e At tahen-

An attachment, possessing a part tOat is designed to fail at a prede-

termined location and/or load.

* Bl adder Tank

A flexible fuel tank, usually contained or supported by other more
rigid structures.

a FelO PVMRm•

A ... nn inctall in the fu 1 c tn m vA fisfl. usl•uallv located
at one or mu o the following places: tte tank, the engine, or
the interco),necting plumbiing.

0 Fuel J&VSle•

Any valve, other than a self-sealing breakaway v Ive, contained in
the fuel supply sy,'tem, such as fuel shutoff valves, check valves,
etc.

* $elf-Sealing.Breakawa -Valve

A valve, for installation in fluid-carrying lines or hoses, that
will separate at a predetermined load and seal at one or both halves
to prevent dangeroils flam, able fluid spillage.
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2.3 IGNITION SOURCE COINLTERMS

* Fire Curtain

A baffle made of fire-resistant material that is used to prevent
spilled flammable fluids and/or flamies from reaching ignition
sources or occupiable areas.

* Fire-Beistinj Material-

Material able to resist flame penetration for 5 min when subjected
to a 2,000 OF flame and still be able to meet its intended func-
tion.

* firewal]

A partition capable of withstanding a 2,000 OF flame over an area
of 5 sq in. for a period of 15 min without flame penetration.

0 Flwumable Fluid

Any fluid that ignites readily in air, such as hydrocarbon fuels and
lubricants.

A physical barrier that interrupts or diverts the flow of a liquid.

* Ignition T. e rejtgure

The lowest temperature at which a flammable mixture will ignite when
introduced into a specific set of circumstances.

* lnerting

The rendering of an aircraft system or the atmosphere surrounding
the system incapable of supporting combustion.

2.4 INTERIOR MATERIALS SELECTION TERMS

* Autoignition Temperature

The lowest temperature at which a flammable substance will ignite
without the application of an outside ignition source, such as
flames or sparks.

* Flame-Resistant Material

Material that is self-extinguishing after removal of a flame.
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The sudden spread of flante throughout an area due to ignition of
combustible vapors that are heated to their flash point.

S Flash PQint

The lowest temperature at which vapors above a combustible substance
ignite in air when exposed to flame.

0 * Intumescent Paint

A paint that swells and chars when exposed to flames.

* Optical Density (Ds)

The optical density is defined by the relationship

Ds -log Ts T

where T is the percent of light transmission through a medium (e.g.,
air, smoke, etc.).

fr niITirUuIm aLm •WMVD£CYV VraD9 TFDMS

* Brightness

The luminous flux emitted per unit of emissive area as projected on
a plane normal to the line of sight. Measured in foot-lamberts.

* Candela (cd)

A unit of luminous intensity equal to 1/60 of the luminous intensity
of one square centimeter of a blackbody surface at the solidifica-
tion temperature of platinum. Also called candle or new candle.

* a.s _AL ELt
A door, hatch, canopy, or other exit closure intended primarily for
normal entry and exit.

0 Class B Exit

A door, hatch, or other exit closure intended primarily for service
or logistic purposes (e.g., cargo hatches and rear loading ramps or
clamshell doors).

* Class ý Exit

A window, door, hatch, or other exit closure intended primarily for
emergency evacuation.
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0 Cockpit Enclosure

That portion of the airframe that encloses the pilot, copilot, or
other flight crew members. An aircraft may have multiple cockpits,
or the cockpit may be physically integrated with the troop/passenger
section.

The landing of an aircraft on water with the intention of abandoning
it.

* Emergencv Lighltig

Illumination required for emergency evacuation and rescue when
normal illumination is not available.

a Exit Closure

A window, door, hatch, canopy, or other device used to close, fill,
or occupy an exit opening.

• Exit OeennQ

An opening provided in aircraft structure to facilitate either
normal or emergency exit and entry.

a Exit Release Handle

The primary handle, lever, or latch used to open or Jettison the

exit closure from the fuselage to permit emergency evacuation.

S FootM-candle (fc)

A unit of illuminance on a surface that is everywhere one foot from
a uniform point source of light of one candela.

* Foo-lamberl (MfL

A unit of photometric brightness or luminous intensity per unit
emissive area of a surface in a given direction. One foot-lambert
is equal to 1/7r candela per square foot.

I nlu•Jmiatiom

The luminous flux per unit area on an intercepting surface at any
given point. Mpasured in foot-candles.
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3. POSTCRASH FIRE.

3.1 INTRODUCTION

Historically, studies of accident records have indicated that a high percent-
age of fatalities occur in accidents involving postcrash fire. During the
past 15 years, however, the pattern has changed dramatically. The accident
records now indicate two distinct patterns. For aircraft not equipped with
crash-resistant fuel systems, the statistical records remain essentially
unchanged. For aircraft containing crash--resistant fuel systems, the fire
death and injury rates have been reduced to nearly zero (Reference 2).

The postcra!h fire conditions associated with aircraft not containing a
crash-resistant fuel system consist of a combination of many interacting
hazards. The total fire threat to the occupant depends upon the magnitude of
these hazards combined with the human tolerance limits to each hazard. This
chapter describes postcrash fire conditions and discusses human tolerance to
heat, toxic gases, and other hazards that greatly affect human survival in a
postcrash fire.

3.2 POSTCRASH FXRE CONDITIONS

Postcrash fire conditions have been extensively studied in test programs as
well as in actual crashes by various research organizations including NACA
(prior to becoming NASA), NASA, FAA, AvSER, the Department of Transportation,
and the various military services. During some of the test programs, air-
craft were crashed and allowed to burn, with data being accumulated during
the entire sequence. In other test programs, previously crashed aircraft
were instrumented and burned. In addition to full-scale tests, many studies
have been performed with various components and mock-ups, computer simula-
tions, and mathematical models. Researchers also have studied actual air-
craft crashes in which occupants were exposed to postcrash fire conditions.
From these overall studies, the most significant factors influencing surviv-
ability in postcrash fires have emerged.

Briefly, it has been observed that many variables can influence the magnitude
and threat of a postcrash fire. Some of the more pertinent ones include the
relative wind, the type of terrain onto which the flammable fluid has
drained, the fuel distribution, the location of the fluid spillage within the
aircraft, the number of structural openings (designed or crash produced) that
meter the inflowing air available for an internal fire, and the amount of
fuel available to spill (Reference 3).

It was noted that using fuels of lower volatility (i.e., Jet A rather than
Jet B) makes little difference in the overall fire threat once a postcrash
fire has started (Reference 4). However, if the fuel is spilled in liquid
form and kept in that state, rather than being formed Into a mist, the likeli-
hood of the less volatile fuel catching on fire is measurably reduced. In
other words, if the aircraft crashes and comes to a stop with no fire, the
chances of a fire then starting are generally less with fuels of lower
volatility.
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However, the factors that best describe the postcrash fire situation in terms
of human survival are the heat, toxic gases, and smoke existing in or near
the occupiable area.

3.2.1 Huat

A typical ambient and radiant temperature curve for large caryo/passenger-
carrying aircraft tested by NACA is presented in Figure 1. As can be seen on
the chart, little temperature increase occurred until 80 sec after impact.
One of the main reasons for the delay in temperature rise was the protective
shield afforded by the fuselage. Skin burn-through averaged about 80 sec,
although some burn-through times occurred before 40 sec and some occurred•
later. Calculated escape time based on human tolerance to heat va-ied from
53 to 220 sec, with the average escape time equal to 135 sec (see Sec-
tion 3.3.1 for a discussion of the effect of heat on escape time.)

1.000

RAOIANT /
CURVE /

L. 600 /I--f ioo -L
2 400

/ CURVE -

200 
MAN

AVERAGE ESCAPE
- TIME - 135 SEC

0 40 80 120 160 200

TIME AFTER IMPACT (SEC)

FIGURE 1. AVERAGE RECORDED AMBIENT' AND RADIANT TEMPERATURES IN
LARGE, CRASHED, BURNING, PASSENGER/CARGO-CARRYING,
FIXED-WING AIRCRAFT,
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An ambient temperature range typical for the burning, passenger/cargo-
carrying helicopters tested by AvSER and the U.S. Army Aeromedical Research
Laboratory is presented in Figure 2. This chart shows that the temperature
started to increase almost immediately after the crash. The early tempera-
ture rise was due mainly to two factors. One was that extensive structural
breakup occurred upon impact, causing openings that allowed air to be drawn
in, providing oxygen for internal fires. The second factor was that, in the
normal configuration, the fuselage and the fuel were located in close proxi-
mity to one another. As a result, the fire and the occupiable area were
nearly superimposed from the start. Reference to Figure 2 shows that the
average escape time for these helicopters was in the range of 7 to 16 sec.

• .8001 I

AEROMEDICAL
1.600 LABORATORYDATA (OPEN •• J]

FUbELAGE)

• 1,200
A v ASE R DOAT

1,000 (CLOSED -
= FUSELAGE)

I-

w 800
S-

600

-E3CAPE TCMES......RAN41E OF
200 - ;• 7 TO 16 SEC -. ...

200

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50

TIME (SEC)

a

FIGURE 2. RECORDED AMBIENT TEMPERATURE RANGE IN THE CABIN AREAS OF
LARGE, BURNING, PASSENGER/CARGO-CARRYING HELICOPTERS.

Full-scale fire tests on standard aluminum aircraft skin panels show that,
for a fuel fire of maximum severity and minimum skin thickness, burn-through
may occur in as little as 10 sec. Larger aircraft, which possess thicker
skin panels, have burned through in 30 to 40 sec. Figure 3 shows minimum
skin melting times based on aircraft gross weight. Escape time is obviously
shorter for fa'ter burn-through time. Thus, the very short escape time in
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FIGURE 3. AIRCPAFT SKIN MELTING TINE BASED ON GROSS WEIGHT.

light aircraft is due not only to the proximity of tha fuel to the occupant
but also to the faster burn-through time of the thinner fuselage skins.

More recent full-scale fire tests using segments from a DC-10 aircraft and an
exterior pooled fuel fire also illustrated the dependence of burn-through
time on skin thickness. In these tests, the aluminum skin above the windows,
which was 0.090 in. thick, reached the melting teiperaure wit'hin 64 tI
82 sec, while the belt area around the window, which incorporated a doubler
and was a total of 0.350 in. thick, did not reach melting temperatures until
150 to 198 sec. after the initiation of the fire (Reference 5). These tests
also showed that the aluminum skin beýlow the windows, which was the same
thickness as that above the windows, did not reach the melting temperature
until some 30 to 60 sec after the skin above the windows. This was attri-
buted to the difference in temperatures in the flame plume at various levels
above the fuel's surface.

This series of tests was done to eviuate improved flame-resistant aircraft
window systems. During these tests it was found that the standard acrylic
windows, in geaeral, would burn through before the belt system did and some-
timies tefore the skin below the windows burned through. The data also indi-
cated that an improvement of fire resistivity was obtained by the improved
window system (see Section 5.4.6 for details on the improved windows).
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Another factor that can influence burn-through time is insulation. When an
aircraft skin is heated externally by a fire, the metal skin attempts to
radiate heat internally. When this radiation is prevented or retarded by
insulation, skin burn-through occurs more rapidly. One study, Reference 6,
supported in part by References 7, 8, and 9, documents various skin burn-
through times as a function of skin thickness, insulation characteristics,
and temperature of the heat source. It was reported that in the case of the
aluminum fuselage, the removal of skin due to nielting exposes the insulation
to additional distorting effects produced by the high turbulence within the
liquid fuel fire. The turbulence hastens the destruction of the insulative
barrier, thereby further reducing the survival time.

In a postcrash fire, if the fuselage stays intact and the fire enters the
fuselage through a rupture or burn-through of the aircraft skin, it can
ignite any combustibles, such as aircraft seat cushions, which are near the
opening. The burning of interior materials in a situation such as this can
lead to the phenomenon of a flashover. Flashover is the transition from a
localized fire to a general conflagration within the compartment when all com-
bustible surfaces become involved in flames. This can also be accompanied by
the sudden propagation of flames through unburned gases and vapor collected
under the ceiling.

During a compartment fire, heat builds up in the upper level of the compart-
ment because of the vertical flames above the fire, the hot surfaces in the
upper part of the enclosure, and hot combustion products trapped under the
ceiling. As the fire progresses, the heat layer descends from th- ceiling
and becomes lower. When enough heat is radiated to lower levels to ignite
materials at the lower level, the phenomenon of a flashover occurs.

The occurrence of flashover indicates that conditions throughout the cabin
become nonsurvivable within a matter of seconds. The temperature and smoke
levels increase dramatically at flashover, and the oxygen level decreases.
Figure 4 shows data obtained during a full-scale fuel fire test conducted
with a C-133 test article and employing commonly used interior aircraft
materials (Reference 10). Movie film taken of the test demonstrated that for
2nnnVnyim+Q1vy 2 min the rahin firp wa limitpr tn the area in the immediate
vicinity of the fuselage opening adjacent to the fuel fire. Figure 4 docu-
ments the rapid increase in temperature and smoke and the decrease in oxygen
at and beyond flashover.

3.2.2 Smoke and TOxic Gases

Aircraft crash fires generate large quantities of dense smoke consisting of
unburned carbon particles, ashes, and gaseous combustion products. The
hazards of smoke may be both physical (blocking vision) and physiological
(irritation of eyes and respiratory tract, toxicity).

Recent studies address the problem of smoke generation and dispersion inside
a fuselage during a postcrash fire (References 6, 7, 8, 11, and 12). If
there is only one opening in the fuselage and it happens to be near a fire,
smoke can enter into the fuselage. The amouni. allowed to eifter is directly
related to the location and orientation of the opening and the relative
wind. If there is a second fuselage opening and it is in an area where there
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FIGURE 4. CHARGES IN TEMPERATURE, OXYGEN,
AND SMOKE LEVELS AT FLASHOVER.

is no fire, the airflow inside the fuselage can be from the fire area to the
smoke-free opening, filling the fuselage with smoke. If the airflow inside
the fuselaye l rois the s.oke free Openn^ t" the nopnirn g ;nr the firep it
could provide "clean" air for the occupants. If there is fire at each
opening, and a chimney effect is created, smoke-filled air from one of the
fires will flow toward the opening which is in the area of the lower relative
air pressure.

Airflow through a large airliner fuselage with openings at each end, being
subjected to a crash fire, has been measured in excess of 35 mph. The flow
was turbulent in nature due to the vortex-generating effects of the seats and
occupants. This high-speed airflow through the fuselage is not present in
inflight fires or accidents where there is only one opening present. It
takes multiple openings, separated by considerable distance, to allow the
chimney effect to occur, and it takes vortex generators, such as seats, to
generate turbulence and mix the smoke and air.

The rapid obscuration of vision by smoke has been reported by many survivors
of aircraft postcrash fires. In addition, many test programs have documented
the generation of large quantities of smoke during burn tests of transport
fuselages and cabin mock-ups used tG evaluate aircraft interior materials.
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During a program to examine interior emergency lighting in a postcrash fire
environment, several tests conducted in a wide body aircraft test fuselage (a
converted C-133 fuselage) furnished quantitative information on smoke levels
during aircraft fires (Reference 13). A series of tests were conducted with
the interior devoid of combustible materials and an external fuel spill fire
adjacent to an opening in an otherwise intact fuselage. A second series of
tests were conducted to compare results of the fuel fire smoke to the smoke
environment created by interior materials ignited from an outside postcrash
fire. Data from the tests indicated that the relationship between cabin
smoke and heat appeared to be comparable for exterior fuel fires and interior
materials fires. Increasing cabin smoke density was accompanied by a corre-
sponding increase in temperature. Figure 5 illustrates the relationship
between the smoke density and temperature increase.
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FIGURE 5. RELATION OF SMOKE TO TEMPERATURE INCREASE,

Quantitative crash test data are also available for car-bon monoxide (CO), the
predominant toxic gas generated during crash fires. The history of carbon
monoxidL levels typical of NACA's passenger-carrying aircraft experiments is
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presented in Figtire 6. It can be observed that the CO concentrations re-
mained below the 0.8 percent level for about 250 sec, at which time they
rapidly increased to 4 percent. This slow-to-develop situation was due to
the distributiot, of the fuel spillage and the protective shield afforded the
occupantF by the fuselage. Also plotted in Figure 6 is the cumulative
carbttyhc-oglobin (COIb) level that would be present in an individual exposed
to this atmosphere. The escape-limiting 35 percent COHb would be reached in
approximately 6 min. (See Section 3.3.2 for a discussion of the effect of
carborn monuxide on escape time.)
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FIGURE 5. AVERACE RECORDED CO CONCENTRATIONS AND CALCULATED COHb
LEVELS IN LARGE, CRASHED, BURNING, PASSENGER/CARGO-
CARRYING FIXED-WING AIRCRAFT.

The CO levels typical of burning, large, passenger/cargo-carrying helicopters
are presented in Figure 7. It can be seen that measurable CO levels started
at about 20 see and vithin 4."i sec the levels had increased to 3 percent. As
with the temperatures, the 'apid increase of CO was due to the fuel distri-
bution and the structural breakup. The CC concentration dissipated after
45 sec due to two factors. First, the helicopter fuselages were nearly con-
sumed by fire in 45 sec; thus, they could no longer act as shells to hold the
gases in the area. Second, only small quantities (28 gal. and 56 gal.) of
fuel were used during th, tests. The rapid dissipation of the CO would pre-
clude the buildup of dangerous COHb levels in an individual exposed to these
conditions.
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FIGURE 1. AVERmAGE RECORDED CO CONCENTRATIONS AND CALCULATED COHb
LEVELS IN LARGE, CRASHED, BURNING, PASSENGER/CARGO-
CARRYING HELICOPTERS.

Although carbon monoxide is produced in larger amounts than any other toxic
gas, large-scale burn tests show that many other gases also are generated,
including significant amc~unts of hydrogen chloride (HCl) and hydrogen cyanide
(HCN) (Referenices 14 and 15). In fact, the recognition~ that HCN was a comý)us-
tion product of many aircraft materials prompted Civil Aeromedical Institut~e
(CAMI) scientists to deleraine the HCN levels in blood specimens from victims
of aircraft accidents involvinq postcrash fire (Reference 16). It was deter-
mined that HCN was present at levels greater than normal in the blood of
several victims.

There is a rapid rise in toxic gases at fiashover, as shown in Figure 8 (from
Reference 10). Comparing Figures 8 and 4 shows that the acid gases, HF and
HCl, accumulated in the cabin at least 1 min. before any of the remaining
hazards, including the increase in temperature. Elevated temperature, smoke,
and HCN were the remaining hazards detected before the onset of flashover.

Early concentrations of the acid gases are considered to be significant and
might contribute to some level of impairment. These acid gases were gener-
ated by the burning of honeycomb composite panels comprising the ceiling,
storage bins, and hat rack.
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A FULL-SCALE FUEL FIRE TEST.

3.2.3 Graphite Fiber Hazards

3.2.3.1 Materials. The use of composite materials in aircraft struc-
tures is increasing. Some of these composites are made with fibers of elec-
trically conductive materials such as graphite (carbon). In most cases,
these fibers ar• held in a matrix of epoxy materials and are capable of being
formed into high-strength and low-weight aircraft components. The percentage
of composite components is increasing rapidly in new helicopter designs, and
"'all-composite" aircraft are projected for the future. Reference 17 con-
cludes that no special criteria are necessary when composites are substituted
for metal in aircraft structures.
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3.2.3.2 Postcrash Fire Release. If these materials are involved in a
fire, the epoxy matrix is pyrolized, and the fiber can be released into the
atmosphere as part of the smoke plume. These free fibers of electrically
conductive materials create the risk of electrical short circuits across a
variety of electrical and electronic equipment. Testing has shown that the
percentage of fiber released is very low in a relativity static fire but, if
combined with impact or explosions, large quantities can be released. In
addition, postcrash cleanup can disturb loose fibers and disperse them into
the atmosphere. Risk analysis studies have shown that the averagc expected
risks of these events is low (Reference 18).

3.2.3.3 Methods oLControl. Clearly the ideal control is in reducing
the incidence of postcrash fire as discussed in this volume. Once a .-arbon-
composite material is burned, minimizing the probability of explosive dis-
bursement of fibers is desirable. Reducing the probability of inflight fires
releasing fibers while airborne is also desirable. However, since other
valid reasons exist for reducing inflight fire and po~tcrash explosions,
carbon composites do not constitute a significant increase in the problem.

Postcrash cleanup procedures of carbon-composite debris should include t,-
use of sprayed-on binders prior to moving the residue. Information on the
use of composite materials and recommended postcrash fire precautions should
be included in the appropriate aircraft service publication. Some studies
have been conducted to evaluate the personnel hazards resultinq from helicop-
ter composite structures exposed to fires and/or explosions (Reference 17).

3.3 HUMAN SURVIVAL AND ESCAPE

One's ability to perform a self-initiated escape from a burning aircraft be-
comes hampered when one is unable to think and act as a normal human being.
The point at which the incapacitating effect occurs is called the escape
limit. An occupant's escape limit is governed by what the person feels
(temperature), breathes (toxic gases), and sees, or in case of smoke, does
not see (escape routes, blocked exits, etc.). Human to'herance limits define
human body reaction to these factors.

3.3.1 Human Tolerance to Heat

The literature dealing with the subject of human tolerance to hVat exposure
is rather extensive, but somewhat confusing and misleading. (For the purpose
of this discussion, human tolerance to heat is considered for short-term expo-
sures, up to 15 min, rather than heat prostration-type injuries that require
a considerably longer exposure time.) Although heat tolerance has been reli-
ably investigated by many researchers, their reports are not always clear,
especially in regard to protective measures taken during exposures to extreme
heat. The reports by Johnson and Pesman are considered to be the best appli-
cation of scientific knowledge to the subject of human thermal tolerance
during the aircraft crash-fire environment (References 3 and 19). Therefore,
most of the material in this section has been based upon those reports.

Thermal injuries occurring in aircraft crash fires can be divided into two
general types: skin injury and respiratory injury.
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3.3.1.1 Akin j J•y. When exposed to heat, two main factors govern a
person's survivability. They are tolerance to pain and the thermal level at
which the exposed skin will experience second-degree burning. References 20
and 21 state that the pain threshold is exceeded when the human skin is
heated to a temperature between 108 OF and 113 OF, with normal human
beings experiencing unbearable pain at skin temperatures of 124 OF. More-
over, when the skin surface temperature is raised above 11 OF, the rate of
cellular destruction is more rapid than cellular repair; consequently, an
accumulative injury occurs. Obviously, the extent of the injury is dependent
on the heat transferred during the exposure time.

Since the temperature values required to preduce pain and skin injury are
similar, pain is a good indication that injury will occur if the application
of heat continues. Therefore, approximate escape limits can be based on
extreme pain and, thus, the occurrence of radiative second-degree burns.

To approximate the occupant escape limit as fixed by radiant temperature, one
additional factor must be considered; i.e., the radiating surface visible to
the exposed area. A hemisphere is considered to be the maximum possible
radiating space angle (Figure 9). Figure 10 shows pain threshold time as
determined by temperature of the radiative source for several angles of radi-
ation. If. for example, the entire hemispheric surface were at an elevated
temperature, Curve A (F - 1.00) would apply. If only 50 percent of the hemis-
pheric surface were at such temperature, Curve B (F - 0.50) would apply. The
escape limit is independent of the distance between the individual and the
radiant heat source. As an example of radiant curve usage, assume that an
individual is sitting in a crashed aircraft that is engulfed in a fireball.
For all practical purposes, the imaginary hemisphere would be 100 percent
heated; thus, Curve A would apply. Figure 10 shows that a 20-sec escape time
will be reached when the interior aircraft walls reach radiant temperature of
only 550 OF.

HEMISPHERE 7

EXPOSED SURFACE

FIGURE 9. THE HEMISPHERE OF RADIANT HEAT CONCEPT.
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CONTAINED IN THE APPENDIX.)

Experimental data on human body tolerance to convective heat (from hot ambi-
ent air) are much more limited than data on tolerance to radiant heat. Can-
vective heat is the primary source of caloric uptake at low temperatures, andsevere physiological d.......... ,,y , .

quired for second-degree burning of the skin. Thus, extreme pain alone is
not sufficient to determine tolerance time to heated ambient air, and the
radiative burn curves in Figure 10 cannot be used with ambient air temper-
atures.

Figure 11 (Reference 22) is a compcsite of the experimental work conducted to
date on human tolerance to heated ambient air. This curve shows that the
available escape time at 400 OF would be about 20 sec. This temperature is
comparable to the respiratory level temperature of 390 OF selected by NACA
as discussed in the following section.

3.3.1.2 Respiratory Iniury. Since occupants of burning aircraft may
inhale hot gases that can inflict respiratory system injuries, a tolerance
criterion is needed. However, a thorough knowledge of rapid incapacitation
from respiratory system injury is lacking. In fact, the general knowledge
concerning this aspect of human tolerance is so limited that, for all
practical purposes, there are not enough data available to establish an
escape limit threshold.
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A temperature of 390 OF was chosen by NACA as a threshold value to permit a
gross comparison of the relative hazards of respiratory and skin injury

.... (RIDeference 10) The 3q9 OF w2s rhnpn since it is the highest known

temperature to which a human respiratory system has becn exposed without
damage.

3.3.2 Human Tolerance to Toxic Gases

The ability to escape successfully from a burning aircraft also depends on a
person's tolerance to the many toxic gases present during a crash fire. Of
these, carbon monoxide (CO) is generally the most prevalent.

The physiological effects of various carboxyhemoglobin (COHb) levels are
shown in Figure 12. During a detailed study, NACA established that when an
aircraft occupant breathes enough CO to cause a COHb l.,vel (the percent of CO
saturation in the blood) of 35 percent, the individual's judgment becomes
impaired (Reference 23). Consequently, when a COHb level of 35 percent ii
reached, the occupant's self-initiated escape capability becomes limited.
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VARIOUS AIR CCNCENTRATIONS OF COHb.

The absorption constant, K, depends upon the ventilation rate (volume of air
inhaled per minute) of the exposed person. Since the ventilation rate de-
pends upon the type of work being done, the constant K is equal to 3 for per-
sons at rest, 5 for light activity. 8 for light work, and 11 for heavy work.
NACA has chosen a ventilation rate equal to that of persons engaged in light
work as approximately that which would be encountered in persons attempting
to escape from a burning aircraft (Reference 19). Therefore, a value of 8
was used for the absorption constant iii deriving the curves. Figure 13 shows
that the escape-limiting 35 percent COHb level is reached when the individual
breathes 3.0 percent CO for 90 sec.
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Although the escape time as limited by CO inhalat,ion is generally longer than
that limited by thermal skin injury, CO cannot be disregarded as a sarious
hazard. The relationship between ambient temperature and CO concentration
will be dependent upon the type of crash, position of the occupant in the air-
craft, slope of the impacted terrain, direction of the wind, and availability
of fire-fighting equipment. It is entirely possible, especially in larger
aircraft, that an individual's escape time could be limited by the CO concen-
tration in the air rather than by thermal injuries.

The escape time based on CO inhalation must be considered to be the maximum
escape time, since some of the other toxic gases present in the crash-fire
environment are much more toxic than CO. In addition, the synergistic
effects of combined gases and heat on toxicity are not well defined, although
it has been established that heated gases or combinations of gases can be
more lethal to the human than a single cool gas. Until these synergistic
effects are studied in more detail, the lethal effects of each gas in a com-
bination must be considered to be additive to the lethal effects of the other
gases.

Other gases that may limit escape time from burning aircraft include hydrogen
cyanide (HCN), hydrogen chloride (HCI), nitrogen dicxide (NO2 ), and many
othors. Approximate human tolerance limits to the most commonly expected
aircraft fire gases are given in parts per million (ppm) ini lable 1
(Reference 24).

TABLE 1. TOLERANCE TO SELECTED COMBUSTION GASES

Hazardous Levels (pw) for
Times Indicated

Co'rbustiorn Gas Mintj 1/2 hr 1-2 hr 8 hr

Carbon dioxide .)0,003 40,000 5.,000 32,000

Carbon moncxide 3,000 1,600 800 100

Sulphur dioxide 400 150 50 8

Nitrogen dfoxide 240 100 50 30

Hydrogen chloride 1,00n 1,000 40 7

Hydrogen cyanide 200 100 50 2

Although there is considerable variation among researchers as to what level
of a particular gas does constitute a life hazard, the limits given in
Table 1 are typical of the ranges found. Perhaps more importantly, these
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data illustrate the relative lethality of the various gases. Animal experi-
ments have confirmed that the toxicity rankings of three of the most common
gases are, in decreasing order, HCN, NO2 , and HCl (Reference 25).

The results of studies on the irritant gases, acrolein and HC1, showed that
these gases did not incapacitate rats or baboons without causing severe res-
piratory tract damage and possible lethality (Refereoce 26). In fact, the
threshold concentration for incapacitation by these gases was very near or
even within the lethal range. The results of these studies indicated that
humans may be able to tolerate acrolein and HCl at considerably higher con-
centrations than anticipated without being prevented from escaping a post-
crash aircraft fire.

The FAA has developed nomographs for the safe discharge of Halon fire extin-
guishing agents in ventilated compartments. These riomographs were based on
OSHA limitations whicn state the acceptable dosages of Halon 1211 and Halon
1301 are 4 percent-minutes and 10 percent--mintites, respectively. The FAA
also estimated that the acceptable dosage of carbon dioxide under these con-
ditions wouId be 25 percent-minutes (Reference 27).

3.3.3 Human Tolerance to Miscellaneous Fire Factcrs

Discussions with survivors of actual aircraft accidents have indicated that
there are nmany other factors associated with the crash-fire situation that

-a . n... ality to escape. IncudAed are visual hbst,,ruins, eyeOVCaf, al ect one' s au .. .. . , 1, ... . ...... - -_ , -_7 j

and throat irritant, fire-blocked exits, panic, and the heat factor associ-
ated w~th blowing hot air.

Once operings appear in the fuselage shell surrounding the occupants during a
crash fire, rapid airflow through the occupiable area can begin. (It was
ooted during some of the full-scale aircraft burn tests conducted by AvSER
that airflow through the fuselage reached speeds as high as 35 mph.) This
airflow is usually hot, turbulont, and laden with toxic gases and debris. It
can create a high startle factor in the occupants, because it affects their
breathing and causes them to lose sight of the surrounding area. Particulate
matter in the smoke either blocks their vision or gets into their eyes,
causing the individual to close them. Further, the smoke enters the respir-
atory tract, causing severe coughing and choking. Panic oftern results.

In view of the above hazards, the question of whether it is safer to stand up
or crawl out of the aircraft is often asked. As long as the aircraft fuse-
lage remains intact and has only one open exit, it is probably safer to crawl
toward the aircraft opening to escape the elevated temperature and toxic gas
region near the ceiling. However, in smaller aircraft with openings in the
fuselage shell and in large aircraft with multiple open doors and exits,
there is no safe location. The turbulence in the airflow due to seats, occu-
pant, and other vortex generators is so great that no safe zone exists. Low-
fiammability clothing, a sound knowledge of evacuation procedures, and the
zDility and knowledge to hold one's breath while exiting the aircraft are the
occupant's primary assets for' survival. Once a fire has started, the only
aircraft-related evacuation advantages an occupant can have are properly
designed and located exits and slides, escape aisles, and emergency lighting,
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4. POSTCRASH FIRE PRuTECT...

4.1 INTRODUCTION

Postcrash fire research and accident experience with the crash-resistant fuel
systems have shown that: (I) improvements in ground fire-fighting systems
will provide little improvement for chances of survival in accidents where a
postcrash fire is present, (2) a reduction of fuel spillage and ignition
sources during and following a crash will reduce the probability of postcrash
fire, and (3) greater emptIasis on "built-in" postcrash fire protection during
the aircraft design stage will improve overall postcrash fire resistance.
The primary function of a crash-resistant fuel system is to prevent a massive
postcrash fire long enough to allow for occupant escape.

This chapter presents basic design guidelines for Army aircraft systems that
will inherently resist flammable fluid spillage and ignition during surviv-
able accidents. It briefly discusses some of the harzardous characteristics
of the flammable fluids used in aircraft systems. It then discusses the fuel
containment approach, followed by a brief summary of fuel modification. Igni-
tion source control, also presented, is applicable with all forms of spil-
lage. However, it has not, by itself, proved to be a practical solution to
the postcrash fire problem.

When design Irig a Grciraft fluel , ilydrauli-c, ellect~rical , st-ructural , a3.nd other
systems, two basic requirements must be met: (1) each system must be highly
functional from the standpoint of operational and maintenance needs, and (2)
the combined system must resist causing a crash fire. These requirements can
be achieved only through a design based on careful integration of the various
systems, with full consideration being given to operational and crash-
;rasistant requirements.

The mating of the systems that offer a fire reduction potential as well as
the required operational capabilities may increase the cost and weight of the
aircraft; however, the integration of a crash-resistart fuel system design
philosophy and hardware does not necessarily imply an overall weight or cost
increase. Simplicity in the fuel system, which is desirable from the stand-
point of requiring minimum attention from the crew, may well lead to a more
crash-resistant system. By following the design suggestions contained herein
and by thoroughly understanding the fire probVam as discussed in Chapter 3,
crash-resistant systems that will be practical from the standpoint of both
weight and cost can be designed.

4.2 FLAMIMALE FLUIDS

Nearly all fluids used in aircraft systems are flammable to one degree or
another. Many research efforts have been conducted to determine the relative
fire hazard of one fluid over another. References 28 through 33 are recent
typical examples.

A variety of factors can influence the actual fire hazard; however, probably
the single most important issue is whether or not Lae fluid is in a liquid or
mist state. Most of the data contained in the standard reference manuals
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concerning ignition of flammable fluids discusses their ignitibility differ-
ences when measured in a motionless pool or state. Unfortunately, this is
not the usual situation during an aircraft accident.

Careful study of the behavior of these fluids during crash impacts clearly
shows that, once released from their respective systems, they are readily
converted into a mist state. The actual particle size of the mist will vary,
depending on the relative airflow into which the fluid is being expelled, the
pressure behind the exiting fluid as it spills out of its containment system,
its viscosity, temperature, thixotropic characteristics, arid other physical
units of measurements. (See Section 4.6.2.2, Hot Surfaces, for a more
detailed discussion of the ignition of spilled fluids.)

Once these flammable fluids are converted into a mist state, the measurable
differences become quite small. The increase in fire safety associated with
fluids having low volatility characteristics are essentially eliminated once
the fluid is in the mist state. In fact, tests measuring flame propagation
through different misted aircraft flammable fluids have shown that there is
essentially no significiant difference in ease of ignition or flame propaga-
tion speed, even when measuring such fluids as gasoline and kerosene. From a
crash-resistant designers poiit of view, it is suggested that the following
philosophy be adopted concerning flammable fluids.

Assume that the prevention of hazardous spillage is the paramount issue, then
follow these guidelines:

1. Prevent spillage - but if some does occur, design to:
2. Prevent ignition - but if some does get ignited, design to:
3. Isolate.

4.3 FUEL CONTAINNENT

The design philosophy for cresh-resistant fuel systems in aircraft is based
upon the need to control postcrash fire in otherwise survivable accidents.
In examining the basic elements contributing to postcrash fire, three factors
emerge: an oxidizer, a combustible agent, and an ignition source.

Since it is not feasible to completely control the supply of oxygen immedi-
ately surrounding the aircraft, control is best exercised over the remaining
two elements: the fuel and the ignition source.

The ideal fuel system is one that completely contains its flammable fluid
both during and after the accident. To accomplish this, all components of
the system must resist rupture regardless of the degree of failure of the sur-
rounding structure. Success of such a system depends on proper selection of
materials and design techniques in each of the following areas:

* Fuel tanks

* Fuel lines

* Supportive components and subsystems.
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There is no single, universally adaptable fuel system for aircraft. Each air-
craft manufacturer must design his own crash-resistant system based on the
criteria presented in the following sections. A rating method which can help
the designer select a crash-resistant fuel system design for his particular
aircraft has been developed and used on a variety of U.S. Army aircraft
(Reference 34). Although the criteria given below are specifically appli-
cable to new aircraft design, it also is possible to modify existing aircraft
to include most of the crash-resistant fuel system principles and components.

4.3.1 Fuel Tanks

4.3.1.1 Tank Location. The location of the flammable fluid-carrying tank
in an air'craft is of considerable importance in minimizing the postcrash fire
hazard from a tank installation. The location must be considered with
respect to occupants, ignition sources, and probable impact areas.

Greater distance between occupants and fuel supply tends to increase escape
time in the event of a fire because it reduces the likelihood of fuel en-
tering the occupied area. Also, the tank should be kept away from probable
ignition sources. While this is not always feasible, tanks should not be
installed in or over the engine compartment, the battery, or other primary
ignition sources. Another important consideration is the location of tanks
with respect to probable impact damage. Accident histories show repeated
tank ruptures and consequent fires as a result of landing gear faiiures, indi-
cating the tank's high degree of vulnerability to demage from surrounding
structures.

Locating fuel tanks under a helicopter floor poses a serious threat because
of the propensity toward accidents in tiear-level flight attitude at high
sinking speeds. It is obvious that fuel tanks mounted low on the fuselage
will contact the ground early in the crash sequence and will be exposed to
possible penetrations from rocks, stumps, and other ground irregularities.
Thus, a good design technique is to locate fuel tanks higher in the struc-
ture. As much aircraft structure as possible should be allowed to crush
before the tanks themselves are exposed to direct contact with obstructions.

Fuel tanks in the wings should be located behind the forward spar, as far out-
board as possible, but not at the tips. Accident investigations have shown
that placing the tanks outboard of the engine nacelles in multiengine air-
craft is preferred to locating them inboard of the engines. Placing the
tanks in the wing tips should be avoided because these areas are anticipated
impact points. If fuel must be carried at the wing tips, consideration
should be given to using breakaway or jettisonable tip tanks.

Reduction of fuel tank volume must also be considered. If the fuel tank is
nearly full and located in an area where considerable structural collapse
occurs, the tank may be subjected to pressures that exceed its design limit.
It also may be exposed to puncture by torn and jagged metal. Therefore, if
it can be predicted that the structure surrounding the tank may collapse due
to compressive loads during a crash, expansion areas into which the tank and
its contents may displace should be provided.
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Another factor that can govern whether or not a fuel tank will survive a
given impact is the method of failure experienced by the aircraft structure
surrounding the tank. Care should be taken to ensure that when structural
failure occurs in the area of the tank, sharp cutting surfaces, penetrating
spars and longeron,., and other injurious structures are avoided or control-
led. Nonmetallic fuel tank liners, i.e., backing board, should be con-
sidered for use as a shield against the above injurious mechanisms.

The strength of the structure surrounding the tank also must be considered,
especially if bladders are used. Crash-resistant fuel tanks, as defined by
MIL-i-27422, have demonstrated their ability to safely contain fuel when
placed in aircraft structures typical of the general-aviation-size aircraft.
When MIL-T-27422 was written, it was based upon the results of a twelve-year
crash test program which used aircraft of various sizes and shapes ranging
from the small LOH helicopters to medium-sized aircraft. Whether or not the
data gained from the test program can be safely applied to aircraft of the
C-141 or C-5 size still remains to be seen. Extreme caution must be taken
when consideving locating MIL-T-274?2 fuel tanks in airliner structures which
aie designed to carry loads far greater than those which currently surround
the fuel bladders in Ltse. These structures have the strength and weight to
readily rupture MIL-T-27422 tanks, especially if the fuel tanks are not
installed in accordance with the guidelines presented in this manual.

4.3.1.2 Tank Shane. The ability of the tank to displace easily and with-
out snagging is largely dependent on its shape. Cylindrical or rectangular
shapes appear to be best, whereas tanks with protuberances or tanks composed
of several interconnecting tanks (see Figure 14) are more vulnerable to rup-
ture. Where tanks deviate greatly fr'om the regular cylindrical or parallel-
piped shapes, consideration should be given to the use of separate tanks with
interconnecting, stret,:hable hoses, or self-sealing fittings. To minimize
snagging and excessive concentration of stresses, inside angles should be
avoided if at all possible, especially in the lower portions of the tank.
All outside angles should have a radius of at least I in. If possible, the
tank should be oriented so that the side with the greatest surface area is
facing the direction of probable impact.

4.3.1.3 Iank Materials. The concept of fluid containment requires mate-
rials and fabrication techniques that will maximize the energy-absorbing
ability of the fuel system. Tanks constructed in accordance with earlier
military specifications fvr crash resistance lacked such qualities and, there-
fore, failed under minimal severity crash conditions. Crash-resistant fuel
system research has shown, however, that fuel tanks constructed of materials
possessing a high degree of cut and tear resistance, as well as a moderate
degree of elongation, can accommodate very high impact levels without loss of
fuel. These research programs resulted in Revision B to MIL-T-27422 for
crash-resistant fuel tart:,s (Reference 35).

Tanks made to the revised specifications of MIL-T-27422 have demonstrated an
ability to hold their contents safely during the upper-limit survivable
crash. However, these demonstrations have been conducted with fuel tanks
containing liquids of 1000 gal. or less or installed in small-to-medium-sized
airplanes and helicopters. Additional research in all aspects of fuel tank
crash resistance should , ý3 conducted before tanks with capacities exceeding
1000 gal. are used, or before such tanks are installed in thicker-skinned
airliner-sized aircraft.
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FIGURE 14. TANK SHAPES.

In order to provide the reader with a better understanding of the properties
of crash-resistant fuel tank materials, the following general discussion is
presented.

Elongation can be obtained by tank deformation or material stretch. The
amount of elongation actually required is unknown. It is known, however,
that fliel tanks lacking the ability to elongate are either fairly strong
(heavy) or brittle. Both types are easily ruptured in moderate crashes. On
the other hand, crash-resistant fuel tank studies have shown that light-
weight tanks that can readily rearrange their shape (deform/elongate), at the
same time exhibiting a high degree of cut and tear resistance, can hold their
contents during upper-limit survivable crashes.
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The amount of tensile strength a fuel tank material should possess also is
debatable. Early attempts to define a fuel tank material property in terms
of tensile strength proved unsuccessful. In fact, crash-resistant fuel
system studies showed that tanks with lower tensile strengths were more dif-
ficult to rupture than ones with higher tensile values, providing, of course,
that the tanks still exhibited a high degree of cut and tear resistance
(Reference 36).

At the time of this writing, the only reason known for a minimum tensile
strength requirement is to provide enough load-carrying capability between
the tank wall and the tank fitting to cause the fitting to pull free of the
airframe structure rather than out of the tank. This usually requi7,es the
breaking of some sort of frangible fastener between the tank fitting and the
airframe.

What, then, defines whether or riot a tank is crash-resistant? The overall
results of extensive U. S. Army-funded crash-resistant fuel system studies
indicated that cut, tear, and impact resistance were the key issues. How-
ever, tank shape, flexural modulus of the material, reinforcement orienta-
tion, and loading rate sensitivity were all involved. The B revision of
MIL-T-27422 was prepared as a result of the U. S. Army tests and is the best
source to date to define fuel tank crash resistance.

The cut- and tear-resistance tests, defined in MIL-T-27422, are s If-explanatory.
The values specified have proven to be effective in actual crashes.

The importance of a material's tear resistance is illustrated in Figure 15.
These load-deflection curves were obtained from tear tests of 3 x 7-in. speci-
mens containing an initial 3-1n.-long slit (see Figure 16). Figure 15 shows
the load required to propagate the initial slit as a function of the displace-
ment of the pull jaws of the test device. The area under the curve is a
measure of the energy required to completely fail the specimen. The energy
required to fail the MIL-T-27422B material is almost six times that required
for the 0.063-in. aluminum, although the nylon/rubber composite is lighter in
weight than the aluminum. The MIL-T-27422B composite material, though some-
what heavier than MIL-T-27422A material, far surpasses MIL-T-27422A material,
both in the load necessary to propagate the tear and in the energy required
to completely fail the material. Further data on these materials are avail-
able in References 36 and 37.

In order to assure that proposed tank designs have seam continuity, proper
fitting installation and placement, and other overall crash impact resis-
tance, a drop test requirement was included in the MIL-T-27422B revision.

Preproduction tanks in both the standard 30-in. cubes and the look-alike
configurations, with all openings suitably closed, are filled with water to
normal capacity (air removed) and mounted on a platform of the design shown
in Figure 17. Lightweight cord is used to maintain the tank in normal flight
attitude. The platform is raised to a height of 65 ft, released, and allowed
to drop freely onto a nondeforming surface with the platform horizontal
(±10 degrees) at impact for rotary-wing aircraft and at an angle of 20 +
10 degrees with the horizontal for fixed-wing aircraft. No liquid leakage is
allowable following the test.
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FIGURE 15. RE.A$TAINCE OF MATERIALS TO TEARING.
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ever, it must be remembered that the drop test does not, in any way, evaluate
puncture or tear resistance. The 65-ft drop height provides a safety margin
should an aircraft crash with a significant horizontal component or after a
crash into rough terrain (e.g., rock- and stumps), thereby placing localized
loads on the tank. Furthermore, aircraft structures surrounding the fuel
tank sometimes fail in a manner that crca.tes additional hazards to the tank.
This factor also is considered in the safety margin provided by the 65-ft
drop test.

Review of recent crash data indicat~s that fuel tanks that have beei; designed
to the existing criteria, including ,'he 65-ft drop test, are sometimes fail-
ing and releasing their contents, with fires resulting, in accidents at, and
slightly above, the human survival ran'ge. This suggests that the design
criterion is at the appropriate 'level. If aircraft impact velocities are ex-
pected to be higher, the tank material criteria may need to be increased
accordingly. Lower anticipated impact speeds may allow a corresponding
materials criteria reduction; however, such reduction should not be allowed
without first conducting a major, long-term test program to measure and de-
fine the requirements necessary to maintain crash-resistant fuel tank
integrity.
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NOTE: DIMENSIONS IN INCHES UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECFIED
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FIV*5 16. SLIT TEST FOR OBTAINING RESISTANCE TO TEAR PROPAGATION.

The other criteria discussed in the following sections apply regardless of
the anticipated impact speeds.

4.3.1.4 . A fuel tank failure often is caused by physical
displacement of the aircraft structure in relation to the fuel tank. This
places stress concentrations at tank aittachme'nt point's suchl as iler n~ecks/'
caps, tank outlets, boost pumps, and drains. The ta~ik fitting can be pulled
from the fuel tank, tearing the tank wall. Often, if the energy levels are
27422B became effective, fuel tank fittings could be torn from standard
.30-caliber self-sealing fuel tanks at loads corresponding to about one-third
the strength of the tank wall. The new specification requires high-strength
fitting-retention methods in keeping with the high strength of the new fuel
tank materials.

MIL-T-27422B specifies that all fuel tank fittings shall have a pullout
strength of at least 80 percent of the fuel tank wall strength. The strength
of the tank material is determined by measuring the force required to drive
the end of a 4-in. -diameter rod through a 13-5/8-in, diaphragm specimen of
the tank material that is supported around the perimeter. The rod has a
1/8-in, radius which forces the end into the sides. The rod is driven at a
rate of 20 in./min.
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_j

A

NOTE; DIMENSIONS A AND B SHALL NOT EXCEED TANK
DIMENSIONS (WHEN THE LOADED TANK IS IN PLACE
FOR rEST) BY MORE THAN 12 IN.
IN EITHER DIRECTION.

FIGURE 17. DROP TEST FIXTURE.

A typical method for measuring the fitting pullout strength is shown in Fig-
ures 18 and 1g. A test sample, containing a 4-in.-outside-diameter fitting,
is fabricated of the tank material using the same fitting material and at-
taching methods used on full-size production tanks. A 225 + 5-lb weight is
attached to the fitting as shown in Figure 18. A force transducer is located
between the fitting and the weight, as close to the fitting as possible. The
test sample is attached to a rigid drop cage, dropped from a height oft 20 ft,
and decelerated in a distance of 9 in. or less. There must be sufficient
distance between the bottom of the weight and the cage to prevent bottoming
prior to fitting pullout. The peak reading from the force transducer i•> the
fitting pullout strength, which must be in excess of 80 percent of the failure
load of the tank material but need not exceed 30,000 lb.

It is desirable, as a goal, for the fuel tank fitting to have a pullout
strength equal to that of the tank wall. However, tank manufacturers have
experienced great difficulty in meeting the 80-percent retention requirement
currently specified in MIL-T-27422B. Consequently, the 80-percent value is an
obvious compromise.
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FIGURE 19. TYPICAL FUEL TANK FITTING PULLOUT

FOLLOWING DYNAHIC TEST.
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Two hlgh-stregth fitting designs that have met the b0-perceit retention re-
quirement are shown In Figure 20. Proprietary designs exhibiting strengths
close to orevc.n ecqghtly in excess of' the fuel tank wall strength have been
demonstrated recern..y. Thus, it may be feasible to delete this compromise in
the future.

'4'r--., TANK WALL

/ METAL FITTING

TEGE-LOCK-"'ý
gZ WEDGE--LOCK RETENTION TECHNIQUE

TANK WALL-

MEA FITTIN

FVER BUNDLES

"FIBER-LOCK RETENTION TECHNIQUE

FIGURE 20. HIGH-STRENGTH FITTING RETENTION TECHNIQUES.

4.3.1.5 Tink Atta chpnnts. To be crash-resistant, the fuel tank must be
sectired to the airframe and connecting plumbing in a way that allows the tank
to pull free of the attachments without rupturing when, structural displace-
ment occurs in a crash. Frangible brackets or bolts can be incorporated in
the attachment technique to ensure their separation at specified loads.
Frangible attachments may be designed to fail either the material itself
(e.g., thin-walled hollow bolts that will fail during crash impact) or some
facet of the design (e.g., protruding flanges that bend on exposure to crash
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forces). Several concepts, along with their applications, are illustrated in
Section 4.3.3. The frangible attachment must be strong enough to meet all
operational and service loads of the aircraft within a reasonable margin,*
but should fail at 25 to 50 percent of the minimum load required to fail the
attached system or component. This requires careful analysis of the various
.components in the fuel system for probable failure loads, load paths, and de-
grees of deformation. A sample breakaway load calculation is shown in
Figure 21.

Aircraft Tank wall
structure

Metal tank fitting
Frangible bolt

structur

Flange Shear plane

ITEM L0WFST FAILURE LOAD (LB)* FAILURE MODE

Aircraft
structure 4000 Shear

Tank fitting 3000 Pull out of
tank

Flange 5000 Shear
Frangible bolt Not more than Break

3000 (tension-shear)

Not less than3 0 0 0 _ 7 5
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

*Loads may or may not be representative; values are for

explanatory purposes only.

FIGURE 21. SAMPLE FRANGIBLE ATIACHMENT SEPARATION LOAD CALCULATION.

*A factor of 10 is a desirable goal to ensure that inadvertent actuation
under normal operation is impossible. It is realized that this goal may not
always be compatible with the 50-percent-attachment failure load criterion;
however, the service load margin should be as high as possible.
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The frangible attachments should be designed to separate efficiently in the
direction of force most likely to occur during crash impact. Crash loads,
whether tension, shear, compression, or combinations thereof, must be deter-
mined for each attachment by analyzing the surrounding aircraft structure and
probable impact forces and directions.

4.3.2 Fuel Lines

4.3.2.1 Ltjn_ Sgnstruction. Damaged fuel lines frequently cause spillage
in aircraft accidents. Lines often are cut by surrounding structure or worn
through by chaffing rough surfaces. The use of flexible rubber hose armored
with a steel-braided harness is strongly suggested in areas of anticipated
dragging or structural impingement. In systems where breakaway valves are
not provided, these stretchable hoses should be 20 to 30 percent longer, be-
fore stretching, than the minimum required hos3 lengths. This will allow the
hose to shift and displace with collapsing structure rather than be forced to
carry high tensile loads. For this reason, it is equally important that
couplings and fittings be used sparingly because of their propensity to snag
and restrict the natural ability of the hose to shift.

All fittings used in the fuel system should meet the strength requirements of
Tables 2, 3, or 4 when tested in the modes shown. The loads are always ap-
plied through the hose with freedom allowed for the hose to form the bend
radius. Thus, the effective moment arm for the bending tests changes pri-
marily with the line size and secondarily as the applied load produces
changes in the bend radius, This test procedure is much easier to mechanize
thin one requiring a constant moment arm and is typical of what happens in an
actual accident.

All fuel lines should be secured with breakaiway (frangible) attachment clips
in areas where structural deformation is anticipated. When fuel lines pass
through areas where extensive displacement or complete separation is anti-
cipated, self-sealing breakaway valves should be used. The valves may be
specifically designed for this purpose (Figure 22), or quick-disconnect
valves m11ay be modfie fo !se(iglre 93). (Seeo 'ection 4d..1AI fnr a mnre
complete discussion of self-sealing breakaway valves.) These valves must
meet All operational and service loads of the aircraft within a reasonable
margin, but they should separate at between 25 and 50 percent of the minimum
failure load for the weakest comDonent in the fluid-carrying system. A
sample breakaway load calculation is shown in Figure 24.

In designing a system using line-too line breakaway valves, one should con-
sider potential i;azards to cross-axis shear loading on the valve halves.
While omnidirectional separation is not an absolute requisite for most line-
to-line valves, it is highly desirable, and every attempt should be made to
procure omnidirectional valves if there is any possibility of cross-axis
shear loading.

Figures 25 and 26 will assist the designer in determining the lever arms and
bending moments imposed on frangible valves or other attaching hardware of a
crash-resistant fuel system. The dimensions given are for standard hcse fit-
tings. When using nonstandard fittings, consult the appropriate drawings.
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TABLE 2. REQUIRED MINIMUM INDIVIDUAL LOADS FOR STANDARD

HOSE AND HOSE-END FITTING COMBINATIONS

Minimum Minimum

Hose End Fitting Tensile Load Bonding Load

S-4 575 450

Tension - -6 600 450

-8 900 700

-10 1250 950

-12 1900 1050

-16 1950 1450

Benditg - -20 2300 1600

-24 2350 2750
-32 3500 4000

a-4* 575 800

Tens ion -6"* 600 850
a** 900 1250

-10 1250 575

"12 1900 675

-16 1950 1200

-20 2300 1250

Bending - -24 2350 2025

-32 3500 3500

LLM -4 t 575

Tension -6"* 600 425
-8i* 900 5

-10 1250 425

-12 1900 600

• -16 1950 1000

-20 2300 1600

Bending - -24 2350 2400
.•-32 3•00 3700

*Fit. ing size givern in 1/16..in. units. i.e.. -4 = 4/16

or 1/4 br,
**Elbow material is steel.
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TABLE 3. RECUIRED MINIMUM IKDIVIDUAL LOADS FOR SELF-

SEALING HOSE AND HOSE-END FITTING COMBINATIONS

Minimum Minimum

Hose End Fitting Tensile Load Bending Load

FittLnq TLRf Size* fib) (ib)

STRAIGHT -10 2000

Tension = -12 3120 1050

-20 2650 1700
-24 3850 2500

-32 2700 -

Bending

49 tELOV -iB i•su 700
Tension -12 3400 3700

-16 3100 4300
-20 2500 2500

-24 3800 2500

Bending -

45 0 ELBOW -10 1200 450

Tension - 12 3000 800

-16 3200 1800
-20 2900 1 709

-24 3850 2500

Bending

*Fitting size given in 1/16-in. units, i.e.. -10 = 10/16

or 5/8 in.
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TABLE 4. REQUIRED MIIMUM INDIVIDUAL LOADS FOR SELF-

SEALING HOSE WITH FLANGED END FITTINGS

Mini mum Minimum

Hose End Fitting Tensile Load Bending Load
FittingType Size* (Ib) (1b)

Tension - -12 2700 3600
-16 2500 1650

-24 2800 2500

Sendi nj

On
0 17 Sfr

Tens ion -12 2400 "50
-16 2700 1050

-24 3900 2500

Sendintg

Tens ion - 12 3100 1000

S-16 2?100 1350 "-

-24 
3450 

'2500

Bending =

*Fitting size given in 1/16-in. units, i.e., -12 - 12/16

or 3/4 in.
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FIGURE 22. SPECIFICALLY DESIGNED BULKHEAD (FIREWALL)-TO-LINE
BREAKAWAY VALVE. (TENSION ON ATTACHING HOSE CAUSES
VALVE SEPARATION)

& * -. ~IAIRCRAFT STRLICTNiF

RETAINER CLAMP FLEXIBLE DIAPHRAGM

OU ICK -DISCO NNECTRLES
VALVE.RN

FIGURE 23. MODIFIED QUICK-DISCONNECT LINE-TO-LINE VALVE. (PULL

OF DESIGNATED HOSE WILL CAUSE VALVE SEPARATION.)
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FCOMPONENW* BULKHEAD

BRACNEl COMPONENT

H-HOSE END BREAKAWAY
FITTING / VALVE

/• FLEX
TUBE FRfI LE/ HOSE
ELBOW SECTW'ý, STANDARD
FITTING AN FITTING

LOWEST FAILURE LOAD
ITEM (LB) FAILURE MODE

Flex Hose 3-000 Tensile breakage
Flex Hose 1,wo0 Pull out of end fittin%

Hose end fitting 1,650 Break (bending)
Standard AN fitting 1,700 Break (bending)
Tube elbow fitting 1,200 Break (bending)
Component structural

attachments 4,500 Pull out of structure
Breakaway valve Not more than Break at frangible section

2 0

Not less than

.LLQ 3004

*Loads may or may not be representative; values are for explanatory
purposes only.

FIGURE 24. TYPICAL BREAKAWAY LOAD CALCULATION
FOR IN-ILTNF RRFA'AWAY VAIVE.

When applying these dimensions, one hose diameter (nominal) should be added
to dimension A or B, whichever is used. One hose diameter is added because
it approximately equals the offset of the load line adjacent to the hose
socket as the hose collapses when pulled in the bending mode. Dimension A
plus the nominal hose size is to be used in lever arm determinations when
standard fittings as shown are used. Dimension B plus the nominal hose size
is to be used in determining the lever arm when other than standard elbows
are used.

For example, the lever aria of a -16 size standard 90-degree hose fitting for
self-sealing hose, from Figure 26, is 4.10 in. plus one hose diameter, or
1 in. Therefore, the lever arm length equals 4.10 4 1 - 5.10 in.
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A B
Hose Maximum Maximum

A Size (in.) (in.)

-4 1.33 1.16
-5 1.38 1.18
-6 1.51 1.29
-8 1.79 1.48

4. -10 1.94 1.60
-12 2.01 1.70
-16 2.36 1.94
-20 2.64 2.13
-24 2.79 2.18
-32 3.16 2.45

A B

A Hose Maximum Maximum
Size (in.) (in.)

-4 1.72 1.16
-5 1.83 1.18

-2 -6 2.00 1.29

4-/-8 2.17 1.48
-10 2.42 1.50
-12 2.79 1.70
-16 3.06 1.94
-20 3.45 2.13
-24 3.65 2.18
-32 4.26 2.45

A B
Hose Maximum Maximum

Bsi~ze (in.) (in.)
-4 1.59 1.16
-5 1.68 1.18

±2 -6 1.85 1.29
900 -8 2.01 1.48

-10 2.25 1.60
-12 2.66 1.70
-16 2.97 1.94
-20 3.38 2.13
-24 3.59 2.13
-32 4.22 2.45

FIGURE 25. STANDARD HOSE FITTING DIMENSIONS.
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A A B
Hose Maximum Maximum
Size (in.) (in.)

-10 3.66 3.16
-12 3.54 3.06
-16 3.62 3.06
-20 3.77 3.16
-24 3.76 3.06

A A B
Hose Maximum Maximum

2 Size (in.) (in.)
4 5 -10 3.99 3.16

-12 4.07 3.06
-16 4,19 3.06
-20 4.50 3..16
-24 4.53 3.06

A B

Hose Maximum Maximum
-, -•o.•_ _ .. L,. j (i.)LL

-10 3.52 3.16
-12 3.94 3.06

S20 -16 4.10 3.06
90_, -20 4.38 3.16

-24 .4.47 3.06

FIGURE 26. SELF-SEALING HOSE FITTING DIMENSIONS.
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The lever arm of a -10 size standard straight hose fittinc.for self-sea-ling
hose, from the same figure, is 3.66 in. plus one hose diahmeter, or .63 in.
Therefore, the lever arm length equals 3.66 + .63 = 4.2 In.

For a nonstandard fitting using -10 size self-sealing hose, thp le-ver arm
would be 3.16 in. plus one hose diameter, .63 in., plus the lenyth contributed
by the nonstandard component. Therefore, the lever arm length equals 3.16 +
.63 + component length (in inches).

Fuel lines are often used as the means of applying the loa(ýs Ytezcssary to
cause self-sealing breakaway valves to separate. While much ci-%ussion here
and in other parts of this section highlights the hose and ead fitting
strengths, it must be remembered that, in order for a valve to Z pulled apart
at a predetermined load value, the structure supporting the opposite end of
the hose-to-valve connection also must be capable of carrying 1he load This
includes bulkhead fittings and fittings terminating in componen•.s such as car-
buretors, filters, pumps, etc. Failure to recognize and design are-nd these
often overlooked weak links in the plumbing system can negate the overall
crash-resistant design effort.

4.3.2.2 Line Routing. Routing of hoses should be carefully considered
during the design stage. Fuel lines should be routed along the heavier struc-
tural menihers, since thosp memhers are less likely to deform or separate in an
accident. Avoid placing wetj fuel lines in areas of anticipated impact damage,
such as adjacent to the lower external skin and forward of the wing span.
Evacuated fuel lines can be considered as possible exceptions to this rule.
Also, it is important that hoses have a space into which they can deform when
necessary. For example, when hoses pass through large flat-plate areas, such
as bulkheads or firewalls, the hole allowing line passage should be consider-
ably larger than the outside diameter of the line. Hose stabilization as well
as liquid-tight, fire-tight seals still can be maintained if a frangible struc-
ture, such as shown in Figure 27, is used.

If design requirements limit the use of the protective measures discussed
above, full use should be madeUo sl II -2i-g uIeak-awuY UIngs local -1 e, T-,

areas of anticipated failures and structural displacements. Crossover con-
nections, drains, and outlet lines present a special problem since they are
usually located in the lower regions of the tank, where they are vulnerable to
impact damage. Space and flexibility should be provided at the connections to
allow room for the lines to shift with collapsing structure. Utmost considera-
tion should be given to using self-sealing breakaway fittings at each line-to-
tank attachment point.

4.3.3 Suggortive Components

Supportive comp(nents play a vital role in crash-resistant fuel systems.
Aside from providing a solution to specific problems, e.g., a strainer to help
clean fuel, they also must be capable of preventing spillage in accidents with
resulting forces equal to or better than the tank strength. They must not be
the weak link in the systemn. Care must be taken during the design and testing
phase to ensure that the supportive items, some of which are discussed below,

.will not fail during the crash sequence and allow spillage.
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"CONTINUOUS HOSE

GROMMETRIGO) BULKHEAD.

DOUBLER

SX/

BUL.KHEAD.•

FITTING

FRANGIBLE
MATERIAL

FRANGIBLE
"4MATERIAL

FIGURE 27. HOSE STABILIZING WITH FRANGIBLE STRUCTURE.

4.3.3.1 ýef_ .aling Breakaway valves. Self-sealing breakaway valves are
valves designed to separate into two or more sections and seal the open ends
of designated fluid-carrying passages. The openings may be in fuel/oil lines,
tanks, pumps, fittings, etc. The valves fall into two general categories:
th, "one-shot" type, which usually incorporates a frangible portion that
breaks upon valve operation (Figure 28), and the quick-disconnect type, which
is installed so that it will be triggered (released) during the crash sequence
(Figures 23 and 29). Some valves in use today have both these features
incorporated into their design. Each specific fuel system design will dictate
which of the two types of valves can or should be used. In either case, the
valves must be installed in a manner that precludes inadvertent operation.
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_TANK FITT11NG _

BREAKAWAY VALVE TN

FRANGIBLE SECTION
MONO.

BREAKAWAY VALVE.
(HOSE HALF)

FIGURE 28. "ONE-SHOT" SELF-SEALING VALVE. (LOAD ON HOSE OR LOWER
VALVE BODY CAUSES SEPARATION AT FRANGIBLE SECTION.)

RELEASE RING

VALVE

FIGURE 29. CABLE-ACTUATED QUICK-DISCONNzCT VALVE. (IF JGERED
CABLE SYSTEM IS USED, ITS LOCATION MUST BE CAREFULLY
SELECTED TO PREVENT INADVERTENT VALVE ACTUATION DURING
NORMAL AIRCRAFT OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE.)

The forces which are usually applied to self-sealing breakaway valves to
cause separation are transmitted by a pulling movement of the flexible fluid-
carrying hose. As the hose stretches, a force is transmitted to the valve.
If the force is great enough, something finally fails. Hopefully, it is the
valve. Unfortunately, however, sometimes it is the other end of the hose or
a hose end fitting. Care should be taken to ensure that the weak link in
each load-producing system is the frangible section of the self-sealing break-
away valves. Techniques for determining the weak links are discussti in this
section.
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There are design situations where, for one reason or another, a load path
other than the hose must be used. Cable lanyards are an acceptable alter-
native load path technique, and they are used today in some aircraft instal-
lations. If lanyards are used to transmit the force to cause a valve to
fracture and separate (the "one-shot" type), they must be capable of carrying
at least twice the amount of load it takes to fracture the valve. If they
are used to move a release ring, such as on a quick-disconnect valve, they
need to be at least twice as strong as the force required to move the ring.
As a general rule, the force required to move a quick-disconnect release ring
is considerably less than the force required to fracture the frangible sec-
tion of a self-sealing breakaway valve, consequently a lighter-weight overall
system can result.

Self-sealing breakaway valves should be located at each fuel-carrying tank
outlet and at locations within the fuel line network where extensive displace-
ment is foreseeable, such as wing roots or engine compartments. The purpose
of these valves is to prevent rupture of the tank, hoses, or fitting compon-
ents by placing a "safety fuse" in the load path.

A self-sealing breakaway valve should be used to connect two fuel tanks in a
direct side-by-side arrangement if there is a reasonable probability that
structure failure or displacement will occur in the immediate area of the
tanis. Figure 30 shows a breakawky valve ,,aounted 'in such a tank-to-tank
install ation.

AICRAFT STRUCTURE

- FUEL TANK WALL

FRIANGIBLE SECTION FUEL PORTS

VAV 1D VALVE BODY

AIRCRAFT TANK -\ SUMP AREACAVITY FLOOR

SAIRCRAFT OUTER SKIN

FIGURE 30. TYPICAL TANK-TO-TANK SELF-SEALING
BREAKAWAY INTERCONNECT VALVE.
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Tank-to-line interconnect valves should be recessed sufficiently into the
tank so that the tank half is flush with the tank wall or protrudes only a
minimal distance beyond the tank wall after separation. This feature reduces
the tendency of the valve to snag on adjacent structures during the crash
sequence.

The frangible interconnecting member of each of these valves should be suffi-
ciently strong to meet all operational and service loads of the aircraft
within a reasonable margin but should separate at 25 to 50 perccnt of the
m'inimum failure load for the weakest component in the fluid-carrying line.
Figure 31 illustrates a sample breakaway load calculation.

,,-AIRFRAME STRUCTURlE

COUPLING -

FLEX ~ ~ ~ ME:_7_ATAL TANK FITTING

- BREAKAWAY VALVE

FRANGIBLE SECTION

Lowit Failura

F lax hose 3000 Ter-$ il bretakage
Flex hose 15(20 full -Tit ef end fth.tlng
Tank fitting 7500 Pul IIou.t cf tanK
Note end couPling 1830 Break (beqdidtyg,
Breakaway valve 2500 ,lull out of tatik fitting
flieakaway valve Not more thon break at frangible section

ikI. hss than

4 375

~Lods o y utbe ropiaventative; values ore for

FIGULIL" 31. TYPICAL NETHN~ OF M~KUMMY LO~AD CALCULATIO0N-
FOR FUELI TANK-TO-LINE BREAKAWAY VALVE.

Each valve application should be analyzed to assure that the probable sepa~r-
ation load will be exerted in a direction and manner to which the valve is
best suited. These loads, whethcr tkmwsion, shepr, compression, or combin-
ations thereof, are obtained bty analyzing tha aircraft for probable impact
force and direction and by dete'rianing the consequent sltructural deformation
around the valve.
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Self-sealing breakaway valve design-, should not allow dangerous spillage dur-
ing or aftes' valive separeation. The valve shoild permit nio external leakage
when parLIiallL separated. For this reason, valves with a very sh~ort trig-
gering stroke aro superior to those witih a long stroke.

Operztionzl pressures are dependent, on specific applications, but the valve
designs can take aivanitaqge of the available line pressure to assist in keeping
the zelf-se.-ling mechanism closed, As in all valve designs, light weight and
mir-'mal pressure drop :Rre major desion objectives, but the resistdnce of the
'valve to direct impact or to high com-pressive loads should iiot be sacrificed
for the sake of weight reauctiun.

4,3.3.2 Yq~lti. Vent systenr. become involved in the crash fire episode
,when the airz:raft remains uprI.91t and the fuel tank is compressed, the air-
craft rolls fat, enough to one sidý! to allow fuel to drain out of th3 systems,
and/or when the vent lines fail.

Vent, line failixre often o%.curs at the point of exit from the tank. Failure at
this point can be redufced by using short, high-strength fittin-ýs between the
metal in:zert in the tank and the vent line. T'he vent lirA should be made cf
wive-covered flexible huse and should be routed in su!:h a manner thiat it will
not obviously become snagged in a displacinig structur-e and tcrn from the
.tank. Self-sealing breakaway valves alsso can be placed at th'e tank-to-linje
atltachment area. THis approach becomes mandatory if there is danger of the
tank being torn free o~f the supporting structure'.

Vent 1 ,nes should be routed inside the fuel tank in sdch a mariner that, if
rollover occurs, spillage cannot continue. This CLn be accomplished with
siphon breaks and/or U-shaped traps in the line routing.

Many fuel systems are ideally suited for, the integration of rollover float/
vent valves inside the fuel tank. These valves are designed to operate in any
attitude and to allow a free flow of air while prohibiting the flow of fuel.
They are particularly advantageous during rollover accidents, and can be used
in lieu of flexible lines, breakaway valves, and all other alternate con'sider-
ations. One curr-ent type uvtvalve 2s illustrated I' iu-rc '32. CautCion
ui'ust be exercised when using this type of device, as they do not.. by them-
selves, provide thermal relief protection for expanding fuel or bypass pro-
tection when stuck closed.

If the fuel system is to be pressure refueled, it should be notCed that a large
bypass ;ystem for td'ik overpressurization will have to be used. This capabil-
ity can be built into the vent valve or can be incorporated in a separate
unit. Large spring-loaded pressure relief valves are int current use today.
.Rollover protection is provided by the spring valve, but tank overpressuri-
zation due to tank compression causes fuel to be expelled at the next, vent
outlet. In either case, however, care mu!st be taksn to ensure that spillc,qe
resulting from overpressurization due to tank compression during a crash is
released away from aircraft occupants and ignitlion sourCen.

4,3.3.3 Boot Pjr;p Fuel boost pumps fall into two 'Peneral categories.
There are the tank- or line-mounted types, which pr~essurize the fuel lines,
-and the line- or engine-mounted types, which suck fuel from the tanik and
lines, creating a slight negative pressure in the flgie) linei. Suction fuel
systenis -pose a. nwch lowler threat in, regard to crash fires; howvever, both
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systems can pose potential problems. Some boost pumps in use today are in-
stalled in the fuel tank and are rigidly bolted to the aircraft structure.
Crash damage to the pump can cause fuel spillage and also supply electrical
sparks for ignition of fuel.

The state of the art in fuel syztern, design has shown that most electrically
driven boost pumps can be eliminated. Air-driven boost punmps and engine-
mounted suction--type boost pumps now in operation are a less hazardous alter-
native to electrically-driven boost pumps. When fuel pressure is required for
engine start, or other reasons (i.e.. APV), electrically-driveii pumps may be
considered. If electrical pumps are used for this purpose, thpy should be
deenergized as soon as they are no longer needed.

If design requirements dictate that a boost pump be instilled in the fuel
tank, it is suggested that the pump be air driven and t.:. it be rigidly
boltea to the fuel tank only. If the pump must be supported or attached to
the aircraft structure, a frangible attachment should be usvd, as shown in
Figure 33. If an electrical pump must be used for engine start, it should be
turned off once the starting sequence is completed.
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4.3.3.4 Filler Necks. The filler necks commonly used on present-day
ailcraft can, and frequently do, cause fuel tank failure. Typical filler neck
instaliations place the cap at one end of the filler tube and the tank at the
other end, During periods of structural displacement, the neck can be pulled
and torn from the tank, leaving an opening in the tank wall. To p event fuel
spillage, it is imperative that the filler cap remain with the teik. To do
so, it should be mounted at, or slightly below, the tank wall surface.

Although the use of filler necks is not recommended, certain aircraft config-
uratiots require their use. It is suggested that a frangible type br: devised,
as shown in Figure 34. Alternatively, a check valve can be placed in tile tank
filler opening as shown in Figure 35. Another suggestion for filler attach-
ments is the frangible ring concept presented in Figure 36.

4.3.3.5 Quantity Sensors. Accident investigations have shown that quantity
sensors cause two types of tank failures. The first type of failure, which is
common to most quantity ,sensor installations, involves the rigid attachment
between the sensor entry into the tank and the aircraft structure. This rigid
coupling cannot accommodate much structurai displacement without inducing a
tearing failure in the fuel tank. It is necessary, therefore, that a fran-
gible structure be used for this type of tank attachment (see Figure 37). An
altar,•ate alproach is to make the probe mounti.g attachment frgjt.ible.
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The second type of sensor-induced tank failure is the puncturing of the tank
by the long, rigid, tubular sensing probes in use in many aircraft. Correc-
tive approaches to this problem include mounting the probe at a less hazar-
dous angle or using curved, frangible, low-flexural-rigidity probes or probes
equipped with load-spreading shoes, fuel counters, and float-and-arm type sen-
sors. While the new crash-resistant tanks have greatly reduced this problem,
it still poses a hazard that should be remedied in the larger tanks.

4.3.3.6 Slm Drain. Sump drains are a frequent source of fuel spillage
because their design dictates that they be located at the lowest point in the
tanK, in close proximity to the most probable impact area. Figure 38 illu-
strates some design concepts that permit maximum drainage without the drain
protruding beyond the face of the tank.

STANDARD DRAIN COCK PROTECTED BY RAMPED FITTING

FITTING

DRAIN COCK-- FUEL TANK-/

PUSH-TWIST TYPE, FLUSH-MOUNTED DRAIN VALVE

ROTATE TO
LOCK OPEN

TURN SLO)T DEPRESSOR TOOL

VALVE CLOSED VALVE OPEN

FIGURE 38, DESIGN CONCEPTS FOR CRASH-RESISTANT FUEL DRAIN COCKS.
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4.3.3.7 Fuel StrAiners and Filters. In-line fuel strainers should not be
located in the engine compartment if such a practice can be avoided. Engines
are sometimes torn loose during crash impact, and the strainers located in the
compartment are susceptible to damage from the displaced engine. Mounting the
strainers directly on the engine is not desirable.

The engine location might afford some protection during a. crash, but its prox-
imity to the hot engine surfaces creates an additional hazard from ballistic
hits. Strainers should have a structLgal attachment capable of withstanding a
30 G load applied in any direction to minimize the possibility of their being
torn loose during crash impact. Self-sealing breakaway couplings should be
used to attach fuel lines to the fuel strainers if there is a probability of
line damage at this point. Care should be taken to assure that the valve, not
the strainer or filter, is the weak link in the system. One recent program
installed a protective jacket over the removable canister portion of the
airframe-mounted fuel strainer (Reference 38). The jacket, made of ballistic
nylon felt and surface coated to provide a liquid seal, is retained by nylon
straps with Velcro fasteners. The jacket, shown in Figure 39, inhibits
penetration of the canister by sharp edges of surrounding structure in the
event of structure deformation during a crash. In the event that the fuel
strainer canister does become jarred from the fuel strainer head during a
crash, the jacket functions as a wick to absorb the fuel contained within the
strainer canister, preventing uncontrolled discharge of fuel.

PROTECTIVE
VELCRO JACKET FELT JACKET
RETENTION
STRAP

SLIQUID TIGHT
SURFACE
.COATING

FILTER ,.
DRAIN

FIGURE 39. FUEL FILTER PROTECTIVE JACKET.

4.3.3.8 Capis and Access Covgrs. These items play a major role in crash-
resistant fuel containment. Since they function as seals for tank openings,
their failure could be catastrophic. Caps having a minimum rating of 75 psi
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or greater should be used. Access covers should Aot be the weak link in the
fuel tank. They shou*d be capable of carrying loads equal to or greater than
those which the tank can withstand.

4.3.3.9 Spillage Control Valves. During the 1980's two valves were de-
signed, developed, tested, and FAA certified for use on light aircraft (Refer-
ence ;9). These valves, installed in the main engine fuel line before it
enters the engine compartment, are designed to stop the flow of fuel to the
engine area when the engine is not running, as in a crash. Normally, when a
fuel or oil line is broken, fluid will drain out. If this drainage is in the
engine area, ignition by the hot surfaces or other sources is likely. The use
of breakaway self-sealing valves of either the frangible, one-shot type or the
quick-disconrnect-coupling configuration can stop the spillage flow, but they
require displacement and resistive forces to be triggered or operated. In
many small aircraft the structure is simply not strong enough to allow the
creation of forces great enough to operate the breakaway valves. The struc-
ture can be locally beefed up, cable lanyards could be used, or both if
necessary; however, the following approach uses neither.

The spillage control valve assembly (Figure 40) consists of a valve body
assembly, pilot-pressure operated check valve components, a manual by-pass
plunger, a manual by-pass control cable assembly, and associated seals and
0-.rings. The valve body is a four-piece aluminum unit with integr-al mounting,
pilot-pressure, and iWe'. and outlet bosses. The pilot-pressure operated
check valve components cl3isist of a stainless steel poppet and guide bushing,
an aluminum piston, and a valve seat intregral to one of the portions of the
valve body. The manual by-pass plunger is a double-sealed stainless steel
unit and retains the cable of the manual by-pass control cable assembly by
means of a setscrew.

PLOT PRESSURE
VALVE PISTON - ...... AL B

FUEL OUTLE -

MANUAL BY-PASS

CONTROL CABLE
iFUEL WLET

PILOT PRESSURE FROM
ENOINE DRIVEN FUEL PUMP

FIGURE 40. SPILLAGE CONTROL VALVE ASSEMBLY.
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The manual by-pass control cable assembly is a simple push-pull cable assem-
bly with a solid stainless steel wire core and nonmetallic outer housing.

When the aircraft engine is operating under normal conditions, fuel is drawn
from the fuel tanks through fuel lines to the fuel reservoir tanks and fuel
selector valve located in the area below the cabin floor. From the selector
valve, the fuel then passes through a line to the spillage control valve.
Fuel enters the spillage control valve assembly through a port located on the
side of the valve body assembly, passes through the internal valve components
and exits via a boss located on the end of the valve body. The fuel then
passes through the engine start boost pump to the airframe-mounted fuel
strainer and on to the engine-driven fuel pump.

The valve, previously mentioned as being integral to the spillage control
valve assembly, is more accurately described as a pilot-pressure-operated
check valve. When the aircraft engine is operating under normal conditions,
the check valve is held open by the stem of a piston that is in contact with
the valve poppet. The force exerted by the piston stem on the check valve
poppet overcomes the poppet's spring-biased closing force to keep the valve
opened. The piston force is developed by means of restricted flow unmetered
fuel pressure (pilot pressure) from the engine-driven fuel pump applied to
the face of the piston opposite the stem. At all enginE operating speeds
there is sufficient unmetered fuel pressure to provide sufficient opening.

Statically, when the aircraft engine is not operating and the engine start
fuel boost pump is off, fuel is prevented from flowing past the engine fire-
wall by the spillage control valve assembly. In the static condition, no
unmetered fuel pressure (pilot pressure) is available to the modified fuel
system's spillage control valve assembly. The piston of the pilot-pressure-
operated check valve, located within the spillage control valve assembly, can
develop no subsequent piston force to overcome the spring-biased closing
force on the check valve poppet, and the valve remains closed.

sure produced by the fully filled wing tanks against the poppet of the pilot-
pressure-oprated check valve is approximately one-half of the pressure re-
quired to oden the poppet.

Under conditions in which sudden engine stoppage is encountered (i.e., pro--
peller strike, fuel system line failure, or foreign object ingestion), the
spillage control valve assembly reacts to the loss of unmetered fuel pressure
and prevents fuel flow past the engine firewall. The condition of sudden
engine stoppage would be identical to the static condition of the system,

Normal starting and aircraft engine operation on aircraft equipped with the
modified fuel system is in accordance with the normal aircraft procedure,
with the exception that the manual bypass lever of the spillage control valve
must be actuated prior to actuation of the start fuel boost. pump. Subsequent
to starting of the engine, the manual bypass lever should be returned to the
"Normal" position.
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In-flight restart of the aircraft engine on aircraft equipped with the spil-
lage control valve is also in accordance with the recommended normal aircraft
procedure, with the exception of actuation of the manual bypass lever prior
to actuation of the start fuel boost pump. Subsequent to a successful engine
restart, the manual bypass lever is to be returned to the "Normal" position.

The valve is designed so that failure of pilot fuel pressure to reach the
valve, i.e., pilot pressure line breakage, will not cause engine stoppage.
The engine-driven fuel pump can pull enough fuel through the spillage control
valve to obtain the maximum, as well as idle, engine power. Operating with
the valve in this mode is similar to operating in the bypass mode of a filter
or similar type component. Should the pilot pressure fuel line break (rup-
ture), the resulting spillage can be prevented or held to a minimum by incor-
porating a self-sealing breakaway valve, a flow restricting orifice, or both.

4.3.4 Fuel SYstem Full-Scale Crash Test

Consideration should be given to conducting a crash test with the complete
crash-resistant fuel system in enough of the airframe to create a realistic
situation. Alternatively, if a complete airframe, including landing gear,
fuel tanks, occupants (dumlmies), etc., is to be drop-tested to demonstrate
crash resistance, it is recommended that the complete fuel system be instal-
led and filled with colored water to demonstrate prevention of fuel spil-lage C4n• 4 ÷ke SU,, CC a4--f -a ^c-h " a -ý,^+w• ^P 54÷÷•mi•n n n,

speeds, the attitude and impact velocity for the fuel system test should be
representative of the attitudes and velocities used in the crash-resistant
design of the overall aircraft. The recommended design velocity changes are-
listed in Table 5. The reader is referred to Volume If for a complete
discussion of crash design conditions.

TABLE 5. SUKMARY OF DESIGN VELOCITIES
FOR ROTARY- AND LIGHT FIXED-

WING AIRCRAFT

Ye Velcity
,%pact Change

Direction (tsc

Longitudinal 50
Vertical 42
Lateral* 25
Lateral** 30

*Light flxed-win% aircraft, attack
and cargo helicopters.

"t *Other helicopters.
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4.4 OIL ANDMU HYIr LIC FLUID CONTAINNENT

Oil and hydraulic fluid spillage often occurs in aircraft accidents. Fortu-
nately, these fluids are carried in much smaller quantities than fuel.
However, they are easily ignited; oil is usually carried hot, which makes
ignition easier; they are pressurized in places, which converts them into
mists when they are released, making ignition easier; and they are often
carried near the hot engine, which can readily provide ignition. When oil or
hydraulic fluids are ignited, they, by themselves, constitute a low threat to
aircraft occupants. But, unfortunately, they function as ignition sources
for other combustibles, especially spilled fuel. Further, they migrate
throughout the wreckage, carrying with them flames that otherwise would not
be present. Oil and hydraulic fluid spillage, therefore, should be prevented
at all reasonable cost.

Most of the crash-resistant design criteria presented for the fuel tanks,
lines, and supportive components also apply to these fluid systems. Because
of their relatively small capacities, properly protected metal tanks may be
used. It should be recognized, however, that metal tanks are punctured
easily and are not tear resistant. If tank puncture is likely, several alter-
natives are available: a crash-resistant tank, like the fuel tank, can be
used; the tank can be relocated to a safer area; or the tank can be shielded,

Experiments have been performed to determine the practicality of shielding a
metal oil tank with a i/2-inch-thick felt cuver, ,iadu of ballistic nylon, as
shown in Figure 41 (Reference 39). As an added degree of spillage protec-
tion, the outside surface of the felt was coated with a thin layer of poly-
urethane resin to make it leakproof. Since preliminary experiments proved
satisfactory, a similar system was crash-tested in a U. S. Army UH-1 heli-
copter. The tank sustained severe impact damage, rupturing a tank seam. The
spillage leaked out into the felt cover, but did not escape from the felt due
to the polyurethane coating. This system is simple, light in weight, easy to
install, and relatively low in cost. A similar felt or multi-ply cloth tank
cover is now being used, with a high degree of success, to surround the ...

crash-resistant fuel bladders carried in all Indianapolis-type racing cars.

When metal lines must be used in these systems, they should be designed to
incorporate a coil or two of extra line length so that the line can stretch
to accommodate some structural distortion. Also, the lines should be
attached to the airframe with clamps that will fail and release the fluid
lines before the line itself fails, thereby allowing the line to change its
routing to help accommodate structural distortion.

Hydraulic fluids that inherently resist burning should be used whenever pos-
sible (Reference 40). Most of these fluids, however, have operational and
maintenance problems associated with their use. Therefore, designers may
wish to consider the trade-off of using conventional hydraulic fluids, as com-
pared with using fire-resistant fluids. It should be noted that, even though
the new fluids are fire resistant, most of them will still burn at higher
temperatures, especially when in a mist state. The characteristics of each
fluid must be studied before the final trade-off decision is made.
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4.5 FUEL MODIICATION

One method for decreasing the postcrash fire potential is to decrease the sus-
ceptibility of aircraft fuels to dispersion and atomization, reducing the for-
mation of combustible fuel/air mixtures. This can be done through the use of
fuel modification additives. These modifying agents have been classified as

s~~~~ ~ ~ ~ c -. 2-------- 4444"

additives into standard aviation fuels provides fuel properties that decrease
the tendency to disperse, atomize, and form fuel mists following crash-
'induced fuel system failures. As a result, retardation of fuel mist fire-
balling and fire propagation can be achieved.

Studies have been conducted to determine the feasibility of providing post-
..crash fire protection through the use of antimist fuels, emulsified fuels, and

,,"gelled fuels including full-scale crash tests, such as the jointly sponsored
fl-A/~FMA Boeing 720B crash impact demonstrations (References 41 through 47).

,.-This approach has been somewhat successful when used with low volatility fuels
such as JP-5, JP-8, and Jet A. However, modification of highly volatile
fuels, such as J2P-4 and aviation gasoline, has not been effective. Emulsified
-and gelled fuels have rit;ceived little attention recently due to their inherent
system compatibility problems. Further, consideration of modified fuels has
declined since the development and use of crash-resistant fuel systems in
rotary-wing aircraft. However, the possible use of antimist fuels in fixed-
wing aircraft where crash-resistant fuel tanks are less feasible has. generated
recent interest.
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Although turbine engine performance is not adversely affected by use of anti-
mist fuel blends, it has been found that these fuels must be degraded before
starting and restarting a turbine engine with a standard fuel system. During
startup, the characteristics of the antimist fuel suppress the atomization of
the fuel through the fuel nozzle, thus starving the initial ignition. To al-
leviate these problems, processes are being investigated that will reverse
the antimist fuel blend so that the fuel can return to its near normal state
"prior to introduction into the aircraft fuel feed system.

4.6 IGNITION SOURCE CONTROL

Flammable fluids will ignite throughout a wide range of temperature, pres-
sure, atmospheric composition, and ignition source conditions. Generally,
ignition of spilled combustibles during the crash occurs from one or more of
the following: electrical sources, flames, hot surfaces, and friction
sparks. Components most usually involved in the ignition process includa, the
engine, exhaust system, heater, battery, wiring system, and various lis
bulbs. References 48, 29 and 32 discuss the fuel spillage and ignition
situation as it applies to aircraft. The discussion under Section 4.2, Flam-
mable Fluids, in this volume can also help the designer to understand the
nature of the fuel spillage preblem.

4.6.1 Electrical §ogrces

The aircraft electrical system is a potential crash-fire ignition source,
becauso it is distributed extensively throughout the aircraft• and because
electrical discharges are able to concentrate a high amount of energy into a
small volume.

Disruption of a current-carrying electrical circuit can'result in fuel igni-
tion by electrical sparks and arcs that are released when exposed wires con-
tact grounded surfaces. Ignition also can be provided by wires that have
been heated either by short circuiting or by normal means, as in an incan-
descent light filament. The common incandescent filament in a landing light
is hot enough to ignite fuel 0.75 to 1.50 sec after bulb breakage.

Perhaps the most imuportant aspect of an electrical disCharae ignition source
is the great amount of energy present compared with the small amount actually
required to produce fire iggition under ideal conditions. Approximately
0.15 millijoule (0.11 x 10- ft-lb) is the minimum energy for spark igni-
tion under ideal temperature, pressure, and mixture conditions.

The ignition potential of the aircraft's electrical system may be reduced by
aircraft modification at the system level and at the component level. The
system level approach is concerned with de-energizing electrical generation
or storage systems, whereas the component level approach is concerned with
component location and environment.

4.6.1.1 System Level Apgroach. Reduction of crash-fire ignition by the
electrical system can be achieved by removing from the electrical circuit all
electrical generation or storage systems before or during the early phases of
the crash sequence. The de-energizing can be accomplished by opening the
electrical circuit at the output terminals of each energy-producing com-
ponent.
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The time required for this de-energizing operation is of utmost importance.
Crash-fire data previously reported by NACA, using both aviation-grade gaso-
line and low-volatility fuel, indicate a minimum time of 0.7 scc between
impact and fire ignition with the electrical system as te source. During
helicopter crash tests by AvSER, it was observed that. fire started to prop-
agate approximately 0.58 sec after ground impact. During tests with simu-
lated fuels, massive fuel spillage was in progress as early as 0.20 sec after
impact. Therefore, each de-energizing device most be capable of activation
within a maximum time of 0.20 sec.

The primary items to be considered for de-energizing are the batteries, gener-
ators, and inverters. Several precautions must be taken. Since the battery
can remain a potential ignition source for hours after a crash, ends of wires
severed from batteries must be prevented from contacting the structure and
thereby providing a new ignition source. The generators and inverters cannot
be satisfactorily de-energized by simply opening field circuits. There is a
considerable time lag (0.385 sec for a rotating inverter) between DC input
cutoff and AC output termination (Reference 49). Therefore, for complete
safety, these components must be disconnected from buses on their output
sides. NACA also recommended that consideration be given to grounding the
armatures of main electrical components close to those components (Refer-
ence 50).

Magnetos and igniters are of special interest, since they are high-energy
sources of ignition. if these components were de-energized, the fuel in the
engine during the crash event would not be ignited. However, raw fuel then
would be pumped into the hot exhaust manifold, resulting in a fire. Crash-
fire research has demonstrated that it is better to turn the Fuel off and to
leave the ignition system on throughout the crash sequence (Reference 49).

Relays can be used to de-energize components and to activate other inerting
elements. In the case of batteries, only nonessential buses should be dis-
connected initially. Power must be provided to other elements of the
crash-fire prevention system until these elements have completed their design
functions. A time-delay unit can be used to cut off power to inerting ele-
ments And to 9rountd the discronnprtpd hbusPs. An alternative to a rplay con-
tact is the explosive cable cutter shown in Figure 42. The electrical system
inerters must, in any case, be capable of resetting components in the event
of inadvertent operation.

4.6.1.2 Lom9onnt Level ADproach. The ignition hazard associated with
the electrical system can be reduced at the component level by controlling
component location and environment. The following guidelines are applicable
to batteries, inverters, generators, alternators, magnetos, igniters, radar,
antennas, and lights.

Components should be located above and away from flammable fluid sources.
Leaking flammable fluid should not come in contact with electrical equipment
or wiring as a result of gravity, airflow, or battle damage. The electrical
system components should be located, and suitably mounted, in areas where an-
ticipated impacts will be minimal and where maximum anticipated structural de-
formation will not result in structural impingement on either components or
wiring. Wires should have 6-in.-diameter loops n3ar their component connec-
tions to accommodate any wire tensioning resultinr] from structural deforma-
tion. All wire connections should be made on a cumponent's least-vulnerable
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FIGURE 42. CABLE CUTTER DE-EHERGIZINQ KEETH'OD.

side. Batteries, inverters, and generators should be mounted in compartments
lined with tough, nonconductive shields. The shields will prevent sparking
between terminals or severed wires and the aircraft structure. The compo-
nents shotild be mounted to the aircraft with structural attachments capable
of withstarnding 33 G loads in any direction.

Electrical wires should be routed along the strongest structural membeis and
should not, in general, traverse areas of anticipated sewere str.....-0 Q

formation, e.g., in lead~ng edges of wings or in the lower regions of the
fuselage. Wires that must pass through areas of anticipated structural defor-
mation should be approximately 20 to 30 percent longe,' than necessary. The
extra length should be accumulated in the form of loops or S-shaped patterns
and located at the areas of anticipated structural deformation. When wires
pass through structural cpenings or bulkhead holes, the openings should be 8
to 12 times larger than the wire diameter and appropriate grommets should be
provided. The wires should be attached to the aircraft structure with clamps
or ties that will fail before breaking the wire. Nonc:onductive shields
should surround all areas where wire abrading or cutting may occur'. Wire
bundles have been wrapped with 1/4-in.-thick ballistic nylon felt, success.-
fully preventing the wires from being cut during crash tests of aircraft,
Wires should not be routed near flamimable fluid sources.

The mounts for antennas and lights should be attached Lo the aircraft with
frangible structures. The wires should incorporate a shielded covering
and/or a breakaway capability A suggested installation technique for a ro-
tating beacon is illustrated in Figure 43. This approach shoul. also be used
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wherever bayonet-type connectors can he used, such as fuel transfer or prinmer
pumps. Structural impingement upon the component will be difficult because
the 'eangible mounting structure will allow the beacon to displace. The
extra wire contained in the loop can allow for considerable beacon movement
without failing; if massive displacement is anticipated, shielded failure
points can be used. These same techniques apply for all similar types of
components.

4.6.2 Erjn_

The two prl•cipal engine ignition sources are (1) intake, combustor, and
exhaust flames and (2) hot mietpl surfaces. The differences between these
two relate to the time that these sources persist after a crash, the manner
in which ignition occur's, znd che mode of propagation of the resulting fire
out o" the engine.
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4.6.2.1 fLATe. Heaters and engine inlet and exhaust flames are respon-
sible for the ignition of many crash fires. During the crash sequence,
flaiies often appear when heaters are torn open or their exhaust systems are
sepirated. Flames also appear at the engine inlet and exhaust due to engine
breakup or rapid changes in engine loading, as can occur when a drive shaft
is severed ir a propeller iL sheared.

Flames also appear at these locations when engines ingest spilled fuel. Tur-
bine engines are highly susceptible to fuel ingestion because of the rela-
tively long period of time required for the turbine to coast to a stop. The
ingested fuel-air mixture enters the downstream end of the combustor, where
flames may persist for up to 18 sec after fuel cutoff. The ingested mixture
then burns in the tailpipe downstream of the turbine (Reference 51). Also,
under the proper conditions, the combustor flame may propagate upstream
through the ingested mixture and exit at the engine inlet.

The occurrence of engine inlet and exhaust flames and the resulting ignition
hazard can be reduced by stopping the fuel flow, by inerting the flame
source, and by providing shielding to prevent fuel spillage from entering an-
ticipated flame areas. The engine fuel valves should be closed, but the ig-
nition system should be left on to permit normal burning of ingested fuel in
order to prevent undesirable exhaust or inlet flames.

4.6.2.2 Hot Surfaces. The probability of flammable fluid ignition due
to con.tact with a heated surface during a crrsh is. high and can renain so for
several minutes after a crash. The circumstances leading to ignition are
somewhat involved; however, generally, they are dependent upon the type of
flammable fluid involved, temperature of the fluid, composition of the heated
surface, temperature of the heated surface, geometry of the heated surface,
ratio of the fuel tG air, and the degree of fuel atomization.

Ignition temperatures vary widely. As a general rule, hydraulic and lubri-
cating oils ignite at lower flat-plate temperatures than aviation gasoline.
JP-4 also has a lower flat-plate ignition temperature than aviation gaso-
line. The lower grades of gasoline have lower ignition temperatures than the
higher grades. Ker3sene has a lower ignition temperature than JP-4.

The ignition temperature of a flammable fluid is directly related to the
initial fluid temperature. While the fuel temperature can vary considerably,
depending on temperature at altitude, on the ramp, and at the storage facil-
ity, the temperature of the oils is of more concern. As mentioned, oils can
ignite at a temperature lower than most fuels, and since they are carried in
the heated state, low hot-surface temperatures and exposure times will pro-
vide ignition. Oil fires can, in turn, act as ignition sources for the
fuel.

The time between fuel contact with the heated surface and fuel ignition is
directly related t., the temperature of the heated surface. As shown in Fig-
ure 44, the hotter the surface, the faster ignition can occur. Also, it can
be seen that ignition can occur at a much lower surface temperature if the
exposure, or residence time, is longer.
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The ratio of fuel to air also governs the probability of ignition. The de-
signer must assume that the proper ratio does exist. somewhere within the
spillage area.

The potential hot surface ignition sources on aircraft with reciprocating
engines are the intake systems, the exhaust gas disposal systems, heaters,
and the higher temperature regions of the cylinders. Ignition sources on
turbojet engines include the internal areas downstream of the compressor,
externally from the compressor area aft, including the tailcone and tailpipe,
and, in some designs, the bleed air system. The gas flow through a turbojet
enginie may be too rapid to permit the ignition of ingested combustibles on
hot metal in contact with the main gas stream. However, a portion of the
engine airflow is diverted to hot surfaces nct in the main gas stream where
ignition may occur.
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The hot surface ignition hazard can be reduced by methods analogous to those
used with the inlet and exhaust flame hazards. An inerting system can be
usec to reduce the temperatures of hot surfaces to predetermined acceptable
levels and to surround the hot surfaces with an inert atmosphere to preveht
ignition from occurring should flammable fluids be spilled on these sur-
faces. In previous studies hot surfa( es have been cooled to temperatures
ranging from 400 OF to 760 6F with satisfactory results (References 49
and 52). The temperatures to which hot surfaces must be cooled to prevent
ignition must be determined as a function of the fuel and the engine config-
uration to be used; however, 400 OF should be used as the upper limit for
safe hot surface temperatures.

Shielding also can be used to prevent spilled flammable fluids from reaching
the hot surfaces.

4.6.2.3 Inerting Sys•g•t . The function of inerting systems is to render
ignition sources harmless and, therefore, to prevent fire or explosion.
Inerting systems can be designed to surround hot surfaces with an inert atmo-
sphere or to place an inert atmosphere in an area where an ignition source is
likely to appear. With an inerting system, there is not sufficient oxygen to
support combustion when flammable fluids contact the ignition sources. These
systems also can be designed to perform the additional function of cooling
hot surfaces to temperatures below the ignition temperatures of flammable
fluids. References 53 through 58 discuss various inerting concepts, includ-
ig th e o o r1Crt ga•s gereratr system (MRT•0T and Halonn which are

being used with some success today. Knowledge of temperature gradients and
cooling rate characteristics for each particular hot surface is required in

order to design an adequate cooling and inerting system.

Inerting systems which also cool must be capable of providing a high-
discharge-rate liquid spray for rapid cooling, a lower-discharge-rate liquid
spray over the more massive hot surfaces for a longer period of cooling and
inerting, and a follow-up inerting spray. Water is a preferred coolant be-
cause of its high latent heat of vapor'izationr, its availability, and its low
cost. Additives to the water can be used to protect agairst freezing and
corrosion of the piping system. Nitrogen and carbon dioxide are among other
inerting agents that have been used successfully as follow-up spratys.

Several successful hot-surface and/or flame iierting systems have been de-
signed, tested, and incorporated into current military aircraft. A schematic
diagram of a hot-surface inerting system used on a reciprccating engine is
shown in Figure 45 (Reference 49). Systems sch a- this have bieen installed
on aircraft and crash testad. They successfully `nevted the engine and ex-
haust systems, thus preventing crash fires.

Testing of a pyrotechnic gas-generator-type extinguisher system indicates
that it offers performance improvemants over the pressurized nitrogen-type
system (Reference 59). The pyrotechnic system was more effective at lov:
temperatures and with less volatile extinguishing agents, and it eliminated
problems associated with th mixing of the nitrcgen znd the liquid agent.
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FIGURE 45. HOT SURFACE INERTING SYSTEM.

Flame-source inerting systems are designed to extinguish combustor flames,
which linger long after the fuel has been cut off. The flames are a result,
of the ignition of fuel that remains in the fuel manifold and continues to
drip into the combustor. A schematic diagram of a flame-scurce irterting
system used on a reciprocating engine is shown in Figure 46. Upon actuation
by either a manual or a crash-actuated switch, high-pressure CO ,or a
comparable inert gas, is released into the engin aiEnae l&croty
!the high-pressure gas is used to activate linkages that close the fuel inlet
valve, the oil inlet valve, and the air intake opening. The large volume of
inert gas released into the engine interior quickly dilutes the incoming air
to the point of nonflanunability, thereby eliminating the flames, As the
engine continues to coast to a stop, the inert mixture is pumped through the
,e~n~ine 4rpcj expelled 4t the erhoust Qu~tlet.
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in a turbojet application, the combustor fla~mes were eliminated by providiirig
for rapid fuel shutoff and draininlg of the fuel manifold. The system is
shown in Figure 47 (Reference 51). The. fuel was shut off by a pneumatically
operated valve installed in the fuel line between the engine fuel-control
unit and a modified pressurizing and dump v' Ife. Simu~ltaneously, the gimni-
Told drain valves and the modified pressuriziirIg and dum~p vaive opened and
'vented the fuel manifold overboard. The c~ombustor air pressure, avail&ble at
the instant. the Fuel shutoff valve closed, tleer' ieversed the f'jai flow in the
nozzles and ma~nifold through the overboard fuel drains. The combustor fla~me
.was extinguished in 0.23 sec by this method.

As is the case with eiectrical sylstem de-energizing devces, the inerting
_tystams shouAd be operable within 0.20 sec of thki sensing of a crash.

.Another approach available to the '~esigner for preventing the igni'tion of
"jflarmmble viapors, Materials, and other items is tD keep th'i areas whpere these
items are located iurrounded in an inert atmosphere. References 53 through
..15 discuss in- ccnsiderable detail th2se n,ýw approaches. They inclu~de expel-
1ing various Halcn gases into the surwounding captive atmosphere to rendeý' it

n qApale f syppcrtinq comrbustion, Halao 'system!: caii be use~d in .occu~piaL-le
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areas as well as in the ullage space inside fuel tanks. Nitrogen is also
used as the inert gas, and recent research ha-ý resulted in the development of
*the OBIGGS which processes engine bleed air into an oxygen-depleted product.
The inert gas, consisting of 91 to 95 percent nitrogen, keeps, the fuel tank
ullage inert and thus eliminates the threat of fire or explosion due to
corrbat-induced damage or natural ignition sources such as light.ibn. Care

A should be taken to keep the tank overpressure at a minimum to prevest. exces-
sive leakage and/or misting of fuel if tank puncture or tearing occurs.

'The performance of the OBIGGS overcomes many of the concerns and logistic
problems associated with the state-of-the-art liquid nitrogen (IN.,)
systems. A life-cycle cost analysis indicates the IGG will cost tO percent
less than the LN2 systera. In a~n LN. system, the primary factor affec~ting
the cost is the need to replenish R~e LN9 after every two flights. The
OBIGGS, a self-contained indepondent sysiem, provides the logistic indepen-
dency required ty meet the requirements of various rilitary operational
scenarios.
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4.6.2.4 Sbjhi3inLg. Shielding is an effective method of preventing flam-
mable fluids from reaching potential ignition sources. Shielding can take
many forms; however, there are three general methods in use, with a fourth
now in the development stage.

The first method of shielding uses baffles. Metal or other rigid paneling
will not satisfy the shielding requirement because of its inability to main-
tain an effective seal in areas of large structural displacement. Sealed cur-
tains or baffles made of fire-resistant cloth or similar material can perform
satisfactorily. The only requirement is that they must seal all openings
through which flammable fluids could travel to an ignition source. To accom-
modate the anticipated structural displacement, it is suggested that all
curtains and shields be at least 30 to 40 percent larger than the minimum
size required to protect a given area. Figure 48 illustrates how the flex-
ible curtain concept was used to keep fuel from entering the occupiable areas
on an experimental test helicopter.

RIVEI
ATTACHMENT

EXTRA FOLDS FRE'cu" • ~~~~~FIRE CURTAIN !:•ii•i:;•;£}'" ..

FUEL TANK AREA . 'FL.OR•, "•, FLOOR':
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The second method of shielding uses spillage flow diverters or drip fences.
Once liquid has settled onto a sloping surface, it flows to the lowest
point. It can flow on top of a surface, or it can cling to the underside.
In either case, it can travel a considcrable distance tu an ignition source.
Chordwise drip fences should be located on the wing on each side of wing-
mounted engines. Drainage holes should be strategically located within the
aircraft structure to drain internal spillage. All areas containing electri-
cal components should be surrounded with a spillage gutter, or drainage
trough, to prevent flowing spillage from entering those areas.

Each engine and exhaust system mount should incorporate a drip fence. Fig-
ures 49 through 51 illustrate several types of drip fence fuel-flow
di verters.

F *JE 49, EXTERNAL DRIP FENCE.

The Oird me-.hod of shielding uses noncLM.,,,,% t~ve flexible paneling. This
type ,f paneling should be used as a linvey Ir'electrical compartments and
other regions where electrical components ý! astalled. It should surround
areas of electrical wire groupings such as te,•rnal strips and power control
areas Nonicorductive flexible shielding a'is•.. cn be used for shrouding or
enLJelbing elrztrical wiring. The shieldir; •, le be used in all places
whee structural shift or collapse couId caqs!ik ýtj iiu, gement on electrical
wiring or related components.

The fourth method of shieldlng uses protectivw. \c,)atings or surfaces. Studies
have pi-oduced materials that, when heatea or 'xi,-,sed to other environments,

;expand to insulate uan protect the surface to i,,lifh they ha' P beeni p, led.
Jlntumescent paints are an example of this form of shielding, Studies con-
itinue to show that the skins of dircraft fuselk•y',s byu'ri t.ýFýrwh quicker whvn
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subjected to external fires if the fuselage interior is insulated. Unfortu-
nately, from the standpoint of delaying the burn-through time, the insulation
is on the wrong side of the skin. Coating the outside of a fuselage with
intumescent paint is one way to delay burn-through; however, when determining
the location for intumescent paint applications, it should be considered
whether or not the specific paint used has a toxic out gas problem.

4.6.3 Heaters

Heating units often are provided in aircraft cockpits and passenger compart-
ments. These units, which also supply deicing air, may be either combustion
or engine bleed-air types.

Bleed-air heaters normally use air from the compressor section of the engine.
Hot-surface ignition sources on turbojet engines are downstream of the com-
pressor section, and if the temperature is below 400 OF, the piping system
that carries the bleed air to a mixing chamber should not be an ignition
source. If a temperature survey indicates that the system produces temper-
atures above 400 UF, suitable inerting and/or shielding should be provided.

Combustion heaters will produce hot metal surfaces that should be treated as
potential ignition sources. The surfaces of the heater that become hot

lenough during normal operation to cause ignition of crash-released flammable
fluidiss. must he determined- and a cnnling-and-inertina system must be de-
signed. The coolant must not be an irritant to aircraft occupints. A water-
detergent solution was used in the cooling-and-inerting system described in
Reference 60.

4.6.4 §R-r•u

Two types of sparks should be considered potential ignition sources: fric-
tion sparks and electrostatic sparks. The friction spark is a particle
abraded from a parent material through contact with a moving surface. Initi-
ally, the particle is heated by friction. If the friction is great enough,
the particle can burn, thus increasing its temperature. Electrostatic sparks
resuilt from tihe discharge of an electrostatic c,,r&1 a ,cmulated " r. t•rt,

during normal operation. The discharge is triggered during the crash when
the parts are separated due to crash forces.

4.6.4.1 Friction Sparks. Friction sparks become possible ignition
sources when portions of aircraft structure are scraped along the ground.
While all common metals can be abraded, not all spark sufficiently to ignite
spilled fluids. Ignition occurrence depends on the thermal energy of the
spark. The thermal energy is a function of the bearing pressure with which
the metal is abraded, the slide speed of the metal structure, the hardness of
the metal, and the temperatures at which the metal particles will burn.

NACA has conducted research on the friction spark ignition hazard relative to
crashed aircraft (References 52 and 61). Some results of this research are
listed in Table 6. These studies indicated that aluminum was the safest of
the metals tested, since it produced no visible sparks and did not ignite
combustible mists at the highest bearing pressure and greatest slide speeds
tested. Of all the metals tested, titanium ignited the combustible mist most

-readily; however, stainless steel, chrome-molybdenum steel, and magnesium all
ignited the mist at slide speeds and bearing pressures less than those ex-
:Oected during a crash.
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TAKLE 6. MINIMUM CONDITIONS UNDER WHICH CERTAIN
ABRADED METAL PARTIC.ES WILL IGNITE

Bearing PreIsure Drag Speed

--- UhlIn.,) .- L " -"
Titanium 21-23 Less than 5

Chromels-lybdanum steel 30 10

FNes i Y11 37 10-20

Stainless steel 50 20

Aluminum 1.455* 40

*Ignition was not obtained with aluminu..

eL ar . .,...4.., t.t-.' mct".,1 ar th0 ¢llhi•t nf rtuPrlet studv.
Tests such as those mentioned above are being conducted with these materials
to determine their friction spark ignition potentials.

There are two practical methods of reducing the friction spark hazard. One
is to use shielding to prevent the fuel from reaching the spark-producing
,area, and the other is to build the probable contacting surface out of
materiais having littl( or no spark-producing tendencies.

As stated above, aluminum was the least likely metal to ignite spilled flam-
mable f)uids. Build:ng all aircraft structures likely to come in sliding con-
tact with the grou•id ou; o aluminum can reduce the spark hazard; however, it
must be poirtrd out t•at alumfinum also is easily abraded. it can tear when
sliding, thervv• expuai q other metals that might spark and ignite the spil-
led fuel. Thertfs.e, tn, -, eas most apt to come in sliding contact with the
ground should bL reinforced - that longer contact times are possible without
skin failure due t• abrasion Particular attention should be given to attach-
ment points for hoists, land iaq qears, and other components located in anti-
cipated impact areas. Also, pArLicular attention should be given to the
location of steel bolts, nutz and washers. All too often an otherwise
spark-free area is contaminat&d by locating a 4pdrk-producing bolt or nut
within it.

4.6.4.Z Electrostatic SRarks. During the course of the NACA research,
it was noted that electrostatic discharge from a wheel strut caused ignition
of a fuel mist and, ultimately, the destruction of the test aircraft (Refer-
ence 52). This ignition source was produced by a combination of environ-
mental conditions that would occur infrequently. It may be possible to
reduce electrostatic charge buildup by applying coatings to those parts of
the aircraft likely to be separated in a crash. Additional research is
required to develop methods of eliminating this hazard.
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4.6.5 Initiating Systems

A crash-fire prevention system should include an initiating system that
senses the existence of crash-fire conditions and causes action to be taken
to suppress the ignition sources. The initiating system should meet the
following design requirements:

a The system should not be capable of accidental operation as the re-
sult of malfunctioning sensors or short circuits.

0 The system should be designed to operate automatically upon receipt
of coincident signals from redundant sensors.

* The pilot should be capable of operating the system manually and of
overriding the automatic signals.

0 The system should be designed for positive airborne and ground check-
out, with reset capability provided.

Sensors and the discriminating circuitry used to derive the automatic signals
must be carefully selected and developed. References 62 and 63 discuss this
area in detail. The skill and knowledge of the designers also are important
in determining the location and installation of the sensors. A discussion of
sensors and criteria for aircraft application are contained in Chapter 8 of
this volume (Crash Locator Beacons).

The activating circuitry should be designed to avoid inadvertent oneration of
the crash-fire protection system. Crash signal redundancy is the key element
in any such fail-safe system. This design philosophy is illustrated by the
activating circuitry shown schematically in Figure 52. This circuitry was
developed for reciprocating, multiengined aircraft by NACA (Reference 64). A
signal from any one of three switches will result in the inerting of one of
the engines. A fuel tank penetration switch indicates when the wing has been
penetrated and will result in de-energizing the electrical circuits within
the wing. Either the inerting of an engine or the de-energizing of a wing's
electrical circuits will cause a signal to be sent to an arming control box.
This signal must be combined with signals from two ground contact switches to
actuate the entire inerting system. This requirement for simultaneous
signals from different types of initiating switches reduces the possibility
of the entire inertiig system operating while the aircraft is still in the
air.

A schematic of activating circuitry that could be applied to rotary- and
fixed-wing single-engine aircraft is shown in Figure 53 (Reference 65). The
average reading of four proximity switches is compared with the aircraft's
normal landing height. If the average is less than the normal landing height
for a period of time that exceeds a preset minimum duration, an arming signal
is initiated. 1A ;Pcond, independent arming signal provided by a hazard
switch is required before automatic operation of the ignition-source suppres-
sion system. This hazard switch may be any of the sensors previously discus-
sed. Provisions also are included for pilot input to the arming signal and
for pilot override of the entire system.
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4.7 FOAMS. HONEYCOMBS.-AND MI$CELLANEOUS VOID FILLERS

When designing a fuel system to reduce or eliminate the likelihood of fiam-
mnable fl'jid vapor ignition due to static electricity, lightning or ballistic
impacts, matrix structures have been placed inside the tank. In some appli-
cations, such structures have als', been located on the outside walls of the
tank cavity. Such matrix structures include, but are not limited to, the
following:

* Expanded aluminum foil a Open pore sponge foam

* Reticulated sponge foam * Rigid plastic foam

* Closed pore sponge foam
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While these structures offer various degrees of protection from the above
hazards, they can also become a hazard themselves during a crash. The matrix
structures tend, to various degrees, to inhibit fluid movement. They do so
by providing a system of infinite baffles or flow interrupters. Unfortu-
nately, if tank openings occur during a crash and fluid is ejected out the
openings, the fluid passes through the matrix structure. This tends to
atomize the spillage, thereby aiding the ignition process.

If foams and/or expanded metal honeycombs are to be used for noncrash igni-
tion prevention, consider the consequences of spillage during a crash. In
areas where spillage from a damaged tank is likely, it is suggested that some
form of compartmentation or shielding be employed to isolate the spillage
from both the usual ignition sources and the occupants.
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5. INTERIOR M81ERIALS

5.1 INTRODUCTION

While every effort should be made to prevent a major postcrash fire by con-
taining the fuel, as much protection as possible should be provided for the
occupants in case a fire does start at any time. Careful selection of
interior materials can slow the spread of smaller fires and give occupants
time to evacuate the aircraft safely or to be rescued by other personnel.
The protection afforeed against in-flight fires is as important as postcrash
fire protection. Often, fire-hardening of the aircraft interior can result
in a controllable in-flight fire incident rather than a catastrophic fire
accident.

It would be desirable to present the designer with a concise list of mate-
rials that should be used in aircraft interiors. Unfortunately, this is not
possible at the present time for two major reasons. First, the selection of
interior materials is dependent on several varied and sometimes conflicting
design criteria. For instance, seat cushion materials must possess compres-
sive modulus and rebound characteristics necessary for crash resistance,
restraint webbing must meet definite elongation criteria, and seat upholstery
must possess a minimum wear resistance. At the same time, these materials
should provide maximum fire resistance. Many materials currently available
cannot meet all of the criteria simultaneously; thus, priorlitis ,,ust 'up,
established and trade-offs must be made. One factor compounding this problem
is that, at the time this volume is being written, there is no one place
where all material properties, including flammability data, are available.
This situation should be rectified shortly when the Urban Mass Transportation
Administration data bank is fully operational (see Section 5.5.4).

The second major reason that precludes a listing of recommended materials is
that a great deal of activity has been directed toward the development of
materials and testing methods in the last few years. This field is still
very active and new materials and tests are being developed constantly. The
designer shonld be aware of this and select the best possible materials for
the aircraft interior. Many improved materials only now are becoming avail-
able or will become available before the Design Guide is revised again.

Because the aircraft designer must choose the materials for the aircraft
interior, considering all the necessary criteria that these materials should
meet, it is essential that the designer have the knowledge upon which to base
intelligent selections and trade-offs. Therefore, the following sections pre-
sent in some detail the various aspects of material flammability hazards, cur-
rent testing methods, and flammability properties of some currently used and
newly developed materials. Guidelines for making trade-offs between con-
flicting criteria also ire presented. This background information should
assist the designer in evaluating and selecting interior materials that will
provide maximum fire prctection while still meeting necessary design require-
ments.
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5.2 FIRE BEHAVIOR OF MATERIALS

Interior materials can contribute to the overall fire hazard not only by
their flammability but also by their release of smoke and toxic gases durirg
combustion, Although the three factors of flammability, smoke, and toxic
gases are discussed separately in the following sections, all three must be
considered together when evaluating any material for its fire safety.

5.2.1 Flammabiliti

The principal factors to be considered in evaluating the flammability of a
material are:

* Ease of ignition

0 Flame spread rate

a Heat release rate

• Flash fire potential

5.2.1.1 Ease of Ignition. Ease of ignition can be defined as the ease
with which a material can be ignited under given conditions of temperature,
pressu.re, and oxygen once.ntrationn Almost any material can be made to iu-
nite with enough heat, oxygen, and time. Ease of iqnition can, therefore, be
measured by the amount of heat required under fixed conditions of oxygen and
time, by the amount of oxygen required under fixed conditions of heat and
time, or by the amount of time required under fixed conditions of heat and
oxygen.

Ease of ignition can be inferred from minimum radiation intensities required
to ignite the material, from the auto-ignition temperature of the material,
or from the minimum amount of oxygen that permits steady burning of the mate-
rial. These parameters are highly dependent on the conditions under which
they are determined. Test parameters such as sample configuration and size,
ventilation, type of ignition source, superimposed heat input (heat flux),
and heat losses can profoundly affect the test results. Thus, the relative
flammability ranking of materials may vary with the combustion test used,
since . •aterial may perform well in one test and poorly in another.

Generally, the ignition temperature of a material is lower when the material
and the ambient atmosphere are uniformly heated, as compared to situations in
which only the material is heated. This is illustrated in Table 7, which
lists the minimum autoignition temperatures (AIT) obtained in a closed vessel
and the hot plate ignition temperatures in which only the samples were heated
(Reference 66).

The time required to ignite a material with a pilot flame is dependent on the
-intensity of any superimposed radiant heat flux. For instance, under ident-
ical test conditions, the time from flame exposure to burning for particle
board varies from approximately 1.7 min at radiant heat flux of 0.9 Btu/sec/ft 2

to 0.5 min at a heat flux of 2.5 Btu/sec/ft (Reference 67). The mirimum
oxygen concentration required for combustion also is dependent on the heat
flux seen by the test sample, as shown in Figure 54 (Reference 68).
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TABLE 7. MlNIML~4 AUTOIGNITIVr TEMPERAWREIS (AIT) AND
HO0T PLATE IGNITION TEMPERATURES OF SHEET-
TYPE COMAUT778LtES IN AIR (FROM4 REFERENCE 65)

0

Mater-ial -~.lt

Cotton sheating 725 0

Canductiv.. -ubber sheet~ng 735 895

Paper drapes 750 880

Plexiglau. sheettng 840 1105

Noniex fabric C60 '1110

Blanket wool IMO >1110

CCefluoge acetaet sheeting 1020 :'1110

Pco1yv'nli chloride shecting 1040 >1110

The relative flammability hazards of different materials can be datermined
for any specific set of test conditions. For instance, the radiation inten-2
sity required for ignit Pn during tests using a heat flux of 48.7 Btu/sec/ft2
was about 50 Btu/sec/ft~ for cottot. sheeting and between 90 and 120 for
wood and paper sheeting (Reference 66). In comparison, neoprene, nylon, and
polyvinyl chloride sheeting appeared to be nonignitable in air with the same
radiation source.

Whenever comparisons are made between materials, however, one must remember
that those relative ran~kings are valid on~ly for the set of cor~ditions imposed
by the test, arnd may or may not be valid for other test conditions. The data
prese7Ited in Figure 54 clearly show the changes in relative rankings that. can
occur kinder vai'ylng test conditions.

5.2,1.2 Flame S read Rate. SurFace flame spread can be defined as the
rate a flamne front travels across a material tinder given conditions of burn-
ing. This characteristic provides a measure of fire hazard in that surface
flaime spread can iira~ismit fire to more flammable materials in the vicinity,
thus enlai'ging the overall firte, althou~jh the transmitting material itself
mray contribute little fuel to the fire.

flame spread rates ara markedly influenced by suc~i factors as the presence of
a superimtposed radiant heat flux, oxygen concentration of the atmosphere,
density of the material, and orientation of the material. Generally, flame
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spread rates increase with increasing radiant heat exposure, as illustrated in
Figure 55 (Reference 68). The magnitude of the change in flame spread rates
can be startling and, at times, misleading if more than one test condition is
not considered. For instance, Smith found that a rigid po1 urethane foam that
was self-extinguishing up to a heat flux of 0.5 Btu/ sec/ft changed to a
combustible materi~l with a high flame travel rate at a heat flux between 0.5
and 1.0 Btu/sec/ftc (Reference 67).

The orientation of the test sample also can markedly influence flame spread
rates. Upward burning of a vertical sample will generate a higher flame
spread r3te than will the burning of a horizontal sample under the same con-
ditions. Also, it has been observed that the flame spread rate of cotton
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sheeti,,g is about 40 times greater with upward burning than with downward
burning for specimens in a vertical position (Reference 66).

5.2.1.3 Heat Release Rate. Heat release can be defined as the heat pro-
duced by the burning of a given weight or volume of material. This character-
istic provides a measure of fire hazard; i.e., a material that burns with the
evolution of little heat per unit quantity burned will contribute less to 3
fire than a material that generates large amounts of heat.

Of more importance in relation to the spread of a fire, and thus, the avail-
able escape time, is the rate of heat release. Heat release rates can give a
comparative measure of the contributions of various materials to a developing
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fire. However, heat release rate values by themselves cannot adequately de-
scribe the contribution of a material in a real fire. In order to accurately.
assess the fire hazard of a material, the heat release rate must be determined
as a function of time.

As with the other parameters used to assess a material's flammability, heat
release rates are a function of exposure. In oiler to predict performance in
a fire, heat release data must be obtained over a range of heat flux levels.
Most cellulosic materials exhibit a uniform change in ignitability, flame
travel rate, and maximum rate of heat release with change in exposure (Refer-
ence 67). However, different materials do not necessarily respond to changes
in exposure in the same manner. For instance, certain "self-extinguishing"
fire-retarded polymers that do not support combustion at low exposure levels
will change to highly combustible materials when exposed to a higher heat
flux. This type of behavior can result in two materials, examined and rated
at one set of conditions, having their ratings reversed at another set of con-
ditions. Wool and nylon carpet, as well as some of the polymers, go through
such rating reversals. At low heat flux levels, nylon is less combustible,
while wool is less combustible at higher heat fluxes (Reference 67).

5.2.1.4 flash Fire Potential. A flash fire is a flame front that propa-
gates through a fuel-air mixture as a result of the energy released from the
combustion of the fuel vapor. These fires occur when combustible vapors
evolve from burning materials and accumulate elsewhere as substantial volumes
of flammable fuel-air mixtures, whic.h Vhei. CAM- inntt with a.....
source.

Screening tests for the flash-fire propensity of materials have been proposed
based on the concentration of the flammable gases evolved when the materials
are pyrolyzed (Reference 69). The gases analyzed during the tests were the
hydrocarbons methane, ethylene, and ethane and carbon monoxide. Test results
showed that those materials with the highest propensity for flash fires, such
as polyethylene and polyurethane, had significantly higher hydrocarbon concen-
trations in their pyrolysis products than did wood, which appeared to have the
least propensity for flash fires. Also, materials that melted, such as
polyethylene and polyurethane foam, had larger concentrations of the more
flammable hydrocarbons (ethylene and ethane) than materials that intumesced,
such as bisphenol A polycarbonate, or charred, such as wood.

5.m. keo~

Combustiun of organic materials yields gaseous products in which small solid
particles of carbon and ash, as well as liquid droplets, are frequently dis-
persed. This mixture of gases, solids, and liquids can be defined as smoke.
In general practice, however, smoke is often defined as the combination of
solid and liquid particles that lead to vision obscuration, while the gaseous
products are treated separately.

The primary hazard of smoke (excluding toxic gases) is the reduction of visi-
bility. The degree Pf light or sight obscuration due to smoke is generally
expressed in terms oi optical density, defined as D - log 100/T (where T
percent light transmission).
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The amount of smoke generated by a burning material depends on the surface
area involved, and the degree of obscuration depends on the available volume
and light path length for any given amount of smoke. A quantitative measure,
the specific optical density, has been defined to allow comparisons of smoke
generation between different materials (Reference 70). The specific optical
density is defined as:

DS A log 12 (2)

where Os - specific optical density

V - chamber volume
all in

A - area of sample exposed to burning consistent
units

L - path length of light

T - percent light transmission

Ideally, the change in Ds with time and the maximum Ds (sometiines desig..
nated DU) would depend only on the thickness ef the material sperimen, its
chemicaT and physical properties, and the test exposure condit'A;ns. The visi-
bility in any size compartment cnuld then be calculated from the Ds obtain-
ed during the laboratory testing.

It is difficult to precisely extrapolate specific optical densities to human
visibility in burning airc:aft compartmetits. This is bpcause a number of
major assumptions must be made in the extrapolation: the smoke generated is
uniformly distributed and is independent of the amount of excess air avail-
able; for any given smoke, the optical density is linearly .elated to concen-
tration; and human a•rd photometric vision through sok-, expressed i, termis
of optical density, ae similar. however, the specific optical density, does
offer a valid means of comparing smoke gererated by various materials and can
be used to screen out those materials generating the greatest amount of
smoke.

Smoke levels generated by burning materials are dependent on both physical
and chemical parameters of the material involved and on the burning condi-
tions. In an extensive series of tests on aircraft interior materials, Gross
found that the maximu'm smoke level depended on the thickness and density of
the specimen and could be expected to increase with thickness, but not always
in direct proportion (Reference 70). He also found that, although most mate-
rials produced more smoke during the flaming exposure test, some materials
produced significantly more smoke in the absence of open flaming (smoldering).
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Another important variable on which smoke production depends is the heat flux
received by the material. An extensive series of tests at different heat
flux levels (Reference 71) showed that, for most of the materials tested,
smoke production increased with increasing heat flux provided the sample did
not ignite. When ignition of the materials occurred smoke production would
decrease for most of the samples. Polycarbonate and polysulfone sheets
exhibited the most significant differences in smoke production between higher
and lower heat fluxes, as shown in Figure 56. Wool carpet and a vinyl/ABS
flooring produced considerably more smoke at higher heat flux levels. How-
ever, the smoke production of foams and fabrics did not change appreciably
over the range of heat fluxes tested. Some noate,'ials, such as polycarbonate
plastic, may seem favorable when compared with other materials at a lower
heat flux; however, their data can become increasingly worse with increasing
heat flux until they are among the lowest rated materials tested, as illu-
strated in Figure 56.
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Although the addition of flame retardants has significantly reduced the flam-
mability of many polymeric materials, these chemical additives often have re-
sulted in increased smoke emissions during fire exposure. Figures 57 and 58
illustrate the effect of concentrations of reactive and nonreactive flame
retardants on the light obscuration times in rigid urethane foams (Refer-
ence 72). It should be noted that the reactive fire retardant, which imparts
the greatest degree of protection, produces more rapid light obscuration.
The addition of flame retardant to a flexible urethane foam tested by Gross
not only resulted in an increase in overall smoke levels but also led to a
reversal of the relative smoke concentrations from smoldering versus open
flaming.

5.2.3 ToSqc ses

The most common gases generated during the combustion of any organic material
are carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide. Several other toxic gases also may
be produced, depending on the chemical composition of the involved material.
The results of the extensive series of burn tests on aircraft interior mate-
rials conducted by Gross showed that carbon monoxide (CO) was produced by
almost all the samples in varying amounts depending on the type of material
(Reference 70). 'in addition, most materials produced significant amounts of
other toxic gases in addition to CO. Table 8 summiarizes those results. The
addition of flame retardants can contribute to the generation of toxic gases,
as noted in Table 8, when comparing urethanes identical in all vespects
except for the presence of a flame retardant.

Of course, the amount of toxic gas generated will depend on the amount of
material burned. However, Gross found that the amount of a given gas
produced and its rate of generation are strongly temperature dependent. This
was confirmed during additional testing by Spurgeon, et al., who also found
that varying oxygen concentrations will affect the yield of combustion gases
(Reference 73). No generalizations could be made, however, since the ob-
served effects seemed to depend on the composition of the test material. The
same is true when comparing the yields of gases during flaming or nonflaming
conditions. Most of the materials tested by Gross yielded higher concen-
trations of gases under flaming conditions. There was little difference for
some materials, however, while others generated more gases during nonflaming
conditions.

Although approximate human toxicological data are available for many of the
individual gases given off by burning matetials, little is known of the syner-
gistic effects of two or more gases inhaled at the same time. Since the
majority of materials give off more than one gas, and since many interior
components are actually combinations of materials, relative toxicities of
different components must be determined in a manner that assesses the total
effect of the toxic gases given off. This can be accomplished by using small
animal toxicity tests. In an attempt to correlate analytical test methods
with small animal toxicity tests, the FAA tested a number of aircraft mate-
rials using both methods (Reference 74). Although most nitrogen-containing
materials indicated a correlation between HCN concentration and time to
animal incapacitation, one material (76 percent wool, 24 percent PVC) showed
a much higher than expected toxicity. This toxicity could not be explained
on the basis of HCN concentrations or a simple synergistic response due to
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TABLE 8. TOXIC GASES PRODUCED BY BURNING
AIRCRAFT INTERIOR MATERIALS

Material 1. HLN hjr

Nylon X - - -

wool X - X -

Polyvinyl chloride (PVC) X X - -

Modecrylic X X X -

Polyamid (aromatic) X - X NO2

Polyvinyl flouride (PVF) X - - HF

Urtethane X - X -

Urethane (flame retarded) X X X

Acrylonitrile/butadiene/
styrene (ABS) X - X

Polysulfone X - -

Rubber X - - so2

Propylene X - -

Polycarbonate X - -

the combination of PVC and wool. One possible explanation for the cbserved
toxicity is the zirconium fluoride flame-retardant treatment that the mate-
TAdi I dU rL ,I VU. .,,dL~ V l cauSe, i,,= Ulle)the...... U LUA I %-I, j ilI''-ZI -

the value of animal tests in assigning relative toxicities to interior
materials.

5.3 MATERIAL TESTING

The number of material tests has increased in direct proportion to the
increasing importance placed on fire safety over the last few years.
Unfortunately, the proliferation of tests has not generated any degree of
consensus in selecting the "best" test(s) for material screening and selec-
tion. There is a great deal of controversy among those working in this field
as to the validity of the various tests ioi predicting a material's perform-
ance in a real fire. Thus, there are no generally accepted test methods or
criteria for material performance at the present time. The different tynws
of tests are briefly reviewed in the following ýections so that the designer
can understaiid the various performance ratings assigned to materials by the
use of different tests. Those tests recommended for materials in U.S. Army
aircraft are discussed in Section 5.5.
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5.3.1 Laboratory Testing

5.3.1.1 Flammability Tests. There are several different types of tests
for material flammability, with each type testing a specific aspect of flamma-
bility, such as ease of ignition, flame spread, heat release, and fire endur-
ance. In addition, there are several different test methods for each type of
test. A review of these numerous tests has been compiled by Hilado (Refer-
ence 75).

The simplest tests for ease of ignition provide fixed conditions of heat,
oxygen, and time, and the sample either ignites or does not ignite under
those conditions. A somewhat more sophisticated test is the ASTM D 1929
(Setchkin) ignition test in which a specimen is exposed to heated air at suc-
cessively higher temperatures until ignition occurs. The lowest temperature
of air that evolves combustible gases in a sufficient amount to be ignited by
a small pilot flame is defined as the flash-ignition temperature of the
material. The self-ignition temperature is the lowest air temperature at
which the material ignites by itself, in the absence of any external ignition
source.

A different type of ignition test, one being used increasingly for aircraft
interior materials, is the ASTM D 2863 oxygen index test. In this test, a
vertical specinen is ignited at its upper end by a flame that is then with-.
drawn; then the atmosphere (mixture of oxygen and nitrogen) that just permits
steady hbirninn is determined. The limiting oxygen index (LOI) is the minimum
concentration of oxygen in the oxygen-nitrogen mixture that will just permit
the sample to burn. The higher the LOI, the less flammable the material is.

;n addition to the above two widely used tests, Hilado lists eight other
tests for ease of ignition. He points out that many tests that measure flame
spread are actually tests for ease of ignition because failure to ignite or
to sustain ignition is the most desirable response. Hilado lists 10 tests in
this category, including the FAR 25.853 vertical test (Reference 76).

The latter test is currently required by the FAA for compartment interior
materials in transport category airplanes. In this test, the lower edge of a
vertically mounted sar-p' e i---s exposed tu a uun,, 11 arise for e I "44.1Vr 610 or
12 sec, depending on the type and application of the material. The flame is
then removed and flame time, burn length, and flaming time of drippings are
recorded. All materials must be self-extinguishing; i.e., average flame time
after removal of the flame source must not exceed 15 sec. In addition, the
average burn length must not exceed 6 or 8 in., again depending on the type
and application of materials.

There are even more tests for surface flame spread rates; Hilado lists 35
tests in this category, including the FAR 25.853 vertical test. The standard
FAA 2 gal/hr burner test also falls in this category. This test consists of
exposing a test sample to a standardized burner producing a heat flux of
10 BTU/sec/ft and having a burner cone with an opening 6 in. high and
11 in. wide. This test method has been adopted by the FAA for seat cushion
testing after it was shown that the burner test was a suitable device to mea-
sure aircraft seat blocking layer effectiveness and that, of all the labora-
to'y devices, the 2 gal/hr burner most resembled the full-scale crash fire
tests (Reference 77).
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There are several tests for heat release but currently the one most widely
used for aircraft materials is the Ohio State University (OSU) Heat Release
Rate Apparatus. This apparatus is being proposed for FAA testing of interior
ceiling and wall panels of passenger aircraft (Reference 78). Extensive test-
ing by the FAA (References 77 and 79) has shown that the OSU rate of heat
release test is appropriate for aircraft interior panels and seat cushions
and correlates well with full-scale fire tests.

Briefly, the specimen to be tested is placed in an environmental chamber
through which a constant flow of air passes. The specimen is exposed to a
radiant heat source adjusted to produce the desired total heat flux on the
specimen. The specimen may be tested so that the exposed surface is horizon-
tal or vertical. Combustion may be initated by nonpiloted ignition, piloted
ignition of evolved gases, or by point ignition of the surface, The changes
in temperature and optical density of the gas leaving the chamber are moni-
tored, from which data the release rates of heat and visible smoke are cal-
culated. Reference 80 contains details of the test apparatus, test method,
and calculations.

Fire endurance tests measure the resistance offered by a material to the
passage of fire normal to the exposed surface. The fire resistance can be
measured by the burn-through time or by the relative difference in temper-
ature between the flame side and the back face of the specimen. There are
several tests for fire endure.ce. The NASA Ames T-3 test (Reference 81)
seems to be the most widely used endurance test for aircraft materials and iswelll-suited for testi,,q componen=,ts c ,,na,,,,,, several. ..................... ,

such as interior fuselage wall panels.

5.3.1.2 Smoke Evolution Tests. One of the earliest procedures for mea-
suring smoke density was the ASTM D 2843 test. This test measures the light
obscuration over a 1-ft optical path inside an enclosed chamber containing
the burning sample (Reference 72). Smoke evolution also can be measured
during flammability testing using the ASTM E 162 radiant panel test and the
heat release rate test developed at Ohio State University. The most widely
used test for aircraft materials, however, is the National Bureau of Stand-
ards (NBS) smoke density test first developed by Gross, et al. (Refer-
ence 70).

The NBS test, condrcted in a complejely closed cabinet, exposes a vertical
sample to 2.5 W/cmL (2.2 Btu/sec/ftL) thermal radiation from an electric
heater. Light absorption is measured by a photometer over a vertical light
path 3 ft long. Tests are performed under both flaming and nonflaming (smold-
ering) conditions. (A small pilot flame applied to the bottom of the speci-
men induces open flaming.) Smoke measurements are expressed in terms of
specific optical density, Ds (refer to Section 5.2.2). A modified NBS
smoke chamber was later developed to better simulate cabin fire environments
by providing for a range of heat flux levels to provide more data on material
behavior. The modifications made to the chamber consisted of adding a
variable radiant heat flux furnace capable of reaching 10 BTU/sec/ft 2 and a
load celi for continuous weight loss measurement of the test material (Refer-
ence 71). Although a more recent study showed that the complex dependence of
smoke production on many parameters acting in fire growth limited the corre-
lation between laboratory and Full-scale crash fire experiments (Refer-
ence 82). the modified NBS smoke chamber is a valuable tool for preliminary
screening of candidate interior materials.
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5.3.1.3 Toxic Gas Tests. Concentrations of potentially toxic gases can
be determined by chemical analysis of the combustion products. However, the
results of this analysis depend on the accuracy of the analytical method
employed, the effectiveness of the sampling technique used, and the number of
different gases analyzed. Even though the previous factors might be opti-
mized, the problem of relating the chemical results to physiological hazards
still remains. Synergistic toxicological effects of various gas combinations
are not amenable to analysis. The possibility also exists that some toxic
components will not be anticipated and, therefore, will nnt be considered in
the analysis. This latter situation arose during FAA tests comparing chem-
ical analysis versus animal toxicity tests in assigning relative toxicity
hazards to aircraft materials (Reference 74).

Both the FAA and the University of San Francisco, under NASA spon!;orship,
have done extensive animal toxicity testing of aircraft materials (Refer-
ences 83 and 84). Both laboratories expose rodents (the FAA uses rats, USF
uses mice) to the pyrolysis products of materials thac are thermally degraded
in a tube furnace. The exposure conditions vary, however, since the FAA
tests maintain a nearly normal concentration of oxygen in the exposure cham-
ber, while the USF tests do not. The FAA conducts its tests with sufficient
ventilation in the pyrolysis furnace to assure near normal oxygen concentra-
tions, while USF runs its tests with or without airflow thrutvgh the furnace.
Both laboratories report time to incapacitation and time to death.

The National Bureau of Standards is developing a sm411-scale teAt method tu
assess the acute inhalation toxicity of combustion prriucts (Referepse 85).
The NBS test method is designed for research and preliminary screening pur-
poses in developing and evaluating materials. The test auparatus is coM1-
priseu of a closed system in whicn exygen and temperaturc levels are kept
near normal and rats are &,xposed to the toxic fumes generated during combus-
tion of the materials. The material sample can be conmbusted in either a
flaming or a nonflaming mode. A concentration response curve is generated by
exposing different sets of six animals to different mass loadings of a
material and measuring the percentage of the aninials responding.

Although the above tests cannot duplicate the gas concentrations found in a
real fire, the tests do reflect the relative toxicities of different mate-
rials to rodents under the specific test conditions. Thu:s, the animal toxi-
city tests are useful in screening out the mnst hazardous materials. The FAA
also found that dose-response relationships for the systemic toxins (CO, HCN)
are very similar for rodents and humans (Reference 83).

5.3.1.4 Combined Hazard Index. A laboiatory-scale method for tOting
and ranking aircraft cabin material for its collective combustion hazards was
developed by Douglas Aircraft Company under a progyam nsponsored by tvie FAA
(Reference 86). This approach determines cecupant escape time as a common
denominator for the critical hazards encountered in the fire and is called
the Combined Hazard Index (CHI). The program attempts to consider flRmabil-
ity, smoke, and toxicity simultaneously in rating a material. It ,-as also
desired that the rating be related in some manner to the response of the
material in an actual cabin fire.
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The CHI is expressed as the number of seconds of crash fire burn time avail-
able for passengers to escape from a cabin in which an interior material is
involved in the fire. Escape time thus becomes the common denominator re-
lating the quantities of smioke, toxic gases, and heat accumulating within a
cabia prior to passenger incapacitation. The method involves obtaining data
on the release rate measurements of heat, smoke, and toxic gases for the mate-
rials using modified OSU heat 'elease rate apparatus. Using data input from
the laboratbry test, a mathematical model of the growth in fire hazards calcu-
lates the cabin hazard concentrations versus time, the fractional effective
dose histories of each hazard, and the burn time at which the summed frac-
tional doses equals 1. The latter is defined as the CHI for the material.
Figure 59 illustrates this concept.
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FIGURE 59. COMBINED HAZARD INDEX.

The validity of the CHI calculation is dependent on the validity oi' the test
methodology, human survival model, and mathematical fire model. Laboratory
testing as well as full-scale fire tests were conducted on four different
cabin panels to validate the test methodology and computer program. It was
found that the test methodology developed during the study provided extensive
and repeatable information related to the heat, siwoke, and toxic gas hazards
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of a single aircraft material under a range of fire conditions. The fire
model predictions in large-scale test measurements were found to be reason-
able for temperature and smoke but not for toxic gases. It must be realized
that the survival model is a simplified model, and the true relationship be-
tween the derived model and the true escape potential of humans in a fire
environment has not been established.

5.3.2 Large-Scale Testling

Because the validity of laboratory tests as a means of predicting material
behavior in a real fire has been of increasing concern, large-scale testing
is being used more and more as a final test for system performance in a
fire. Part of the problem with the predictability of the laboratory tests
lies in the fact that a system of materials, not just one material, is in--
volved in actual fires. The types of materials, amounts of each material,
and the locations of the different materials all affect the development of a
fire in an aircraft fuselage. The behavior of one material will affect that
of another, possibly altering its behavior markedly from that demonstrated in
laboratory tests.

Large-scale tests of bus and rail car interior assembly riockups illustrate
the total effect of all the materials comprising 3 system (Reference 87).
The assemblies consisted of one or two seat assemblies, wall paneling, and
g!27inf, as would he found in the actual vehicle. Effects of various seat
cushions, seat backs, and glazing materials were studied during fire tests
started by igniting newspapers on the seat. The tests showed that with ure-
thane seat cushions the system failed at approximately 6 min (flashover oc-
curred) irrespective of the glazing or wall-covering material. Replacing the
urethane with less flammable neoprene cushions resulted in increasing the
importance of other materials in the system performance. For example,
acrylic glazing panels led to system failure (total involvement near flash-
over conditions) at 7 min, even with the presence of the neoprene seats.
However, the fire was confined to the seat of origin in tests using neoprene
seat cushions and polycarbonate glazing.
McDonnell Duuugas Corporation has developed a 'Cabin Fir, Simu..t.. (CF+, for

use in testing commercial aircraft interiors (Reference 88). The CFS is a
double-walled steel cylinder 12 ft in diameter and 40 ft long, equipped with
a ventilation system, exhaust scrubber, and nitrogen-extinguishing system.
Several hundred individual fire tests have Leen conducted in the CFS. These
tests have been valuable not only in assessing material in-eractions but also
in evaluating design changes. For instance, in a full cabin lavatory fire
test, the lavatory module failed to contain the fire, and the fire erupted
into the cabin area. Analysis showed that the failure to contain the fire
was primarily due to a utility panel falling from the ceiling, resulting in
the escape of combustible gases into the cabin. Covering the panel consider-
ably improved system performance,

The FAA has also done extensive full-scale fire tests in their test article,
which is a C-133 aircraft modified to resemble a wide-body cabin. Although
the cross-sectional area is slightly smaller than a wide-body cabin, the
interior volume is representative of a wide-body jet. Combustible materials
installed in the original aircraft were removed, and new floor, sidewall, and
ceiling surfaces are composed of noncombustible materials. A CO2 total
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flooding system allows for the selective termination of a test, These protec-
tive mc -res have resulted in a durable test article which has withstood hun-
dreds o. tests with only minor damage. Tests conducted witn the test article
have included postcrash fire tests, in which external fires were provided,
ramn fire tests, and in-flight irte tests (Reference 10).

Efforts are underway to formulate mathematical models which coulc c:alculate
escape time and predict aircraft cabin fire development. Ho'qevei, such
models are a few years away, and full-scale tests still must be relied upon
to provide needed information. Reduced-scale models have been investigated
to reduce the full-scali test to managedble size where wind velocities could
be controlled and many tests could be economically run. Reduced-scale tests
may be used to predict what will happen in full-scale tests and to provide an
experimental basis for developing and checking out analytical models, Refer-
ence 89 presents a discussion of previous reduced-scale modeling of compart-
ment fires and presents some recommendations in regard to physical modeling
of aircraft postcrash fires.

5.3.3 Hathema ical Fire Modeling

A great deal of effort has been expended in the last 15 years on the modeling
of fire growth in compartments. Most of these efforts have concentrated on
modeling room fires. However, the FAA has been involved in a continuous pro-
gram of mathematical modeling of aircraft fires for some years. Most of
tleir efforts, especially $-i^etty, a h abn invnilved in modpling pnstcrash
fires, including modeling the thermal impact at openings, the effect of wind
on fire plumes from external pool fires, and the burning of interior mate-
rials. Detailed descriptions of these efforts and the models involved are
well beyond the scope of this publication. The interested reader is referred
to References 90, 91, and 92 for more details on aircraft postcrash fire
modeling.

5.4 SELECTED MATERIAL PROPERTIES

Until recently, most efforts to reduce the flammability of materials were
centered on flame-retardant treatments of polymers with halogens or phos-
phorous. This led to materials such as Fluorel, Refset, and Durette, as well
as flame-retarded polyurethanes and cottons, wools, and other fabrics. Many
recent efforts, however, have been centered on developing thermally stable
char-forming polymers such as polyimide, polyphosphazene, and polybenzimida-
zole (PBI). Interest in the thermally stable polymers has increased with the
finding that most flame-retarded materials produce significantly greater
amounts of smoke and toxic gases than do the thermally stable polymers.

Although the listing of flammability properties for the numerous materials al-
ready being used or being developed for use in transportation vehicle inter-
iors is beyond the scope of this volume, a brief overview of some current and
newly developer' materials for aircraft interiors follows.

5.4.1 Seat Cushion Foams

Polyurethane foam is the most common seat cushioning material currently used
for aircraft seats. Studies conducted in the late 1960's showed that fire-
retarded polyurethane foam was considerably less flammable than nontreated
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foam (Reference 93). Since that time, considerable efforts have been ex-
pended in trying to improve the flame resistance of polyurethane. Einhorn
concluded, after his studies, that major improvements could be accomplished
in the flammability characteristics of rigid polyurethane foams by modifying
the chemical structure and formulation (Reference 94). However, the flexible
foam system did not possess the necessary chemical structure to permit the
formulation of truly flame-resistant systems.

Einhorn's conclusions seem to be validated by the results of NASA tests that
exposed fire-retardant-treated, Fluorel-coated, and untreated, uncoated poly-
urethane foam seats to a large flaming ignition source located 12 in, below
the seat cushion (Reference 95). These test results indicated that the
improved state-of-the-art polyurethane foams without the added fire retardant
and coating treatments were not significantly better than untreated, older,
less fire-resistant foams. However, by treating and coating the state-of-
the-art foams, production of toxic gases was delayed, and destruction of the
foam was limited. It should be noted that relatively high levels of hydrogen
cyanide were detected in each test, indicating that polyurethane foam may be
the major contributor to similar high levels found in large-scale tests.
Figures 60 and 61 show the temperatures of the top portions of the seat backs
.and the hydrogen cyanide concentrations during the tests.
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FIGURE 60. SEAT BACK TEMPERATURES DURING BURN TESTS OF COATED
AND UNCOATED POLYURETHANE FOAM SEATS.
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FIGURE 61. HYDROGEN• CYANIDE CONCENTRATIONS FROM BURN TESTS
OF COATED AND UNCOATED POLYURETHtANE FOAMdS.

Neoprene foam, used extensively in mattresses, has been advocated for seat
cushions and is c:urrently being used for that purpose in some mass transit ve-

='-^" "+ f ... • i+. ha .... + tic° are~ v,' • • f"• +' la;,ae-ret, rded
'polyurethant'e foam. O6ne'o~f the eatliest large-s ae tet comparing noprene
foam width other seaT cushioning materials was conducted by the FAA using a
simul-ited airplane cabin. The test data comparing urethane and neoprene foam i
seat clushions are su.mmariz.ed in Table 9 (Reference 96). These tests were i
some 0f the earliest studies to document the now well-known flashiver phenome-
non encountered: with unr'etarded urethane foam. Although the flame-retarded
urethane foam was effective in reduicing fire temperatures, neoprene was more
effective. The smpoke levels in these tests showed tha, neoprene provided
significantly longer time to 50 percent smoke obscuration, a result repeated
in lirge-scale bus and rail car tests (Reference 87).

The.. smoke results in the large-scale tests qf neoprene fcan contrast markedly
with NBS smoke chamber data that -idicate neoprene release-s more smoke than
urethane. This anomaly illustrates many of the problems in trying to extrap-
olate laboratory data to real fire situations. Under 3ctual f'ire conditions,
neoprene decomF'oes at a slower rate than it does in thý. NBS laboratory test,
thus producing smoke at a lower rate. University of San Francisco1 tests also
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TABLE 9. RESULS OF LARGE-SCALE AIR TRANSPORT CABIN FIRE TESTS USING
URETHANE OR NEOPRENE SEPT C3HIICNS (FROM REFERENCE 96)

Ttýt Number
Pru .erty 4 11 A 22B

Seat cushion Urethane F.R. urethane Neoprene Neoprene
matPrial Cfoam foam foam foam

Maxinmum ceiling
temperature, OF 1,420 560 230 100

Time to 50 percent

smoke obscuration,
rain 1.9 1.7 3.4 12.4

Minimum oxygen
concentration,

percent 2.5 20.0 .8.3 20.5

rHdAj!UJII' CC) ~UIUMM11
tration, percent 1.5+ 0.6 0.21 0.05

Time to flashover, 2.3

min (4 min)

have shown that the neoprene Foam produce3 less toxic smoke than does the
polyurethane foam (Reference 97). Efforts now are under way to develop im-
proved neoprene foam formulations that have ;uperior smoke evolution prop-
erties. Table 10 summarizes comparative data on the standard and improvwd
neoprene foams.

Advanced state-of-the-art materials developed for seat cushions include poly-
phosphazene and polyimide foamiis (References 98 and 99). Both of these foams
have superior flammability and smoke properties compared to typical fire-
retarded urethane foams, as can be seen in Table 11.

In addition to the improved fire resistance and lower smoke production of the
neoprene and polyimide foams, they have also been shown to be much less toxic
than the polyurethane foam (Reference 100). Laboratory testing was conducted
on vinyl-nylon upholstery Fabric covering polyurethane foam versus 90 percent
wool and 10 percent nylon upholstery fabric covering either LS-200 neoprene
foam or polyimide foam. Animpl exposure data from the tests showed no rflea-
sured toxicity time for the LS-200 or tie polyimide, but showed a minimum
time for the baseline polyurethane of 232 sec to incapacitation and 463 sec
to eeath. Eased on observation of animal arrhythmias and bradycardia, the
LS-200 foam was judged superior to the polyimide.
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TABLE 10, TYPICAL PROPERTIES OF STANDARO AND IMPROVED
NEOPRENE FOAM (FROM REFERENCE 96)

Standard Improved
ProoertX ,,, . FM -M•_ __ 2 M

DaIlsity. lb/ft 3  4 7
Tensile strvngth. lb/in. 2  9 7

Elongation, percent 120 100

Compression set

(50 percent deflection, 22 hr @ 212 *F) 7.5 7.5

ASTM E-162-75 flam spread ratin9 6 4

NOS smoke chamber results

Ds. 90 sec 280 93

s 4 min 380 195

D maximum 380 250

Time to maximum 0, min 4 7

TABLE 11. COMPARISON OF POLYPHOSPIAZENE. POLYINIDE, AND

FIRE-RETARDED POLYURETHANE FOAM PROPERTIES

Typical Typical Typical
Po'yphosphazene Polyimide F.R. Urethane

Property Foam

. lb/ft 3  4.n - 9. 1o3 - 1.4 4.5 - 8.5

Tensile strength. psi 20 - 80 10 - 13 40

Elongation. percent 80 - 125 20 - 23 100

Flame spread index 14 - 30

Limiting oxygen
index 43 - 45 44 - 54 20

Maximum smoke
density, Os

Flaming 40 - 150 0 - 0.5 250

Nonflaming - 0 - I
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Another recent approach to improving the fire resistance of aircraft seats is
the use of an interliner or fire-blocking barrier between the upholstery
fabric and the seat cushion foam. This approach is described in detail in
Section 5.4.3.

5.4.2 Upholstery and Other Fabrics

Current seat upholstery and other fabrics can be divided into two classes:
uncoated and coated. Typical uncoated fabrics include wool, cotton, nylon,
rayon, polyester, modacrylic, or combinations of these fibers. Marcy found
that the majority of these fabrics, even when treated with flame retardants,
had unacceptable burn rates during both the FAA vertical flammability test
and the ASTM radiant panel test (Reference 93). Modacrylic fabrics were the
only self-extinguishing fabrics. However, animal toxicity tests revealed
that modacrylic fabrics were the most toxic of 75 different interior mate-
rials that were tested (Reference 83).

The coated fabrics, on the other hand, were all self-extinguishing during the
vertical burn tests. These materials consisted, in large part, of vinyl- and
acrylic-coated glass fabrics. Toxicity tests of cotton, nylon, and polyester
fabrics coated with polyvinyl chloride (PVC) showed that these coated fabrics
were much less toxic than their uncoated counterparts.

Advanced state-of-the-art fabrics include Nomex, Kynol, polybenzimidazole
(PBI), and polyimide (e.g., Kapton) fabrics. These fabrics exhibit superior
flammability characteristics, as shown in lable 12 (from Reference i0i).
Kynol and PBI fabrics emit very little smoke and essentially no toxic gases
during burning.

TABLE 12. FLAMMABILITY PROPERTIES OF VARIOUS FABRIC MATERIALS (FROM REFERENCE 101)

Proierty Cotton Polyester Nomex Kynol PIL

Ignitioa 1 airo,• C lo,,-•-

temperature, °C <550 871 788 927

Time, sec Inst. 1 - 6
Flame impingement heat flux

protection NIL (melt) Good Good Good

Char yield characteristics Low (Melt) High, friable High, strong High, strong

Smoke Moderate Low Moderate Low Low

Off gases (toxicity) - - Toxic C02 /H2 0 C02 /H 2 0

Predam. Predom.

Thermal stability temperature

degradation. 0C - 437 - 590 - 680
Percent approximate weight loss at

900 0C - - 60 40 30

Limiting oxygen index (percent 02) 16 - 18 20 - 21 27 - 29 29 - 30 38 - 43
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5.4.3 Fire Blocking Materials for Seat Cushions

Polyurethane foam has been identified as a major contributor to flashover con-
ditions. Flammable vapors given off by the burning polyurethane are trapped
near the ceiling of the cabin and can suddenly ignite, propagating the fire
across the whole upper interior of the aircraft. As noted in Section 5.4.1,
there are foams available which do not support this type of phenomenon. How-
ever, polyurethane does offer significant advantages over those foams for
seat cushion use. These advantages include desirable mechanical aspects,
such as low weight, excellent comfort, resiliency, and durability, and low
cost compared to other seat cushion foams.

Both NASA and the FAA became actively involved in developing fire-blocking
materials for polyurethane cushions when it was shown that a Vonar-3 blocking
layer over a conventional urethane cushion appeared equivalent in fire protec-
tive performance to a cushion of neoprene during full-scale fire tests at the
FAA Technical Center. These efforts have led to fire-blocked polyurethane
seat cushions which offer a significant reduction in the flashover potential
and, thus, provide a longer egress time for aircraft passengers.

5.4.3.1 Basic Principles of Fire Blocking. In simplest terms, fire block-
ing consists of inserting a layer between the polyurethane foam cushion and
the fabric covering of the cushion to reduce the production rate of flammable
vapors from the core cushion and prevent the injectien of such flammable
gases into the passenger compartment. There are various fire blocking
mech.anius , ,hlht. to occur with exvisting mateials.-

l Transpirational cooling via emission of water vapor to cool the

heated zone.

* Reradiative materials with high char yields which act as insulators.

a A highly reflective continuous surface which distributes the radiant
energy and reduces local heat loads.

* The initiation of vapor phase cracking of the combustible vapor
species generated by the low temperature pyrolysis of the
polyurethane substrate.

Examination of the heat conduction and thermal radiation properties of seat
cushion materials led to the development of a simple cushion model based on
the following six identifiable layers (Reference 102).

1. A decerative fabric layer

2. A reradiative char layer (formed from the heat blocking layer by
thermal degradation of a suitable fabric or foam)

3. A transpiration layer (allowing vapor exchange)

4. An air gap layer
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5. A reflective layer (to assist in controTling radiant energy)

6. The cushioning foam (the primary component which requires thermal
protection)

In some cases, these layers may be combined in a single material. It should
be noted that when ablative (sacrificial) protection is provided, venting of
the seat cushion is necessary to prevent the sudden release of combustible
gases.

5.4.3.2 Seat Materials and Their Properties. There are three basic

layers to the standard aircraft seat:

1. Fabric covering

2. The fire blocking layer

3. The cushion

Many candidate materials for each of these three layers have been screened
based on flammability test data as well as on other criteria, such as raw
nmaterial availability and manufacturing limitations. Some of the earliest
screening tests used the selection criteria given in Table 13 as initial
criteria for the materials (Reference 103). (Reference 103 contains all of
the test results as well as physical parameters for the numerous materials
tested). All of the materials were tested individually and not as composite
seat cushions. The baseline fabric was a wool/nylon blend fabric currently
used in aircraft passenger seating. The baseline foam material was a fire-
retarded polyurethane foam.

TABLE 13. SELECTION CRITERIA FOR SCREENING TESTS OF SEAT MATERIALS

Recommended Candidate

Seat Component Mpndatorv Reguirement Materil

Decorative Fabric Cover Colorfastness, color availability, resistance I. Airgard treated nylon
to ignition, low flame spread, wear ability, 2. Kernel 47%/Wool
low toxicity, low smoke generation 53% blend

Fire-Blocking Layer Burn resistance, low smoke generation, 1. Kynol needle punch
low heat, release, low flame spread, batting
low toxicity, low thermal conductivity 2. Vonar No. 3 neoprene
high char yield foam interliner

3. Nomex III nomex fabric
4. Durette duck

Cushioning Layer Low total heat release, low toxicity, low I. HL Neoprene foam
smoke generation, low weight loss, 2. Glass fiber block
resistance to mechanical breakdown 3. Silicone foam
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Subsequent release rate calorimetry testing of multilayered materials for air-
craft seats showed that, with the fire-blocking materials used (Kynol, Vonar,
and Durette), any variations in the heat release rate and smoke release rates
were indicative of the type and quantity of adhesive utilized in the bonding
of the assembly (Reference 104). A silicone elastomeric layer contributed
significantly to the total heat release values. Multilayered assrmoiies
using neoprene, polyimide and fiberglass cushion materials contributed the
minimum amount of smoke. Again, multilayered assemblies which contained
silicone cushion materials prcduced high amounts of smoke. The high heat
release rate and smoke generation values for silicone materials resulted in
their being dropped as candidate materials for aircraft seats.

Subsequent testing focused on the use of polyurethane foam seat cushions as
opposed to neoprene or polyimide foams, because the physical properties of
the neoprene and polyimide foams were not as desirable as the polyurethane.
For instance, although the polyimide foams provide a high char yield on
pyrolysis and do not release flammable vapors into the environment, the
cross-link density and aromaticity required to achieve that. level of char
yield was inconsistent with the comfort factors, resiliency, and durability
of the seat. Thus, these materials were eliminated from further
consideration (Reference 102).

The seat cushion configurations selected for evaluation under this series of
tests are shown in Table 14. (All of the materials for the fire-blocking
layef were commercially available.) The goal cf the nr rva was to obtain an
equivalent or better fire-blocking performance than that of the Vonar-3 with
no increase in contemporary seat weight or price. (The Vonar-3-blocking
layer resulted in an estimated weight penalty of 4 lb per seat.) The details
of the testing program, the test results, and physical data for the materials
listed in Table 13 are given in Reference 102. The main conclusions of the
study were:

a There was essentially no difference in protection capabilities with
the fire-blocking layers whether the urethane foam was fire retarded
or not. In fact, the fire-retardant foam was actually inferior in
performance to the non-fire-retardant foam when used in conjunction
with some of the fire-blocking materials. in addition, the nun-fire-retardant foam had distinct beneficial weight savings.

* Based on small scale tests, Norfab 11HT-26-AL, which is an alumin-
ized fabric, provided equivalent, if not better, thermal protection
than the Vonar-3 and improved the weight penalty aspects by more
than fourfold.

6 Vent holes may be required on the underside of the seat cushions to
permit venting of the pyrolysis gases produced from the urethane
foam.

Good correlations have been obtained between full-scale fire tests and var-
ious laboratory-scale fire tests run on the seat-blocking-layer materials.
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TABLE 14. SEAT CUSHION CONFIGURATIONS SELECFED FOR EVALUATION

Fire-Blocking FBL Weiqht
Confiaurýtion Foam - Laver (FBL) kw/mi oILyd

1 FR urethane* None

2 FR urethane* Vonar-3, 0.48 cm (3/16 In.) 0.91 27.07

3 FR urethane* Vonar-2, 0.32 cm (2/16 in,) 0.67 19.87

4 FR urethane* LS-20U neoprene 0.95 cm (3.8 in.) 3.0 84

5 FR urethane* Preox 1100-4 0.39 11.53

aluminized Preox fabric,

vlain weave, neoprene

CT D, P/N 1299013

6 FR urethane* Norfab 11HT-26-A1 0.40 11.8

aluminized on one side,

25% Nomex, 70% Kevlar
S% Kvnno, weave structure

1 x I plain

7 FR urethanes 181 E-Glass, Satin Weave 0.30 9.2

8 NF urethane* Vonar-3, 0.48 cm (3/16 in.) 0.92 27.07

9 NF uretthane* Norfab IIHT-26-A1 0.40 11.8

10 LS-200 Necprene None

11 Polyimide None

12 NF urethane light Norfab 11HT-26-A1 0.40 11.8

All decorative upholstery lu a wool/nylon-blend fabric.

"-These polyurethane foams were covered by a cotton/muslin fire-retarded scrim
2 2cloth, weighing 0.08 kg/mr (2.5 oz/yd ).

The Ohio State University rate of heat release apparatus was found to be a
suitable device to measure the aircraft seat-blocking-layer effectiveness.
Several ?est measurement rankings for the OSU apparatus operated at a
5.0 W/cm heat flux level showed comparability with larger-scale CFS weight
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loss and percent weight loss rankings (Reference 77). Results from the labor-
atory studies confirmed the effectiveness of the aircraft seat-blocking-layer
concept.

The results of full-scale crash fire simulator tests showed that the use of a
Vonar fire-blocking layer on the seat cushions increased survival time during
the postcrash fire test to 3 min and 40 sec (60 sec greater than that for the
standard seats). The use of Norfab for the same test conditions gave a survi-
val time 40 sec greater than that for the standard seat, but 20 sec less than
that for the Vonar-protected seats. The use of noncombustible cushions pro-
duced an 18-sec improvement over that for the Vonar-protected urethane. These
results are summarized in Figures 62 and 63 (Reference 10).
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FIGURE 62. EFFECT OF CUSHIONING PROTECTION ON CALCULATED SURVIVAL
TIME UNDER FULL-SCALE POST-CRASH FIRE CONDITIONS.

5.4.4 Structural Components

All major transport aircraft manufacturers and NASA are engaged in efforts to
increase the fire safety of interior structural components, such as sidewall,
floor, and ceiling panels. These efforts encompass the selection of single
candidate materials and the fabrication of multimaterial assemblies.
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FIGURE 63. EFFECT OF CUSHIONING PROTECTION ON CALCULATED VISIBILITY
THROUGH SMOKE UNDER FULL-SCALE POST-CRASH FIRE CONDITIONS.

Candidates for improved thermoplastic materials are listed in Tables 15 and
i6, along with their physical and chemical properties (Reference 105). All
of these materials exhibit greater fire resistance anid lower smoke and
toxicity than the majority of aircraft interior materials currently in use.
Other promising materials include the char-forming polyisocyanurate and PBI
foams (Reference 106). Fire-hardening of honeycomb panels has been accom-
plished by filling the honeycomb core with PB1 or isocyanurate foam, as well
as with phenolic-impregnated fiberglass batting (References 88 and 107).
Further improvements can be made by replacing flammable adhesives (e.g.,
acrylate adhesive) with more fire-resistant compounds such as fire-retarded
epoxy adhesives or polyamide adhesives (Reference 106).

NASA and the FAA have both been developing new interior panels for commercial
aircraft over the last few years. Generally, these interior panels are com-
posite structures composed of a honeycomb core, resin impregnated cloth
facings, and a decorative laminate. A typical example of an aircraft panel
construction is shown in Figure 64.

Parker and Kourtides found that the simple and single value of the char yield
could readily be used to rank the fire involvement characteristics of individ-
ual polymer candidates for the fabrication of interior system components
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TABLE 15. PRELIMINARY PROPERTIES OF CANDIDATE COMPRESSION MOLDING MATERIALS

Polyether Polyphenylene
Prooertv Sulfone Sulfide Polysulfont Mod-Polvcarbonate

Tensile strength, psi 11,000 9.500 10,000 8.S00

Elongation, percent - 1.5 40 50

Flexural strength, psi 16.000 13,000 15.000 12.000

Heat deflection temperature, OF.
at 264 psi 390 275 330 270

Specific gravity 1.37 1.3 1.25 1.20 to 1.26

Impact strength (notched izod)
ft-lb/in, of notch 1.6 1.5 1.3 9.0

Mod of elasticity, psi 350,000 500,000 340.000 300.000

Compressive strength, psi 12,000 15,000 13,500 12,000

Smoke density flaming. Ds (6 min.) 20 100 80 130

Limiting oxygen index (LOI) 37 44 30 23

(Reference 108). The ablation efficiency in the fuel fire environment of the
bulk polymers increases with increasing char yield from about 23 percent to
about 50 percent, after which it decreases abruptly. Although most of the
flammability properties continue to decrease at char yields greater than
50 percent, it was found that materials with char yield between 45 percent and
60 percent gave the best combination of fire containment and fire involvement
properties.

Figure 65 shows the results of testing done on experimental aircraft panels
in which the face sheets have been modified by choosing high-char-yield
resins (Reference 108). The panels were exposed to a combined radiant and
convective heat source which had been found to correlate well with full-scale
fire tests. In Figure 65, the backface temperature has been plotted as a func-
tion of the exposure time in seconds. It can be seen from this figure that
the low-char-yield epoxies (char yield of 23 percent) and the highest-char-
yield coriventional polyimide (char yield 70 percent) gave the shortest time
(about 140 sec) to reach backface temperature of 200 uC. The bismaleimides
and phenolics, with char yields of the order of 45 to 60 percent, gave the
best performance, taking about 380 sec and 180 sec, respectively, to reach a
backface temperature of 200 °C.
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TABLE 16. PRELIMINARY PROPERTIES OF CANDIDATE THERMOFORMED MATERIALS

Mod- Mod- Chlorinated- Mineral-filled

Property 2olycarbonate polysulfone PVC volyethylene

Tensile strength, psi 6,500 8,000 5,400 2,300

Elongation, percent 70 40 200

Takes permanent
set

Flexural strength, psi 12,000 12,500 10,000 3,800

Heat deflection

temperature. OF.

* 264 psi 220 - 200 160

Specific gravity 1.26 1.26 1.57 1.7

Impact strength

(notched izod)

ft-lb/in, of notch 10.0 9.0 6.6 12.0

Mod of elasticity, psi 300,000 320,000 300,000 450,000

Smoke density flaming,
D (6 min) 130 lOb 140 20

Limiting oxygen

index (LOI) 23 30 42 36

NASA subsequently developed an advanced interior panel design. This design
is shown in Figure 66 (Reference 109). The inservice or standard panel was
an epoxy fiberglass-based panel of the design employed in the earliest wide
body jet interiors. The advanced design used polyimide for the facing resin
and core coating because of its higher degradation temperature and greater
anaerobic char yield compared to epoxy resin. Polyetheretherketone (PEEK)
was selected as the decorative film to eliminate the hydrogen fluoride pro-
duced during thermal decomposition of the polyvinyl fluoride film commonly
used in contemporary panels.

Small-scale laboratory tests showed that the advanced panel was better than
the in-service panel for all test measurements related to flaninability and
gave no visible smoke, The panels were then subjected to an exterior fuel
fire adjacent to a fuselage opening in a full-scale test article. This
scenario simulated a severe fire condition because a seat was centered in the
rupture and exposed to high levels of radiant heat. When that seat started
to burn it caused additional radiant heat to impinge upon the other interior
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FIGURE 64. SANDWICH PANEL CONFIGURATION (FROM REFERENCE 108).
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e;atericls. A flashover, that is, a sudden and rapid uncontrolled growth of
the fire from the area in the immediate vicinity of the fire to the remaining
materials, occurred with both types of panels. However, the time to flash-
over was much earlier with the inservice panels than with the advanced
panels, as shown in Figure 67a. The difference in flashover time, measured
by a thermocouple mounted 12 in. below the ceiling, was approximately
140 sec. Flashover in a postcrash cabin fire creates nonsurvivable condi-
tions, so the 140-sec delay in flashover when using the advanced panels
provides 140 sec of additional time for occupant evacuation and possible
survival.

The superior fire performance of the advanced panels was even more evident
with the fuel fire/open door scenario (Figure 67b). Flashover occurred in
approximately 2-1/2 min. with the inservice panels; however, with the ad-
vanced panels, flashover did not occur at all over the 7-inin. test duration.
The cabin environmant was clearly survivable in both tests before the flash-
over occurred. However, within 30 sec. after flashover occurred with the
standard panels, the levels of smoke, carbon monoxide and hydrogen fluoride
all increased dramatically. These gases were not detected at all in the test
with the advanced panel because the flashover was prevented.

Similar results have been attained during full-scale fire tests on panels
developed by the FAA (kv~erence 79). Five honeycomb panels with various face
sheets we-e tested. The face sheets were composed of a fabric impregnated
with a resin. The fabrics tested included fiberglass, Kevlar, and graphite,
while the resins included epoxy and phenolic. These various components are
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representative of the components used in state-of-the-art aircraft inte-
riors. The advanced polyimide panel, consisting of a polyimide-dipped Nomex
core, a polyimide resin on the fiberglass face sheets, and a PEEK decorative
surface, was used as a standard. The test results indicated that the tempera-
tur• increase inside the test article closely tracked the smoke and toxic gas
concentration measurements. The results of the tests are shown in Figures 68
and 69. Althouoh the advanced PEEK/polyimide panel represents an ultimate
benefit attainable, these panels are curret'iy beyond the :.tate of the art in
process•,ng for large scale use in aircraft. However, the p)•enolic/fiberglass
panel tested well under virtua]ly all test conditions and wo•,•d significantly
improve survivability in postcrash fires. In fact, this pan•;l was used as a
benchmark to select the recommended performance criteria for ti• OSU heat
release rate testing of aircraft materials.

3000 • , ' , ", , - .... I

l C-I33 STATION 27'0-8 FTI

PANEL MATERIALS .,,•..,.,-- PHENOLIC KEVLAR
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Sooo ...:" ' I l -" []": .. _..__./F" :'/ i
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FIGURE 68. COMPARATIVE TEMPERATURE PROFILES OF HONEYCOMB PANELS WITH
VARIOUS FACE SHEETS DURING FULL-SCALE FIRE TESTS.
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FIGURE 69. COMPARATIVE SMOKE PROFILES OF HONEYCOMB PANELS WITH
VARIOUS FACE SHEETS DURING FULL-SCALE FIRE TESTS.

A number of decorative films for aircraft interior sandwich panels were
investigated by Kourtides (Reference 110). These films were investigated as
replacements for the polyvinyl fluoride (PVF) film currently used in aircraft
interiors. Candidate films were studied for flammability, smoke emission,
toxic gas emission, flame spread, and suitability as a printing surface for
the decorative acrylic ink system. The films were evaluated as pure films
only, films silk-screened with acrylic ink, and films adhered to a phenolic
fiberglass substrate. Kourtides found that the propensity to burn and the
toxic gas emission, especially hydrogen fluoride (HF), of the panels can be
significantly lowered by using polyetherketone as a substrate film suitable
for screen printing ink. However, potential problems, such as clarity,
gelation spots in the film, and suitable width, will have to be resolved
before this film can be developed to its full potential. An aramid polyamide
film had good fire-resistant properties but had low elongation and was UV-
unstable. All of the fluorinated films (baseline PVF, FM (flame modified)
PVF, and polyvinylidene fluoride) exhibit very high HF evolution.

Simulated full-scale fire tests done on cargo compartment ceiling liners for
Class D cargo compartments showed that fiberglass liners performed much bet-
ter than Nomex liners (Reference 111). The Nomex liner burned through in
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each case. Although the polyester resin used with the fiberglass ceiling
liner was partially burned away, the glass cloth remained intact for all
tests and proved that the fiberglass liner could contain baggage fires. This
project also revealed that the test method specified in FAR 25.855 and
FAR 25.853 does not reflect the burn-through resistance of Class D cargo
liners subjected to realistic fires.

The effectiveness of different materials in containing a fire was also shown
in a program directed at improving the flame resistance of aircraft window
systems (Reference 5). Full-scale fire tests were performed in a 20-ft long
section of a salvage DC-10 aircraft fuselage in which the window configura-
tions were exposed to flame impingement from an adjacent external JP-4 fuel
fire. During this program two tests were conducted using different types of
panels adjacent to the windows. These comparative tests showed that an alumi-
num interior decorative panel reached the incipient melting temperature of
aluminum in 164 sec after fuel ignition while a honeycomb panel required
231 sec before reaching the same temperature. This difference of 67 sec
represents significant delay in the temperature rise between the two interior
panel configurations. Since the temperature rise of the interior honeycomb
panel was significantly slower, this panel would delay flame intrusion into
the cabin interior.

5.4.5 Aircraft Insulation

.u• ta le insulatiol installed in the inlterlu, walls of crew and passenger CUlIr-
partments can help protect occupants from heat generated from an exterior
postcrash fire as long as the fuselage remains intact. However, not all
types of insulation are suitable, and some insulations, such as glass wool or
fiberglass, may worsen, rather than lessen, the postcrash fire hazard.

Tests conducted under the sponsorship of the NASA/Ames Research Center pro-
vided evidence of the effectiveness of a modified polyisocyanurate semirigid
foam. A C-47 aircraft fuselage was separated into two zones: ont a refer-
ence zone with no modification, and the other a zone provided with the foam
insulation, as shown in Figure 70. Fuel-fed ground fires were lighted next
to the aircraft fuselage and allowed to burn for approximately 10 min. Temp-
eratures recorded inside the aircraft fuselage are shown in Figure 71. Lit-
tle smoke or gas was evolved. Occupant survival time inside the reference
section would have been no more than 1-1/2 min, while an occupant in the
insulated section could have survived for approximately 9 to 10 min. (See
Section 3.3.1 for a detailed discussion of human tolerance to heat.)

The application of similar technology to rotary-wing aircraft has not been as
successful. Fire tests of a CH-47 and a UH-lD helicopter showed that only
limited protection could be attained for occupants for the first few minutes
following the onset of a postcrash fire (Reference 112). Two main factors ac-
counted for the limited protection attained. These were (1) the unreliabil-
ity of the protective wall materials because of problems in suitably applying
the materials to the helicopter wall structures, and (2) the poor fire resis-
tance of currently used Plexiglas helicopter windows.
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FIGURE 70. SEMIRIGID FOAM INSULATION TEST CONFIGURATION.

The walls of the two helicopters posed different insulation problems because
of their different structures. Fire penetrations in the CH-47 walls occurred
where the isocyarurate foam could not be applied because of the presence of
wiring, air ducts, and hydraulic oil tubes. The UH-ID walls did not lend
themselves to foaming because of the absence of ribs and formers. The sodium
silicate hydrate panels used to protect the interior walls partially col-
lapsed because of the absence of structural support.

Although the postcrash fire protection was limited, in-flight simulation
tests conducted during the same program indicated that it should be possible
to protect the habitable compartment against a fire occurring in an adjacent
compartment. Sodium silicate hydrate panels lining the fire compartment suc-
cessfully contained the fire and kept temperatures in the adjacent cabin far
below human tolerance levels.
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Intumescent paints and coatings provide another method of thermal insula-
tion. These fire-retardant materials react to the heat of a fire by swelling
and forming a thick, low-density, polymeric coating or char layer, thus pro-
tecting the coated surface from the full effects of the fire. An intumescent
paint was sprayed on the interior fuselage wall in the CH-47 foam test
described above to provide a void fill between the frame-foam interface to
prevent burn-through at that point.

More research must be done in this area, however, before these materials can
provide postcrash fire protection by themselves. Furnace test results for
eight cui-mnercially available intumescent paints and coatings indicated that
none of them could provide the desired fire protection (Reference 112). Al-
though these materials intumesced readily, the fire gases eroded the char
very quickly when the coatings were exposed directly to the fire. The coat-
ings were not effective on the nonfire side of the aluminum panel, because
the char could not support itself once the panel burned away. Furthermore,
most of them produced noxious fumes, and therefore should not be applied in
habitable compartmeaits. These materials did show promise, however, as
linings for potential fire compartments to protect occupants against
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in-flight fires resulting from fuel or hydraulic line leakage. Flight-
critical components next to a fire zone can also receive partial protection
from these paints.

5.4.6 Windows

The documented early failure time of cabin windows in aircraft accidents
involving postcrash fire led the FAA to investigate thermally improved air-
craft window systems to prevent flame penetration into the passenger cabin
during the evacuation of the occupants (Reference 5). A typical commercial
aircraft cabin passenger window assembly is composed of a dual pressure pane
configuration and an acoustic dust shield or scratch pane. The pressure
window system consists of an outer or structural pane and an inner or fail-
safe pane, both fabricated from stretched acrylic (polymethylacrylate). The
FMA tested these standard window assemblies along with an improved window
assembly in which the inner acrylic fail-safe pane was replaced by one fabri-
cated of a new polymeric material identified as EX 112. This material is a
high-char yield transparency made from trimethoxy boroxine modified epoxy
resin. The two panes in both window systems were held in position by an
elastomeric (silicone) gasket and clipped to the window frame.

Full-scale fire tests were conducted on the standard and thermally improved
window systems using a 20-ft-long section comprising portions of the skin,
doubler, and belt salvaged from a DC-10 and cut into segments containing two
adjacent wind.w open...ys, thei.eby providu1 - iu1un of evaluating the stan-
dard and thermally improved windows systems under identical fire conditions.
The two adjacent windows were separated internally by means of a vertical
steel sheet. The fire pan could be filled with variable quantities of
aviation fuel to provide the required burning time.

Test 1 was conducted using Kaowool insulation on the inside of the fuselage
skin. The results of this test indicated that the thermally improved window
configuration provided an overall improvement in flame resistivity over the
standard acrylic window system of at least 79 sec. During this experiment,
the silicone rubber window gasket around the improved window system provided
adequate thermal and mechanical stability to prevent flame intrusion into the
cabin for 225 sec, the duration of fire exposure. A similar silicone rubber
gasket mounting the stretched acrylic panes in the standard window configura-
tion became fused to the edges of the panes, which melted, shrank, burned,
and fell into the fire pool in approximately 146 sec. The researchers noted
that the thermal resistivity demonstrated by the gasket under severe fire
exposure was noteworthy, and its survival was attributable in part to the
thermal resistance of the EX 112 fail-safe pane.

In Tests 2, 3, and 4 the average failure time of the standard acrylic and
thermally improved (EX 112) fail-safe window panes, using standard glass
fiber insulation, was 198 and 249 sec, respectively, after fuel ignition.
These data indicate that, on average, an improvement of fire resistivity of
51 sec was obtained by the improved window configuration over the standard
window system. Thus the flame resistance provided by the thermally improved
EX 112 window pane was significantly longer than that provided by the
standard stretched acrylic type.
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5.5 MATERIAL SELECTION CRITERIA

5.5.1 General Considerations

As stated in the introduction to this chapter, the selection of interior
materials is governed by several varied, and sometimes conflicting, require-
ments. All interior materials must effectively meet their original intended
uses. For instance, seat cushions must provide a certain degree of comfort,
must possess specific crash-resistant characteristics of compressive modulus
and rebound, and must meet minimum durability criteria. The additional re-
quirements of low flammability and low smoke and toxic gas emissions can
create a problem in finding materials that meet all of the criteria, and
trade-offs must sometimes be made. The following guidelines should be
considered in establishing priorities for trade-offs.

In aircraft that are equipped with crash-resistant fuel systems the impor-
tance of material flammability is reduced, but should always be considered in
order to minimize the hazards of in-flight fires. The importance of material
flammability cnaracteristics increases as the amount of flammable materials
increases. Those materials most prevalent in the aircraft, such as noise in-
sulation and interior structural components, should possess as low a flamma-
bility rating as possible. Low flammability characteristics for restraint
Systems, an the other hnnd are nn+ 2c rvitir2l har'2..c nf thn mr1l ammint

of material used. Seat cushions and upholstery, depending on the quantity
used, might fall somewhere in between in regard to the importance of their
flammability characteristics. This should not be construed as deleting flam-
mability reouirements for those materials used in lesser quantities. Every
effort should be made to select the least flammable material available for
each end use.

Those items involved directly in crash-resistance, such as seat cushions and
restraint systems, must satisfy all crash-resistant requirements as a first
priority. If there is no material available that can satisfy both the crash
and postcrash (flammability) requirements, some reduction in optimum flamma-
bility characteristics might have to be tolerated. However, the designer
should first consider protecting the more flammable material with a less flam-
mable one. The effectiveness of the latter approach must be confirmed by
flammability tests of the candidate system to ensure that the system performs
as anticipated.

If miterials that cannot fulfill all of the flammability requirements con-
tained in the following section must be selected, materials that present the
least amount of fire hazard should be chosen. The material should not ignite
easily and should have as low a flame spread rate as possible. Care must be
taken to avoid selecting a material with high flashover potential, such as a
nonfire-retarded polyurethane foam, unless it is protected by a fire-blocking
layer.

Smoke and toxic gas emissions also should be held to minimum possible
levels. Those materials known to emit significant amounts of toxic gases,
such as modacrylics, should not be used.
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5.5.2 Figmmabkllty Test Criteria

At the present time, the FAA flammability requirements specified in
FAR 25.853 (Reference 113) are the only specific mandatory requirements for
aircraft interior materials. The FAA amended the requirements in 1984 to add
additional flammability tests for seat cushions (except for flight crewmember
seats) and is adding the OSU rate of heat release test procedure for interior
ceiling and wall panels, partitions, etc.

Although many of the other flammability tests can and should be used for
screening materials during the selection process, interior materials in all
U.S. Armij aircraft should meet the requirements of FAR 25.853 as a minimum.
Seat cushion requirements should be met for all seats, including those of
fli ight crewmemnbers.

FAR 25.853 flammability requirements are suimarized below.

Materials used in each compartment occupied by the crew or passengers must
meet the following test criteria as applicable:

,eiaoanels. wall panels, D rtitions, stLa flooring. etc. Must

be self-extinguishing when tested vertically by applying a 1550 OF
flame to the lower edge of the specimen for 60 sec. Average burn length
not tn evcsod A 4n Average flame time after removal nf test flame nnt.
to exceed 15 sec. Drippings may not continue to flame more than an aver-
age of 3 sec. In addition, materials must meet the OSU heat release rate
in a vertical position exposed to a tqtal heat flux on the specimen of
3.5 watts per square centimeter (W/cm'). The average total heat
release must not exceed 65 kilowatt-minutes per square meter, and the
average peak heat release rate must not exceed 65 kilowatts per square
meter.

F _" coverinas. textile includinq upholstery), seat cushions, ead-
dinms. insulationý (exce•l electric.alinsulation) etc. Must be self-
extinguishing when tested Vertically by applying a 1550 OF flame to the
lower edge of the specimen for 12 sec. Average burn length not to exceed
8 in.; average flame time after removal of test flame not to exceed
15 sec. Drippings may not continue to flame more than an average of
5 sec. In addition, seat cushions must meet an oil burner test. This
test exposes the side of the seat cushion to a specified oil burner for
2 min. During the next 5 min the burn length must not reach the side of
the cushion opposite the burner and must not exceed 17 in. Also, the
average percentage weight loss must not exceed 10 percent.

Acrylic windows. restraint systemý, etc. may not have an average
burn rate greater than 2.5 in./min when tested horizontally by applying a
1550 OF flame to the specimen edge for 15 sec.

The reader Is referred to Raferences 114 and 78 for the complete text of the
regulations and test requirements.

If fire-retardant coatings are used for fabric and trim materials, the ef-
fects, if any, of routine maintenance and cleaning procedures must be as-
sessed. If the coatings can be removed by routine cleaning procedures, the
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flammability test should be repeated after a representative number of

cleaning cycles.

5.5.3 Smoke and Toxic Gas Test Criteria

The FAA has not adopted criteria for smoke or toxic gas emissions from interi-
or materials because the full-scale fire tests have demonstrated a corre-
lation between flammability and smoke emission characteristics of the materi-
als tests. Also, the full-scale tests showed that there was a significant
correlation between flammability and toxic emissions and that severe hazard
from toxic emissions does not occur until a flashover occurs. In addition,
there has not been good correlation shown between any of the laboratory tests
for smoke and toxic gases and full-scale fire tests. It should be empha-
sized, however, that these generalizations are true only for the materials
that have so far been tested in the full-scale tests and only for the full-
scale tests simulating a fuel fire outside of the fuselage. It is pGssible
that, in the future, after more work has been done on the laboratory tests,
some criteria might be adopted.

In the meantime, screening tests should certainly be conducted on candidate
materials and systems to enable the designer to select those materials with
the lowest smoke and toxicity emissions and to preclude using materials which
might generate high levels of smoke and toxic gases. It is recommended that
materials be screened for smoke emissions using either the test procedure for
the OSU release rate apparatus specified by NFPA 263 (Reference 80) or the
modified NBS smoke chamber as outlined in Reference 71.

The screening method to distinguish materials producing more toxic combustion
products than those from other materials should be performed using the NBS
toxicity test method (Reference 82). In this test, one material is
considered significantly more toxic than another material if the toxic
concentrations generated differ by an order of magnitude.

5.5.4 E.aluation of Nateria]_

The flammability properties of polymeric mate-ials currently used in commer-
cial aircraft have been qualitatively assessed by the Committee on Fire
Safety Aspects of Polymeric Materials of the National Materials Advisory
Board (Reference 114). This information is presented in Table 17 to assist
the designer in evaluating materials. Table 17 should not be construed as a
list of acceptable materials, since the assessment is based on flammability
properties only. Specific application to U.S. Army aircraft, which neces-
sarily have different functional requirements than do commercial aircraft,
must be considered in final material selection.

Also, a great deal of effort is being expended in the development of newer,
less flammable, less toxic interior materials. The flammability properties
of these materials are scattered throughout the literature. Fortundtely for
the designer-, the Urban Mass Transportation Administration maintains a cnm--
puterized materials information bank that will be continually updated as new
materials and testing methods are evaluated. The data bank contains flam-
mability, smoke, and toxicity properties obtained by a variety of standard
testing procedures for candidate materials. These data are supplemented with
available physical and mechanical properties, as well as durability and main-
tainability data. The data in the bank can be accessed from the Transportation
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Systems Center, located in Cambridge, Massachusetts. The data will be made
available to designers, transit authorities, and other Government agencies.

Fire blocking of polyurethane seat cushions with slipcover liners of compo-
site fabrics is taking place now in response to FAA requirements for fire
blocking of aircraft seat cushions in airline passenger cabins. Performance
of a fire-blocking fabric is greatly influenced by the specific polyurethane
foam being protected and the decorative upholstery covering installed over
the assembly. Upholstery coveriog fabrics may be grouped into five major
categories. The chart in Figure 72 illustrates the order of merit of these
fabrics in assisting the fire blocking mechanisms or requiring greater fire
blocking capabilities underneath them (Reference 115).

DETRACT.. _ ASSIST

100% WOOL

90/10 WOOL/NYLON

POLYESTER

NYLON

LEATHER

FIGURE 72. UPHOLSTERY FABRIC INFLUENCE ON
FIRE BLOCKING MECHANISM.

At this time no single fire-blocking fabric dominates the field. Table 18
shows the range of fabrics currently in use or available. Among the factors
to be considered in selection of a fabric are:

e Thermal performance * Comfort

• Cost e Maintainability

O Weight * Producibility

* Durability
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Major factors affecting the thermal performance of the fire blocking fabric

are:

* Fiber material/fiber material combination

* Weight -- increased mass improves capability

* Tightness of weave/construction -- decreasing porosity improves
capability

0 Airspaces -- trapped air increases capability

* Coatings -- increased capability by decreasing porosity or adding a
layer which is thermally reactive (aluminized or organically
coated).

For a particular application, a small screening program will probably have to
be run with an initial array of fabrics. Reference 115 provides additional
data which would help a designer in selecting upholstery fabric and fire-
blocking fabrics.

Specialty foams have been developed which provide an alternative to the com-
posite fabric for fire-blocking. The LS-200 neoprene is used in institu-
tional and ground transportation applications as a covering in bonded
moderately thick sections. Although the airline companies find the neoprene
foam unacceptable for passenger seating applications because of the weight
penalty, this type of foam should be considered for smaller aircraft with
fewer seats where the weight penalty would not be prohibitive. Vonar is also
used in layered construction but has been considered unacceptable because of
its weight. It also should be considered for those aircraft with fewer
seats.
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6. DITChIIN PROVISIONS

6.1 KMM2

Since U. S. Army aircraft are frequently flown over water, unplanned water
landings are not uncommnon. The crash parameters, survival envelope cri-
teria, and human tolerance limits presented in Volume II of this design guide
are equally applicable to water and land impacts. However, the water environ-
ment during the postcrash phase presents additional unique problems that do
not occur on land. This chapter addresses those problems and offers general
design concepts and guidelines to increase occupant survival in ditching
situations.

6.2 DITCHING CO1D)ITION

An aircraft ditching is a forced landing of an aircraft in the water. It is
not to be confused with an uncontrollable crash into a water environment.
Ditching is a premeditated maneuver deliberately executed by the pilot with
the specific intention of abandoning the aircraft. In general, it is an act
that offers reasonable hope of escape and survival. In fact, premeditated
ditchings should have an equal or greater number of survivors than forced
landings on land if adequate postcrash survival provisions are present.
Analysis of ditching conditions shows survival can be enhanced by adequate
(large, numerous) egress openings, highly visible lighting around escape
openings, and, especially for passenger-carrying helicopters, truly effective
aircraft flotation devices.

6.2.1 Aircraft Configuration and Survivability Characteristlics

The majority of fatalities in light fixed-wing and rotary-wing aircraft
ditchings are due to drowning. However, the behavior of the aircraft and
consequent egress difficulties vary somewhat between the two different
aircraft configurations. Injury patterns associated with water impacts and
ditchings have been studied and are discissed in Reference 116.

6.2.1.1 Fixed-lna Agrcr_.ftf(. Fixed-wing aircraft generally will remain
afloat for a sufficient length of time to permit occupant evacuation. In a
study of 306 light aircraft ditchings, Snyder and Gibbons found that, al-
though actual flotation time was not clear in many cases, the known data indi-
cated 90 to 95 percent of the aircraft stayed afloat long enough for safe
egress (Reference 117). This finding is reflected in the relatively high
survival rates determined from the study: 88.5 percent survival for both
pilots and passengers. The authors also concluded that at least 50 percent
of the resulting fatalities were caused by drowning after a successful
egress. Thus, fatalities were related more often to lack of emergency person-
nel flotation devices than to impact trauma or egressing difficulties.

Aircraft configuration seems to be a factor in ditching incident survival.
This same study determined that fixed-gear aircraft, whether high- or low-
wing, are less successfully ditched than retractable-gear configurations.
Occupants of high-wing, multiengine aircraft seem to have significantly less
chance of surviving a ditching than do occupants of other types of fixed-wing
aircraft.
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6.2.1.2 Rotary-Wing AircrafjV, Unplanned landings on water are difficult
for rotary-wing aircraft because their high center-of-gravity configurations
are for the most part unstable in this environment. The rotors cannot be
relied upon to help keep the aircraft upright since the ditching may be due
to loss of engine power, or waves may induce an early rolling tendency, caus-
ing the rotor blades to striki the wvater. Also, compressor blades very often
become salt-incrusted and stall shirtiy after touchdown. In addition, a sig-
nificant number of helicopter ditchings involve autorotation onto the water.
Flaig, in a study of U. S. Navy helicopter ditchings from 1960 through 1974,
found that 24 percent of controlled, unplanned water landings involved auto-
rotation (Reference 118).

As with fixed-wing aircraft, most fatalities in helicopter ditchings are due
to drowning. During a study of 78 Navy helicopters involved in water ac-
cidents resulting in the loss of 63 lives over a 4-year period, it was found
that only 10 deaths were due to injuries (Reference 119). Twenty-five deaths
were attributed to drownings and the remaining 28 were lost at sea. Twenty-
one, or 40 percent, of those recovered drowned or lost at sea were last seen
still in the aircraft. The overall survival rate seemed to correlate with
the helicopter flotation time, as shown in Table 19.

TABLE 19. SURVIVAL RATE VERSUS HELICOPTER FLOTATION

TIME (FROM REFERENCE 118)

Flotation Percent
t.lj Survivors gjtalititj FAt.litie

<1 min 165 26 13.6

1-5 min 42 4 8.7

>5 5tn 8 5.7

In correlating fatality rates with specific helicopter models, however, Flaig
found that the helicopter flotation capability did not correlate with the
fatality rate of occupants who survived the impact but perished because the
helicopter did not stay afloat long enough (Reference 118). This seeming
inconsistency results from the finding that, in larger helicopters (more than
four crew members), safety decreases faster with the number of people than it
increases with relatively good flotation. Another finding, which bears on
the issue of helicopter size versus flotation, is that passengers were much
more likely to be fatalities than regular crew members. Of particular signi-
ficance is the fact that 76 percent of the crew fatalities and 92 percent of
the passenger fatalities were due to drowning. It is a matter of record that
underwater escape training of U.S. Navy crewmembers has a large part to play
in saving their lives.
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6.2.2 Underwater EsW

Since the majority of ditched helicopters roll inverted and sink in only a
few minutes, inrushing water might be expected to hinder emergency egress.
Interviews of helicopter ditching survivors have confirmed this supposition,
with inrushing water repo'rted as a deterrent to escape far more frequently
than any other problem 4Reference 119). Inrushing water was the only egress
problem encountered ty 4Z survivors. However, in addition, it was reported
in conjunction with :ýevcral other egress problems, as shown below:

-- Egre%.PVyle em Number of Survivorg

Inrushing water only 43

Inrushing water plus:

Reaching hatch 34
Confusion/disorientation 26
Releasing Eatch 16
Darkness 12
Fire/smoke/fuel 11
Releasing restraints 9

To determine the effectiveness of escape hatch illumination on ease of egress
from submerged, inverted helicopte•.rs, simiulato•u, tests were conducted ,y ,,
Naval Submarine Medical Research Laboratory utilizing trained divers (Refer-
ence 120). Tests were conducted using three different window escape hatches
under day and night, light and no-light conditions. The only two variables
that showed statistically significant effects were the window used for egre:ls
and the presence or absence of window lighting. (The lighting consisted of
high intensity electroluminescent lights at the tops and sides of the windows.)

The one window emergency exit showing significantly longer egress time required
the occupant to remove a seat back support tube from across the window and to
exit from the window without striking a sponson support strut just outsideothe
window.

More rapid egress occurred when the windows were illuminated than when they
were not. There was no significant difference between the speed of night anc
day egress under either the light or no-light conditions. Even with the use of
trained divers and controlled conditions, there were 16 recorded instances when.
subjects became disoriented, lost, and/or entangled within the helicopter.
Fifteen of these instances occurred in the absence of illumination, and one
occurred with the lights on.

6.3 •NBER•NCY EGRESS OPENINGS

6.3.1 General Provisions

Emergency escape provisions are discussed in detail in Chapter 7. Although the
provisions in Chapter 7 apply to all aircraft, the unique problems encountered
in escaping a ditched aircraft, especially rotary-wing aircraft, dictate
special consideration for egress openings. Maximum egress time prior to heli-
copter rollover into an inverted position and submergence can vary from a few
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seconds to a few minutes. Therefore, occupant survival is highly dependent
on egressing from the aircraft in a timely manner. If immersion suit usage
is contemplated, the suits should be included in the demonstration test
required in Section 7.2.1.

Since the ditching survival rate is dependent on the number of occupants in
rotary-wing aircraft, more and larger emergency exits should be provided in
passenger-carrying helicopters than might normally be provided. The configur-
ation of each aircraft model dictates the potential available escape routes.
Consideration should be given to providing additional escape hatches, which
can be opened if necessary, in the overhead, deck, and tail sections to
facilitate escape, especially if the aircraft sinks on its side.

6.3.2 Explosively Cut Exits

Explosive cutting charges can be used to provide quick-opening emergency
exits in downed aircraft. These systems definitely should be considered for
use in passenger-carrying helicopters operating over water. Their rapid
initiation time (less than 0.1 second) and immunity to the crash conditions
would provide the rapidity of opening and accessibility required of emergency
exits in unplanned water landings.

Linear shaped charges should be placed around and extend beyond existing win-
Anwe and hatrhac tn n r crlude th r em of +ahp• ct,,nU r v L- a

ally placed shaped charges in the overhead, deck, and empty bull-head spaces
could provide the additional emergency exits required under the ditching
conditions. Since Reference 121 inidicates that the use of explosives
underwater is hazardous to personnel, the system must be tested underwater
for pressure signature prior to permitting underwater use.

Each exit should be capable of being actuated manually and independently from
the rest so that only desired exits are opened, since opening of submerged
exits may result in more rapid sinking. However, automatic actuation by

.water pressure could be. used after all exits are submerged.

A detailed discussion of explosively created exit systems may be found in
Section 7.2.7.
6.4 UNDERWATER EMERGENCY LIGHTING

Adequate emaergency exit lighting is essential for rapid evacuation of any air-
craft under conditions of reduced visibility. It is critical in ditching sit-
uations because of the disorientation of aircraft occupants and the limits of
underw;%ter visibility, even during daylight conditions. The following sec-
tions discuss the particular problems of underwater visibility and the cri-
teria necessary for adequate emergency exit lighting under water. Emergency
lighting in general is discussed in Section 7.3.

6.4.1 Underwater Visibility

The ability of an observer to detect an object depends not only on the inten-
sity of illumination but also on the visual threshold of the observer's eye.
Smith, et al., found that luminance* thresholds in water are higher than
those in ambient air by about 1.5 log units (Reference 122). A principal
reason for this is the loss of the unprotected eye's focusing power in the
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water. This loss produces severe hyperopia; that is, the focal length of tile
eye is increased, and the viewed target cannot be brought into focus within
the plane of the retina. In water one does not see a sharply defined target
light, but rather a diffuse blur whose apparent size is much larger than it
would be if viewed in the air. The increase in size has the effect of
spreading the light intensity over too large an area to be compensated for by
spatial summation in the retina, thus resulting in an increase in the lumi-
nance* required for detection.

The initial adaptation level of the eye also influences the luminance thresh-
old. When an observer looks from a brighter field to a dimmer field, his
eyes must adapt to the change in light intensity. Thus, increased target
brightness or longer viewing times are required to compensate for the tempo-
rarily lower threshold sensitivity experienced when changing from higher to
lower adaptation levels. The rate of adaptation in water parallels that in
air, as illustrated in Figure 73 (Reference 122). Thus, the difference in
visibility thresholds between air and water mediums is approximately 1.5 log
units at all adaptation levels.

+0.5[ ADAPTING LEVEL
26 cdIm

2 .27 cd/m
2

WATER 00

S-0.5

0
0

0
-I.5

0

0
I

w

I -2.5

.52 4

VEWING TIME (SEC)

FIGURE 73. COMPARISON OF LUMINANCE THRESHOLDS AT TWO ADAPTING
LEVELS IN WATER AND XN AIR.

*Luminance is the photometric brightness or luminous intensity of a surface
in a given direction per unit of projected area. It is measured quanti-
tatively in foot-lamberts,(fL) or candelas per square meter (cd/mi). One
foot-lambert - 3,426 cd/mnL.
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6.4.2 Emergency Llghtn.. Regirement,

Since the curves for threshold luminance in air tari be used to predict the
sensitivity of the eye in water if the curves are :;Aif.ed downward by 1.5 log
units, Smith, et al., have proposed the following ,h~i for determining light
levels necessary for helicopter escape (Reference /*Z).

Bouguer's exponential law of absorption may be used Ac qbtain the luminance
(L) required of a light source to be just visible at :, di stance (d) by an
individual whose threshold sensitivity is (S) in wt'r *'ith attenuation
coefficient (a):

L - SV (3)

where V - ead

The attenuation coefficient varies with climatic and water conditions. Repre-
sentative values of the coefficient (a) are shown in Table 20. In open water,
the coefficient la; generally varies front 0.08 to 0.125. Values in harbors,
bays, and gulfs may vary from 0.167 to 0.7, while estuaries and coa:;tal waters
tend to be much more turbid. Conditions within ditched helicopters may be
such that the coefficient depends more on debris or oil rather than the water
in which it is ditched, but this factor has not been evaluated.

TABLE 20. REPRESENTATIVE ATTENUATION COEFFICIENTS
(a) FOR VARIOUS WATER SOURCES

ater Source a Year of Rtterminatio.

Pavific Countercurrent 0.083 1951

Pacific North Equatorial Current 0.083 1951

Gulf of Mexico (Panama City) 0.100 1967

Pacific South Equatorial Current 0.111 1951

Caribbean Sea 0.125 1951

Caribbean Sea (Roosevelt Roads) 0.300 1969

Long Island S•ond 0.700 1967

Thames River (Connecticut) 3.500 1969

Viewing distance (d) will vary with seating arrangements and escape hatch

placement.
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Sensitivity (S) will vary among the aircraft crew and flight conditions.
Occupants not 1ogking outside the aircraft may be exposed to adapting fields
of 15 to 50 cd/mn. Pilots and crew members who must look outside the air-
craft will be exposed to much higher levels. Fqr example, a pilot flying in
a hazy sky can experience 25,000 to 35,000 cd/mr. During ditching, pilots
will be looking at the water, which is generally less bright than the sky,
and adaptation levels will be reduced to approximately 350 cd/mr.

The minimum output levels (L) for escape hatch lights may be determined by
substituting appropriate values of V and S in Equation (3). The value of V
can be found from Figure 74, which gives values of V for various attenuation

1001000 a=10.0 a=3.5 a=2.5 a=2.0 aml.5

10.000 a= 1.0

//

1 *00 a=025

00

S/ -M-.5

10 =a0.25

0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

DISTANCE (METERS)

FIGURE 74. VALUES OF V IN EQUATION (3) FOR DISTANCES FROK LIGHT SOURCE
TO OBSERVER WITH VARIOUS WATER ATTENUATION COEFFICIENTS (a).
(FROM REFERENCE 122)
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coefficients and the distance from the light to the observer. Figure 75
provides threshold sensitivity levels for elapsed times following extinction
of an adapting field with luminances from 0.35 to 350 cd/mr

I0 -

6-

2 60

z
w

0

S~AF - 350

AF - 35
S• AF : 3.5

0- AF - 0,35

0 1 2 5 t0 20

TIME (SEC)

FIGURE 75. THRESHOLD SENSITIVITY (S) LEVELS FOR ELAPSED
TIME AFTER DITCHING F2R ADAPTATION FIELDS (AF)
FROM 0.35 TO 350 cd/mr. (FROM REFERENCE 122)

A degree of latitude is available in selecting the sensitivity level.
Several seconds are required during a ditching for conditions to stabilize
enough to permit escape. During this time, ambient light levels are
dropping, thus lowering the adaptation levels. Requiring the lights to be
visible 2 sec after ditching, rather than immediately, signi icantly lowers
the threshold sensitivity (S), as may be seen in Figure 75. Consequently,
the lower value of S will reduce the required brightness of the exit lights.
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Table 21 lists thq values of L obtained from Equation (3) when the adapting
level is 350 cd/ml, and the light must be visible immediately upon ditch-
ing. The effect of increasing turbidity (higher attenuation coefficient) on
light level requirement is apparent. The calculated luminance (L) is the
minimum value at which the light is just barely visible. The higher the
value that L is above the threshold level, the greater the probability of
detection. Therefore, the highest brightness level of light permitted by
other design conditions should be employed for the escape lighting system.

TABLE 21. EXAMPLES OF VALUES FOR MINIMUL4

LUMINANCE (L) IN cd/mr2 FOR
ESCAPE HATCH LI6HTS AT DIS-
TANCES TO LEVEL OF 350 cd/M2

Distance Attenuation Coefficients
fatrs 2. 1._0_

0.5 34 17 14
!.0 !2? 2? i7

1.5 439 45 21

2.0 1,538 75 27
2.5 5,331 127 34
3.0 18.610 206 45
3.5 64,950 339 58
4.0 * 562 75
5.0 - 1,528 127
6.0 - 4,152 206

7.0 - 11,289 339
8.0 - 30.680 562

9.0 - 83,399 925

*Values below here become very large and

are perhaps prohibitive.

The Naval Research and Development Command carried out a series of tests on
several different types of lights to determine the most desirable characteris-
tics of helicopter escape hatch lighting for underwater escape (Refer-
ence 123). Three arrangements of lights around the hatch were tested to de-
termine which configuration allowed the subjects to judge most quickly which
side of the hatch was the top and if the three configurations of lights
showed any visibility differences. Also investigated were two types of
lights--electroluminescent (EL) panels and chemical lights. Maximum and
minimum intensities and viewing angles were also investigated.
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Figure 76 presents the results of the tests on the different types of lights
and the configuration of the lights around the hatch. Figure 76 shows that
Configuration II produced the lowest number of errors when the subject had to
judge the orientation of the nearest hatch. Figure 76 also shows that the
chemical lights were more legible than the EL panels. The researchers con-
cluded that the chemical lights were more legible because they are round and
not subject to viewing angle effects.

100 -

80

092L 5 FT-L 0 = 1.6

*EL 60 F1-L 1.5

w/
Z 60

I-2

40 0-*CHEM a•O.9
0 _0

I-I

cc1
W

A. 20..

*CHEM '1.5

0

CONHGUHA~iOUN

FIGURE 76. PERCENTAGE OF TRIALS ON WHICH THE SUBJECTS COULD NOT CORRECTLY
IDENTIFY THE ORIENTATION OF THE THREE LIGHTING CONFIGURATIONS
FOR VARIOUS LIGHTS OVER THE THREE DISTANCES IN WATER OF TWO
TURBIDITIES. THE CHEMICAL LIGHTS WERE NOT TESTED IN CONFIGUR-
ATION I AT A TURBIDITY OF a z 0.9.

The intensity range for the EL lights in the hatch configuration was also
investigated. The mean threshold intensities from these tests are shown in Fig-
ure 77. At the near distance of 8 ft a mean intensity of only 2 fL was re-
quired despite an increased turbidity. This increased to 20 fL at 14 ft.
Since an exceptionally bright light could produce a large cloud of light in
turbid water which could make it difficult to localize the light, several high
level intensities were also investigated. It was found that although there
were localization errors when the intensity of the source was 1500 fL or
greater, there were no large location errors when the intensity was dropped to
200 fL.
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FIGURE 77. HEAN THRESHOLD INTENSITY (ft) OF THE CONFIGURATION
OF EL PANELS AT DIFFERENT DISTANCES IN HIGHLY TURBID
WATER (& = 3.0).

The previous work was an important element in formulating a specification for
the Helicopter Emergency Egress Lighting (HEEL) system developed by the Naval
Air Deve1onment Center in conjunction with commercial manufacturers. The
HEEL system provides illumination of emergency exits to helicopter occupants
in an emergency landing or ditching.

A typical HEEL installation is shown in Figure 78 (Reference 124). Elements
of the system include a light tube configured in an inverted U around each
hatch and a control box which interfaces with the aircraft wiring. The con-
trol box also contains a rechargeable battery pack to provide power to light-
ing units at sufficient intensity levels for the required duration (10-min
minimum). It also contains an enable/disable switch to disable the light for
an exit if an operational requirement dictates that the light not be used.
The light tube itself is a flexible tube containing a linear series of light
emitting diodes.

The system is armed after engine start with rotor blades turning and is nor-
mally disarmed before rotor blades are stopped during shutdown. If the rotor
blade speed drops below 25 rpm while the system is armed, the lights will
automatically illuminate. The system senses mhe helicopter permanent magnet
generation (PMG) signal. The loss of this signal actuates the lights. The
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FIGURE 78. TYPICAL HEEL INSTALLATION.

PNG signal was selected because it reflects the loss of main rotor rotation,

which is a true indication of an aircraft emergency. The aircraft interfacing
hardware contains an on/off switch located in the cockpit, circuitry to obtain
and rectify the PMG output and provide a 28 VDC signal, and the required
electrical wiring to the connector at each escape exit. This system is now
Lommercially available.

6.5 IRT FLOJTAON' SYSTEMS

Several methods currently being used in attempts to provide ditched helicopters
with flotation capabilities include inflatable bags, large sponsons, sealed
hulls, and combinations thereof- Some of these methods have not been parti-
cularly successful in preventing postcrash fatalities, since they were unable
to provide adequate flotation times for the escape of all occupants from larger
helicopters. For instance, although one type of Navy helicopter has floated
upright for more than 2 min in 70 percent of its ditchings, it has a high
fatality rate (Reference 118).

If large numbers of people are to be carried, .r flotation provisions must be
very effective to lower the fatality rate. As ....ght be expected, the number of
inadequate flotation incidents will decrease as more flotation provisions are
incorporated in any given helicopter, Thus, consideration should be given to
using a combination of flctation methods, such as sponsons in conjunction with
flotation bags, sealed hulls, etc.
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Although sponsons are not usually intended to permit extended periods of oper-
ation on water, they can help stabilize the aircraft in water landing to pick
up rescuers. However, to be of any value in providing flotation, the sponsons
must be quite large to counteract the inherent instability due to a helicop-
ter's high center of gravity, even with the rotors stopped.

The sponson buoyancy required to stabilize an aircraft for small angles of
rotation may be estimated by using the following equation (Reference 125):

Fse

tan 6 - d (4)

where 0 - heeling angle, deg

Fs - maximum single sponson buoyancy, lb

e - horizontal distance from aircraft centerline to the center of
buoyancy of the sponson, ft

d - vertical distance of the aircraft center of buoyancy to the
aircraft center of gravity, ft

W - normal gross weight of the aircraft, lb

The heeling angle calculated for Equation (4) should be vE-ified by data from

tests performed on the aircraft or on a scale model thereof.

5.5.2 Flotation Bg.s

Inflatable gas bag flotation systems have been developed and are currently
being used on several aircraft. Their success to date, however, has been
limited. Reliability problems have yet to be solved satisfactorily (Refer-
ence 118). In addition, buoyancy requirements of truly effective flotation
bags pose design problems relative to the size and location of the deployea
bags.

The flotation bag buoyancy required to stabilize a helicopter to any desired
heeling angle may be estimated from the following equation (Reference 125):

tan - 'Fse$ + Fbeb
dW

where 0 - heeling angle, deg

Fs - maximum single sponson buoyancy, lb
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eS- horizontal distance from aircraft centerline to center of

buoyancy of the sponson, ft

Fb - buoyancy of Inflated bag, lb

eb = horizontal distance from aircraft centerline to center of
bag, ft

d - vertical distance of aircraft center of buoyancy to aircraft
center of gravity, ft

W - normal gross weight of aircraft, lb

As may be seen, the maximum heeling angle determined from Equation (5) is
dependent on the buoyant force of the bag (bag size) and the distance of the
bag from the aircraft.

To achieve maximum effectiveness, the bags should be compartmented with infla-
tion sources for pairs of compartments, one on each side. They should be in-
flated simultaneously, just prior to or at low-speed water contact to prevent
separations at impact. Reliability considerations of the flotation system
are of prime importance. The failure of both bags to inflate, or the separa-
tion of both bags from the aircraft upon water contact, will destroy any ef-
,feC,4V 4.. 4-k.. ..... m k, I ,... .. . . +. 1 ... .r NC b yn cy. .. .. nn

o tt nI.ý s" ib sin~3 a* .Js t" e'II rI gin.- a. tu in *'.P a.W *, wI.)t n fl-J!Aside could cause the aircraft to list and possibly sink faster tha' it would
without the system.

6,6 DIT NQUIPMENT

Suitable tiedown or stowage facilities should be provided for life rafts,
life preservers, survival kits, and miscellaneous ditching equipment. Re-
straint devices and supporting structures for equipment should be designed to
restrain the equipment to static loads of 50 G downward, 10 G upward, 35 G
forward, 15 G aftward, and 25 G sideward. All survival equipment should be
readily available and easily released from their restraining devices by the
occupants after ditching. More details on tho design requirements for
containing emergency equipment may be found in Volume III of this design
guide under Ancillary Equipment or Retention.

Provisions for carrying life rafts should be included in all aircraft whose
mission requires frequent flight over water, especially if the aircraft mis-
sion also includes troop transport. Research has shown that individuals are
not able to tolerate exposure in 32 OF (0 °C) water for more than 90 min
or 50 OF (10 °C) water for more than 18 hr (Reference 126). Figure 79 shows
that a life raft between the sea and tUe individual provides a significant
buffer that extends the tolerance time for a period of days. A raft with an
effective spray canopy can make the difference in survival of ai-craft occu-
pants in the sea.

The design and location of life raft mountings or restraining devices should
be such that rafts can be removed from their mounts or enclosures and de-
ployed outside the aircraft within 30 sec from the time that release or re-
moval action is initiated by the operator.
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FIGURE 79. TOLERANCE TIME FOR DIFFERENT WATER TEMPERATURES
WHILE IN LIFE RAFTS.

When exterior installations for life rafts or other survival equipment are
provided, the mountings, retention devices, or enclosures should be designed
to preclude inadvertent actuation or damage in flight or %,hen ditching. Such
equipment should be recoverable by occupants from an exit intended for use in
ditching. Release mechanisms should minimize the possibility of jamming due
to structural deformation that might be incurred upon ditching.
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7. EMERGENCY ESCAPE AND RESCUE PROVISIONS

7.1 INTRODUCTION

Even though an occupant has survived a crash, the problem of surviving the
postcrash environment still remains. Severe postcrash conditions occur in a
relatively small percentage of accidents, but they account for a dispropor-
tionately large number of injuries and fatalities. The key to postcrash
survival is the time between the initial crash sequence and the onset of
nontolerable conditions. The primary postcrash hazards are fire and water.
The occurrence of either can reduce the available escape time to seconds.
Therefore, effective emergency escape provisions are essential as integral
portions of the aircraft design.

7.2 EMERGENCY EXITS

7.2.1 Emergency Exit Requirements

Two factors that largely determine emergency exit requirements are (1) the
amount of available time before the postcrash conditions exceed human
tolerance limits and (2) the attitude and condition of the aircraft struc-
ture after it comes to rest.

ReseaIch "h"as shllown that the' a v",1 aikabl. es -_ape time from helico-P teonrs iS le
in postcrash fires is only 7 to 16 sec (see Chapter 3). Thus, all occupants
must be able to evacuate the aircraft within 10 sec if they are to survive.
However, the allowable evacuation time can be extended to 30 sec if a crash-
resistant fuel system is installed in the aircraft. The emergency exit cri-
teria presented in this chapter are predicated on the installation of such a
fuel system and should allow all occupants of an aircraft to evacuate within
30 sec.

Providing sufficient exits for 30-sec evacuation of the maximum number of
personnel to be carried would seem to meet the emergency requirements.
However, it is not unusual for several exits to be blocked following a
crash. For instance, if a rotary-wing aircraft comes to rest on its side,
all exits on that side will be unusable. Also, exits can be blocked by out-
side objects, such as trees, or by deformation of the aircraft structure.
Therefore, emergency escape provisions should allow the maximum number of
aircraft personnel to evacuate in 30 sec with only one-half of the aircraft
exits available for egress.

Evacuation times should be demonstrated by actual tests using personnel ap-
proximating 95th-percentile troops with full combat equipment for passengers
and 95th-percentile aviators with arctic flight gear and body armor for crew
members. (Anthropometric data for U.S. Army aviators can be found in Vol-
ume II of this design guide.) The following sections present emergency exit
design criteria to assist the designer in meeting the above requirements.
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7.2.2 1 Ex11s

Aircraft exits are provided to facilitate either normal or emergency exit and
entry. Generally, these exits are classified as follows:

S Clajs A Exit: A door, hatch, canopy, or other exit intended primnar-
ily for normal entry and exit.

0 * lass a Exit: A door, hatch, or other exit intended primarily for
service or logistic purposes (e.g., cargo hatches and rear loading
ramps or clamshell doors).

* Class L UExt: A window, door, hatch, or other exit intended primar-
ily for emergency evacuation. Exit closures for Class C exits must
be capable of being removed from the exit opening within 5 sec from
both inside and outside the aircraft regardless of the aircraft's
attitude.

A Class C exit constitutes the minimum requirement for an emergency exit. A
Class A exit with emergency jettison provisions is normally considered super-
ior to a Class C exit because of its large size, and, in most cases, it can
be used in lieu of a Class C exit. Despite its superiority, however, each
Class A exit with emergency jettison provisions can replace only one Class C
exit. Class B exits also may be used in lieu of Class C exits if adequate
emergency release provisions are installed; however, the functional design of --

Class B exits usually makes their use less desirable for emergency exit. In
order for Class A and B exits to qualify for use in lieu of Class C exits,
the exit closures must be capable of being removed from the exit opening
within 5 sec from both inside and outside the aircraft regardless of the
aircraft's attitude.

7.23 SiZ 2f E_ its

All exits, including Class C exits, must be large enough to accommodate 95th-
percentile troops and aviators as specified in Section 7.2.1. Furthermore,
+he evxIc must+ hb larng enounh fn allnw thee napernnnel tn aariacm~t tho air-

craft rapidly.

Class C exits should be at least 22 in. square with 6-in.-radius corners, or
22 in. in diameter. This exit size is an Air Force requirement and is con-
sidered to be minimum for the evacuation of troops at the rate of 1.5 sec per
person (Reference 127). This size must be considered an absolute minimum
since the anthropometric data given in Volume II of this design guide lists
the shoulder breadth of a 95th-percentile U.S. Army aviator as 20.3 in.
Therefore, it is strongly recommended that all Class C exits be larger than
the minimum 22 In. Other shapes may be used also, providing the minimum
dimensions are met or exceeded. In any case, all exits must be sufficient in
size and shape to allow 95th-percentile troops and aviators, equipped as
specified in Section 7.2.1, to pass through the exit at a rate of 1.5 sec per
person or less.
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7.2.4 NumhetQf Exits

7.2.4.1 Crew Comoartment (Cockpit). Each flight crew member must have
acces to at least one usable emergency exit regardless of aircraft attitude
after impact. Thus, if a single cockpit enclosure is used for a single crew
position, two Class C exits on opposite sides of the cockpit should be pro-
vided. This arrangement assures an alternate neans of escape if the aircraft
rolls on its side, blocking one exit. One Class A exit with an emergency re-
lease provision may be substituted for each Class C exit if desired. The
Class A exit may be the normal entry/exit door with an emergency jettison
capability.

The minimum emergency escape exit requirement for cockpit enclosures with
side-by-side crew positions is also two Class C exits. One exit should be
installed on each side of the fuselage. Although two Class C exits are re-
quired, any combination of Class C and Class A exits may be substituted,
provided the Class A exits have an emergency jettison feature.

Cockpit enclosures with tandem crew positions should be provided with two
Class C exits and one Class A exit with an emergency release provision. This
requirement. assumes that the two crew positions are mutually accessible.
Mutual accessibility means that a 95th-percentile crew member dressed in
arctic flight gear and body armor could, without undue difficulty, climb from
one crew po[It -to the a in LU toI . •- wi^t the airrcraft in an aS*rn n

cy. If the exits in such a cockpit are not mutually accessible to the crew
members because oF intervening structure or installed equipment, each crew
member should be provided with a Class C exit and a Class A exit with an emer-
gency release provision. When sliding or clamshell canopies are used, Class
C exits or other suitable means should be provided for crew escape when the
aircraft is inverted or otherwise malpositioned on the ground and the canopy
cannot be jettisoned. Accident records for aircraft with canopy-type cockpit
enclosures indicate crew members are often trapped in the cockpit when the
aircraft flips over on its back and the canopy cannot be jettisoned.- Some
helicopters are equipped with pyrotechnic devices to shatter the side windows
in the canopy to facilitate escape, since experience with such accidents
indicates thit knives, axes, or other tools carried in the cockpit for chop-
ping through the Plexiglas canopy are not adequate solutions for emergency
exit when postcrash fire or occupant injury is present. When the primary
means of escape is blocked, an alternative means is clearly necessary.

7.2.4.2 Passenger or Troop Compartments. The minimum emergency escape
A exit requirement for troop/passenger sections, exclusive of exits provided in

cockpit sections, is two Class C exits. One exit should be installed on each
side of the fuselage. If one of the two exits becomes blocked for any
reason, the other exit will serve as the primary means of escape. Normally,
a Class A exit is required for passenger/troop compartments. If normal
passenger or troop entry and exit in a particular aircraft is through the
troop/passenger compartments, a Class A exit with emergency release pro-
visions and a Class C exit will be more realistic and satisfy the emergency
exit requirements.

In addition to the minimum number of exits, additional exits may be required
depending on the maximum number of personnel carried in the passenger/troop
cabin. Class C exits at a ratio of at least one exit for every 10 persons
expected to occupy the section should be provided. An additional exit in
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excess of the f-to-10 ratio should be provided when the specified capacity of
the section is not evenly divisible by 10 (e.g., if the capacity is 21, three
exits are required). The requirement for the passenger/exit ratio of 1-to-10
is based upon the possibility that at least 50 percent of the exits may be
blocked if the aircraft comes to re^t oai its side. This would then leave a
20-to-i ratio, assuming that both sides of the aircraft have an equal number
of exits. A 20-to-i ratio is, from a theoretical point of view, considered
adequate to evacuate all occupants within 30 sec at the exit rate of 1.5 sec
per person (assuming no troop debilitation aud all exits open), However, at
least two exits must be provided even if the number of occupants is less
than 10.

The exit requirements cited above also are applicable to cargo compartments
if the compartments have a dual capability for troop transport.

7.2.5 kkLo oft Exits

7.2.5.1 Sif E.t. Exits intended for emergency use should be equally
divided on each side of the aircraft and, if feasible, should not be directly
opposite each other. The primary reason for dividing emergency exits equally
on both sides of the fuselage is that an alternate moans of escape is pro-
vided if, for any reason, the exits on one side become blocked. Exits should
not be located directly opposite each other because of the probability of
crowding in one particular area when both sides of the aircv'aft may be used
XU I, lDu-,l,,, utaggeri,, the 4 + e, th e-ndenc- - -n --n is dimin-
ished.

Exits should not be located high up on the sidewall for ease of egress and to
minimize the drop height after egress. However, since any aircraft may be
operated over water, at least one emergency exit on each side of the fuselage
should be well above the anticipated waterline under the most adverse condi-
tions expected immediately after a ditching.

7.2.5.2 Other Exiti. In aircraft where the width of the crew and troop
compartments is too great to permit easy acc~ss to fuselage up-side exits if
the aircraft comes to rest on its side following an accident, Class Coverhead
exits should be provided at a ratio of one exit for every 20 occupants.
Wh,.re the capacity of the compartment is less than 20, at least one Class C
exit should be present. These overhead exits are in addition to the normal
requirements for Class C exits.

When an aircraft comes to rest on its side, blocking the exits on that side,
the exits on the other side of the aircraft could be the only means of evacua-
tion. These exits, now on the topside of the rolled aircraft, may be useless
If the width of the fuselage is such that they cannot be reached easily. In
an aircraft resting on its side, overhead exits would be TPare accessible than
the normal up-side exits. A fuselage width of 5 ft or more between side
exits is considered too great to permit easy access to up-side exits by
troops with minor debilitating injuries following a crash.

In helicopters with engines, transmissions, major controls, etc., located
over personnel compartments, bottom or fore and/or aft exits may be sub-
stituted for the ove-head exits. For example, in aircraft with rear loading,
an emergency exit window may be installed in the closure doors. Alterna-
tively, side exits may be located where interior aircraft components, such as
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seats and consoles, can be used as steps to gain access to the up-side
exits. If this type of arrangement is used, the designer must ensure that
these components will maintain their structural integrity and attachment to
the aircraft during a survivable crash. Such component-steps must be able to
support a 300lb occupant to accommodate fully equipped 95th-percentile crew
members and troops.

If the aircraft has a high-wing arrangement, overhead exits should be pro-
vided to facilitate escape following ditching. These overhead exits will be
in addition to the normal requirements for emergency exits. Overhead exits
constitute the only practical means of escape in a rapidly sinking aircraft
of this type because the occupiable portion of the fuselage in high-wing
aircraft sinks below the surface of the witer rapidly following a ditching.
The opening of side exits causes flooding of the interior at a high rate,
decreasing escape time.

7.2.5.3 Exit Location Relative to Fuselage Distortion. To provide maxi-
mum accessibility to aircraft occupants following a crash, emergency exits
should be located in aveas least vulnerable to distortion. Insofar as it is
feasible, exits should not be located in close proximity to the main landing
gear because of t',e possibility of the gears being driven upward and/or in-
ward against the aircraft, causing a blocked or jammed exit. Exits should
not be located under heavy components mounted on the top of the fuselage,
such as engines and transmissions, because of the possibility of fuselage
distortinn in crashes where high vertical forces are present. In high-wing
aircraft, a crash landing is likely to cause structural deformation below the
wing; therefore, exits located under the wing should be avoided as much as
possible.

7.2.5.4 Exit Locatin Relative to Obstructions, Class C exits should be
located where it will not be necessary to move equipment, cargo, or furnish-
ings to gain access to them. Insofar as it is feasible, all exits that might
be used in emergencies should be located where external components such as
propellers, turbine engine inlets, turrets, armament, and tail surfaces will
not interfere with occupant escape.

. Locations Relatlve to i-ition- Sources. LExi shou ld
lo.cated as far as possible from fuel spillage areas and from major ignition
sources (e.g,., exhaiust stacks, hot engine parts). Where the occupiable por-
tion of the aircraft is mainly aft of the power units and fuel tanks, it is
desirable to locate at least one Class A or B exit with an emergency jettison
feature as far aft as possible. In the case of rear-mounted engines, an A-
or B-type exit should be as far forward as possible. Such an arrangement may
increase escape time in the event of a postcrash fire,

7.2.6 Exit Operation

7.2.6.1 Exit Operational Design. The method of emergency Pxit operation
should be simple, obvious, and natural to all personnel expected to be aboard
the aircraft. Exit operation also should be as rapid as possible. There-
fore, exits intended for emergency use should be designed so that no secon-
dary operation such as moving or unlocking locks, catches, stops, bolts, or
bars is necessary. (Such a requirement does not preclude the use of easily
removable protective covers intended to prevent inadvertent actuation of exit
release handles.) Emergency exit operations by rescue personnel from outside
should meet the same requirements even when wearing thick, heavy gloves.
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If aircraft security requires that all doors and exits be locked, it is
acceptable that emergency releases may also be locked by the same mechanisms
so long as the aircraft is flown with them unlocked.

An emergency exit should be capable of being completely opened within 5 sec.
The time requirement of 5 sec to remove the exit closure (window, door,
hatch, etc.) from its opening is based upon the need for all possible haste
in evacuating burning aircraft and a realistic estimate of the time-motion
requirements for actuating a simple, continuous-motion release mechanism
without secondary operations. The measurement of time should begin when the
operator places his hand or the release handle and end when the exit closure
is free and clear of the exit opening.

Only the single operation of pulling or pushing the exit closure into the
clear should be necessary, once the release handle has been actuated. Unless.
the aircraft is pressurized, all emergency exit closures should be arranged
to fall free when the emergency release mechanism is actuated. To remove the
exit closure inward would add to the congestion and impede escape. In a pres-
surized aircraft, exit closures must be i-.moved inwardly, but, if at all pos-
sible, the closure should then be canted at an angle and pushed out the exit
opening in o,'der to avoid congestion inside the aircraft.

Emergency exits should be designed to permit removal of the exit closure when
seal vulcanization occurs, when the fuselage is covered with ice accumulated
iA flit t, a..nA when m4nr flseagn deformation occurs. A peripheral clear-
ance of at least 0.20 in. provided between the exit closure and its frame
will help accom1plish this goal.

The 0.20 in. specified should be considered the minimum clearance between the
exit closure and its frame. It is probable that some aircraft with rela-
tively light fuselage construction could use more than 0.20-in. clearance in
this area, since greater fuselage distortion in such aircraft is likely when
a crash occurs. With a 0.20-in. peripheral clearance, the exit frame could
theoretically deform inward for 0.40 in. on any one of its four sides before
binding occurs.

Consideration also should be given to designs that cause the exit closure to
eject itself from its frame when large structural deformation due to impact
occurs. This type of design is particularly appropriate for the simple
Class C type of exit that contains no release mechanism but needs only to be
pushed out of its mountings to open.

The use of Class A and B exits that slide to open is probably unavoidable on
certain types of aircraft. Careful design is required on these types of
exits intended for emergency evacuation. Fuselage distortion, which may
cause the exit to bind on the tracks attached to the fuselage, should not
prevent jettisoning of the door or the window within it. Also, consideration
should be given to making the entire exit jettisonabie outward without any
sliding.

7.2.6.2 Release Mechanism Desicn. The exit release mechanism is the pri-
mary handle, lever, or latch used to open the emergency exit closure. Han-
dles may be of the T- or L-shaped design that turns, the D-ring type that
pulls, or the lever type that slides fore and aft. However, the number of
different typestof handles in the aircraft should be held to a minimum. It
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is recognized that some types of emergency exits will not use exit release
handles. One common type of exit uses a release method whereby a panel held
by a flexible mounting is simply pushed out. All quick-release mechanisms,
regardless of their design, should be inherently jam-proof and extremely
corrosion resistant.

The method of operation of the exit release mechanism should be simple, ob-
vious, and natural to the operator. In order to facilitate rapid emergency
egress, exit release mechanisms should be designed to permit release handle
actuation and exit opening by one person using one hand. The Air Force spec-
ifies an actuation/operating force of 10 to 30 lb to meet this requirement
(Reference 127). Release and opening mechanisms also should allow all exits
to be removed successfully in an emergency when the aircraft is in other than
an upright position.

The shape and direction of operation of exit release handles should conform
to the "form follows function" rule, where the releasing action is most
natural to the position of the operator initiating the action. According to
McFadden and Swearingen, "In general, the best position for applying force to
a handle is one in which a subject can use his legs and lift. The next best
is in pushing down and using body weight. The least effective method is the
employment of an over or under motion. The under motion is slightly super-
ior." (Reference 128).

Specific IWI ~ ~ p ~ ade resflos

* T- or L-Shaved Emeraency Release Handles: Internal emergency release
handles with a T- or an L-shaped design should be capable of actuat-
ing the release mechanism in both clockwise and counterclockwise
directions. The arc of rotation in this case should not exceed
90 degrees. If only one direction of handle rotation is permitted,
rotation should be counterclockwise and the arc of rotation should
not exceed 180 degrees. Stops that prevent rotation in the wrong
direction should be provided. Marking to show rotation direction
and distance should be incorporated if possible.

* D-Rinu Type Emergencv Release Handles: If the release handle is a
D-ring type that requires pulling for release action, the grip of
the D-shaped handle should be parallel to the aircraft's vertical
axis for side exits and parallel to the aircraft's longitudinal axis
for overhead exits. The direction of pull should be toward the
operator in the same straight line as the natural position of the
extended fnrearm holding the handle prior to release action.

S lever-Type Emer~gencv Releas• Handles: Internal emergency release
handles incorporating a lever or bar that slides fore and aft along
the x axis of the aircraft should be capable of opening the exit in
both directions.

Exit release mechanisms should be designed so that the entire operatiol of
the release handle is a continuous motion from start to finish without sharp
changes in dir'ection except for external installations where the release
handle must be pulled from countersunk recesses before actuation. In any
type of release handle, the final motion of the handle should contribute to
the opening of the exit.
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Release handle shapes and dimensions should be designed for normal hand grip
limitations and incorporate handle-to-hand contact areas that ensure adequate
load applications to the handle. Release handles on external installations
should provide clearance to allow gripping of the handle with gloved hands,
since rescue crews normally wear heavy gloves to protect hands from jagged
and hot metal surfaces. Standard fire fighter's asbestos gloves should be
used for testing. The release handle should be mounted on the exit closure
itself or immediately adjacent to the exit opening so that it is readily
accessible to any occupant attempting to use that exit. If the external re-
lease handle is not on the closure but adjacent to it, then a separate handle
should be provided for removal for the enclosure by the rescuer. Remote exit
release mechanisms should be avoided. The release handles on the exit
closure or on the adjacent airframe should not be located in a position that
would allow the handle to snag clothing or impede escape through the exit
opening even if the exit is, for some reason, limited to partial opening.
Similarly, the exit actuating mechanism should be designed so A ;t the final
position of the release handle upon opening will not obstruct the removal of
the exit closure.

Emergency exit release handles in cockpits and troop compartments should be
located where it is not necessary for crew members to unlock their shoulder
harnesses in order to operate the handles. This is very important in cock-
pits and at crew-chief or special crew stations, primarily because it is
sometimes desirable to release emergency exits just prior to crash impacts.
This is especially true for ditching. If a shoulder harness has to be un-
locked to relese the exit, thn may . .be insufficipent time available to
re'ock it before impact. This requirement also is applicable to those emer-
gency exits that are adjacent to certain seats in the passenger/troop com-
partment since these exits could be difficult to open if the aircraft rolls
on its side. This, however, should not be construed as a recommendation to
remove exits prior to crash impact in every case. The openings of such exits
can sometimes critically reduce the time otherwise available for occupants to
escape, since fire can develop on the outside, causing flash fires within the
compartment. As a general rule, the chances of surviving a crash involving
fire are less if doors and exits are open prior to impact.

Exit release mechanism mechanical strength from handle to latch or pin should
be 1.5 times greater than the maximum force that can be exerted by tle 95th-
percentile male in the operating directions (opened and closed). If binding
of the latch occurs it should not be possible to break the internal or exter-
nal mechanical elements by handle input forces.

A detailed task analysis of the individual steps in emergency egress should
be performed for both the 95th-percentile combat equipped passenger and the
5th-percentile female passenger, to insure that no task requires excessive
forces or too restrictive a working area (Reference 128).

Accidental release of exits in flight can be extremely dangerous in rotary-
wing aircraft. Exits that have been released in flight have been known to
fly into the main or tail rotor system, causing disintegration of the system
and subsequent loss of the aircraft and crew. An unguarded or unshielded
exit release handle can make a convenient hand-hold for inexperienced troops.
Therefore, release mechanisms should be designed so that improper or incom-
plete closing of the exit will be obvious. On both external and internal
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installations, a locked-position indicator, such as a detent to indicate posi-
tive locking, should be provided.

In the event that crash victims become trapped in the aircraft or become
otherwise unable to escape without help, it is essential that all emergency
exits be capable of being opened by rescue personnel from the outside of the
aircraft. The actuation of an internal release handle must not preclude the
simultaneous actjation of an external release handle. If "push out" type
Class C exits are provided, they should be as easy to open from the outside
as from the inside. It is strongly recommended that rescuers have the capa-
bility of opening exit's without having to pivot the exits on hinges, such as
with outwardly opening doors. Outwardly swinging exits become uselesc if,
for some reason, obstruction (such as the ground) prevent them from opening
far enough to allow egress. Being able to remove the hinge pins with an exter-

- nally mounted handle is one way of satisfying this requirement. Means to
prevent icing of the outside release and handle mountings should be provided
to ensure positive operation under adverse weather conditions.

If the cockpit enclosure consists of a canopy that slides back and forth or
opens on hinges in a clamshell fashion, an emergency jettison feature can pro-
vide rapid egress for the crew. The jettison mechanism should allow complete
removal of the enclosure from its mounting within 5 sec from the time that
mechanical action is initiated. In addition to the internal jettison re-
lease, external canopy jettison conirals should he provided on buLh sides of

the fuselage. The canopy jettison feature does not eliminate the necessity
for additional emergency exits since the postcrash aircraft attitude might
preclude successful jettisoning of the canopy.

7.2.7 Explosively Created Exits

Explosive systems have been developed and successfully used to provide quick-
opening emergency exits in military aircraft. These systems can cut emergency
exits through existing doors and windows and through fuselage structures.
The systems provide the advantages of extremely rapid release times, simpli-
city of operation, and immunity to jamming by structural deformation, ice, or
seal vulcanization. The following sections discuss factors that must be con-
sidered during the design of an effective and operationally safe explosive
exit system.

7.2.7.1 Overall System Design. An explosively operated exit system con-
tains four basic components or subsystems: (1) an arming/firing system, (2)
primer arid/or detonating cord, (3) a linear shaped cutting charge, and (4) an
actuation mechanism. The relationship of these components to each other canl
best be illustrated by considering the design of an actual system--in this
case, the Emergency Lifesaving Instant Exit (ELSIE) System developed for the
U.S. Air Force (Reference 129).

The ELSIE system is composed of an electromechanical safe/arm mechanism,
dual-shielded mild detonating cord lines, a flexible linear-shaped cutting
charge, and interior and exterior initiation handles attached to firing lan-
yards. The relationship of the components is shown schematically in Fig-
ure 80. The safe/arm mechanism requires only momentary application of power
to arm or disarm. The system remains armed or disarmed, even if power is
lost, since the mechanism is mechanically locked in position. Once the
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FIGURE 80. SCHEMATIC OF ELSIE SYSTEM.

system has been armed, it can be actuated either from inside or outside the
aircraft by pulling the handle in either location. The handles operate a
mechanical striker that fires the dual detonating cord lines. These redun-
dant lines, in turn, initiate the shaped charge that cuts the egress opening
in the Airrraft and pipct- the cut nanel outward. Tests on the ELSIE system
show that the elapsed time from pulling the initiation handle until the
egress opening is available for use is less than 0.027 sec.

7.2.7.2 ArminglFiring System. The arming/firing system should be designed
for simple and rapid actuation of the explosive system and yet provide maxi-
mum safety against inadvertent actuation. Operational safety should be
assured by preventing inadvertent actuation due to environmental conditions,
system component failures, or human error.

To provide maximum operational safety, arming and firing should be accom-
plished in two separate and deliberate actions. The arming function always
should be under the control of the flight crew. Thus, the arming mechanism
should be located only in the cockpit arid at the crew chief's station. If
cockpit enclosures with tandem crew positions are used, each crew member
should be provided with an arming mechanism unless the two positions are
mutually accessible. System status indicators should be provided at all
pertinent flight crev stations.
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Once armed, the system should ne capable of beirg fired by any of the air-
craft occupants. Each exit should be capable of being actuated independently
from the rest since it is not always desirable to open all available emer-
gency exits, efpecially in case of a postcrash fire or a ditching. A firing
nechanisi should, therefore, be located immediately adjacent to each exit for

actuation of that particular exit only. This means the arming and firing
mechanisms will, of necessity, be physically separated from each other. An
zception to this practice might be acceptable when the exits are located
quite near each other, as in tandem cockpit configurations. Then the adja-
cent exits could be fired simultaneously from one firing mechanism, although
a firing mechanism should still be available to each crew member.

Once the system is armed, it should stay armed until it is disarmed by a crew
member or rescuer. The reverse also is true; once the arming mechanism is in

a a disarim, or safe, position, it should remain that way until a deliberate
aemiing action is initiated. Any type of system or component failurc must not
change the position of the safe/arm mech~anism. For instance, if arming is
accomplished by electrical power, loss of power st,ould not allow the mecha-
nism tv switch from arm to safe or vice versa. 1 he mechanism also should be
immune to any environmental or crash load input. Disarming capability should
be providod to permit safing the system even though normal safing modes are
inoperable following a crash.

In order to provide the highest degree of both operational and crash safety,
the firing mechanism snould be irdependent of any external energy source,
such aF the aircraft electrcil system. This requirement dictates that the
firing mechanism be manually operated. The design considerations for emer-
gency exit release mechanisms discussed in Section 7.2.6.2 also apply to -he
firing handles used in explosive exit systems. In addition to those consider-
ations, the external release handle should be designed to ellow rescue person-
nel sufficient separation from the aircraft before actuation to prevent their
being struck by debris when tha exit is opened. It is also strongly recom-
mended that all arming mechanisms and firing handles be completely separated
from each oiher, even in those cases where it might seem feasible to combine--.. I.- pilot ~ .. . _.. .. T • 4 .... .... , C , .• '~.. . n~.. ic.•
L! fiII (E g , pi Ol~ I.! otG lulle)s' a 1 n . I I Ltl'%Z Qlll~~ 1 ,, mII *It nF IFAIIIýII

combined into one package, it is essential that the operations of arming and
firing be distinctly separate from each other, such as turning the handle to
arm and pulling the handle to fire.

7.2.7.3 Ex.loslye 5Lerms . All explosives used in the exit system should
possess as high a thermal limit as possible, not only to ensure that the
system is safe in high-temperature operating environments but also to provide
as much safety as possible in case of a postcr~sh fire. The system should be
able to function when exposed to temperatures up to the limits of human toler-
ancE to heat (appro.amately 400 OF, based on ambient air temperature), yet
net functien inadvertently during brief exposure (30-60 sec) to postcrash
fires. The latter' reouirement is necessary to prevent flames coming through
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an unintentionally opened exit of an occupied aircraft. The thermal limits
of the explosives use6 in the ELSIE system, which meet the above require-
ments, are below.

ExDlodsve Thermal Limit (OFL

HNS (22', 44', 66' hexanitrostilbene) 618

Lead azide 635

M-426 primer 425

The linear-shaped charge should be held securely in position against the air-
craft structure it is to cut. The size of the exit opening should conform to
Class C requirements given in Section 7.2.3. The jettisonable section should
be ejected outward to preclude its obstructing the exit opening. Energy-
absorbing backup material should be placed behind the shaped charge to con-
trol the backblast of the explosive and prevent fragments from entering the
cockpit or cabin (refer to Figure 80).

The explosive system should be designed to minimize the possibility of system
actuation igniting any fuel that might be spilled during a crash. The amount
and duration of any exposed flame should be minimal. The ELSIE system suc-
cessfully functioned during a series of fuel spray tests without igniting the
fuel because the explosive charge was designed to penetrate only 90 percent
of the aircraft skin thickness. The remaining 10 percent was severed by the
pressure created by the detonation of the shaped charge and the momentum
already imparted to the jettisonable section. This design allowed the com-
bustion products around the periphery of the cut to cool significantly before
the metal skin was completely severed. Because of this, the only flames
exterior to the aircraft skin were at the initiation points of the shaped
charge and lasted less than 10 msec for most of the tests.

7.2.8 Access to Extts

7.2 . 1 Erv4 bke @tr•tIc Ar-ac fes nm 2i..es to all evit ' chnifih ho pro-
vided so that the exits will not be obstructed by troop seat components, seat
back webbing and webbing support bars, litter installations, or other protru-
sions to an extent that would reduce the effectiveness of the exit.

A common problem with troop-carrying aircraft is that, in order to carry the
maximum number of troops, some emergency exits are blocked by the installa-
tion of troop seat back webbing and webbing support bars. These components
are normally designed to be pulled away from the emergency exit in order to
provide access. It is desirable, of course, to avoid obstructing exits, but
if it is necessary to do so, seat backs or other potential obstructions
should be readily collapsible or movable to provide access to exits during an
emergency evacuation.

7.2.8.2 AIsl Widths. The width of aisles at any point between seat
rows should be sufficient to allow unobstructed movement of 95th-percentile
troops with full combat equipment. Current criteria suggest a minimum width
of 17 in. In aircraft where it is necessary to pass through seat rows to
gain access to exits during an emergency, longitudinal spacing between seat
rows should be sufficient to permit these troops to move at a rate consistent
voith the capacity of the exit (1.5 sec per person or less).
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7.2.8.3 Compartment Doors. Doors on hatches separating various interior
compartments should be located and have a direction of opening so as not to
impede or block passage to other exits or interfere with the use of emergency
equipment such as axes and fire extinguishers.

The doors or hatches should be large enough to permit crew and troop movement
from one compartment to another during emergency evacuation. The openings
should have no protrusions that would impede movement through them. Provi-
sions should be made for securing compartment doors in the open position dur-
ing takeoff and landing. Such doors should be capable of remaining open and
latched when exposed to crash forces of survivable magnitude.

Compartment doors should have release handles designed so that the method of
operation is a single, obvious, and natural motion in a single plane. Round

* or spherical handles or knobs should unlatch when gripped and turned in
either direction, T[he handles should not snag on clothing or equipment.

7.3 EMERGENCY LIGHTING

Emergency lighting provides the illumination required for emergency evacua-
tion and rescue when the normal aircraft lighting is not available. There
are three basic types of emergency lighting: (1) interior lighting for per-
sonnel orientation following aircraft accidents at night, (2) lighting for
the purpose of reading exit operating instructions and rieasling the exits,
and (3) exterior lighting to illuminate exits and paths of escape.

7.3.1 Interior lti__q

When an aircraft crashes at night or is filled with dust or smoke, disorien-
tation of embarked crew and troops is likely to occur. Since escape time is
critical, interior emergency lighting units should be installed in sufficient
number and possess adequate brightness to permit personnel orientation in all
compartments during emergency evacuation situations. The emergency lighting
should provide sufficient illumination throughout the cockpit and cabin areas
to permit occupants to locate emergency exits and survival equipment, per-
ceive escape paths, and avoid obstacles while moving toward the exits. This
criteria may not be necessary for some aircraft using overhead canopies.

Interior lighting fixtures may be mounted as aisle, ceiling, or cornice
lights. Regardless of where the lights are mounted, they must furnish ade-
quate illumination near floor level to allow occupants to see exit paths and
avoid any obstructions. The emergency lighting requirement for both civil
and military aircraft is a minimum average illumination in clear air of
0.05 foot-candle (fc) measured 20 in. above the floor (or at armrest height)
along passageways leading to each exit (References 130, 131, and 132). The
lighting requirement in front of each exit is also 0.05 fc at. 20 in. above
the flaor for civil helicopters and military aircraft. For transport cate-
gory civil aircraft, the requirements are that the passageway in front of the
emergency exit must be provided with illumination that is not less than
0.02 fc measured along a line that is within 6 in. of and parallel to the
floor and is centered on the passenger zvacuation path (Reference 132).
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The mounting of the interior lighting systems at a level below the ceiling
level is desirable. A series of human subject evacuation tests was conducted
to compare evacuation rates with two different emergency lighting systems in
an aircraft cabin filled with nontoxic white smoke (Reference 133). These
tests found that cabin emergency lighting and exit signs mounted near the
ceiling were almost completely obscured by the smoke, which layered most
heavily in the upper one-half of the cabin. During the evacuation trials,
the subjects tended to crouch down or stoop over to avoid the smoke and were
looking for the exit from just above seat back height. It was found that
armrest-mounted aisle lights led to less disorientation and reduced evacu-
ation time as compared to the ceiling lights.

Full-scale fire tests conducted by the FAA showed that smoke entering a trans-
port cabin from an external fuel fire or generated by burning interior mate-
rials will rapidly obscure 'eiling-mounted lights and signs and significantly
decrease cabin illumination when cabin temperatures are still at a survivable
level (Reference 13). This study also found that lowering exit or cabin il-
lumination sources below the 61-1/2-in. level significantly increased their
effectiveness in the smoke environment and that, under most smoke conditions,
increasing the luminance of the lights or signs did not substantially in-
crease the time they remained visible. A test of new or prototype lighting
systems showed that lights located in the aisle-side armrest of passenger
seats provided passenger awareness, exit information, and cabin illumination
for a period of time substantially longer than any of the ceiling- or
bulkhead-mounted lights. These tests also showed that floor-mounted electro-
luminescent lights provided the maximum visibility in smoke for passenger
awareness. Self-powered Beta lights provided aisle outline identification
when viewed from below the horizontal smoke layer and in a darkened environ-
ment.

7.3.2 Emergency ExLtLightS

Supplementary emergency lighting units should be provided at or near each
emergency exit with adequate brightness to permit untrained personnel to
identify exits, to read .xit opereting instructions, and to actuate the exitmeckan4sm . ithout diffculty dhI, ,,,c nv of.' v,.tr-ncA v%,•ie0 y+ TheII~~ll ll ..l w4 k-s I f$llcs, 1 y damI i U I n '1.t; I- -•¢ • - w .. . . v a . -. 1 . ,..--

identity and location of each emergency exit should be recognizable under
limited visibility (darkness, smoke, etc.) from a distance equal to the width
of the cabin.

Exit light requirements must take into account the fact that the illumination
at any distance from a light source is inversely proportional to the square
of the distance from the source. Thus, at a distance of 5 ft, the brightness
oF a light will theoretically diminish to only 4 percent of the brightness
measured I ft from the source. The same rapid decrease has been measured in
the brightness of internally illuminated aircraft exit signs during an FAA
program to evaluate current exit signs and markers (Reference 134). The
dec;'ease in average exit sigr. brightness with increasing distance from the
signs is shown graphically in Figure 81.

Exit light effectiveness also is rcduced by the presence of smoke. Measured
light output for all units tested by the FAA diminished proportionately in a
90 percent smoke environment, as shown in Figure 81.
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Current FAA r~quirements for large transport-category airplane .mergency light-
ing include internally or self-illuminated signs at each exit with a minimum
luminance (brightness) of at least 25 fL (Reference 132). Small (9 seats or
less) transport airplanes and transport-category rotorcraft need only have
exit signs with a brightness of 160 microlamberts (0.15 fL) (References 130
and 132). Although the above requirements might be sufficient in clear air,
the rapid drop in brightness due to the presence of smoke makes the suffi-
ciency of even the brighter (25 fL) requirement questionable.

Most current transport airplane exit lights exceed the 25 fL requirement, but
lights far brighter than those currently used are available. FigurL 82 ure-
sents the results for two of the 10 exit lights tested by the FAA (Refer-
ence 134). This figure shows that, under all conditions, the experimental
light was approximately 10 times brighter then the typical currently used exit
light. This is most important during smoke conditions and at some distance
away from the exit sign. For instance, at a 6-ft distance under 90 percent
smoke, the current sign transmitted only 0.017 fc of ligit while the experimen-
tal sign transmitted 0.13 fc. It is noteworthy that the experimental aircraft
sign is currently used in building installations and uses less battery power
than some current aircraft signs. Other newly developed lights, which are
much brighter than current lights, also are available.
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Based on the results of the FAA tests, all passenger- or troop-carrying air-
craft should contain internally illuminated exit signs with a mininum average
brightness of at least 25 fL. However, it is strongly recommended that the
exit signs be even brighter.

Exit lights should be mounted in the lower part of the cabin to the extent
possible. Tests have shown the effectiveness of lowering the light in full-
scale fire tests to get the light down below the upper layering of smoke
(Reference 13). Figure 83 presents data from those tests showing the in-
crease in obscuration time at various levels in the aircraft.

The diminishing of exit light effectiveness when the aircraft is submerged
has already been discussed in Chapter 6. Any aircraft whose mission require-
ments include troop transport over water should contain exit sign lighting
meeting the requirements specified in Chapter 6.
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7.3.3 Exterior Emergency Lgtin

For noncombat missions, exterior emergency lighting should be considered at

each exit to illuminate the ground ne.ir the exit and areas where escape and
. . . 4n, n n+ uj11 hi A,'nln ,''l M!L-L-9503 Spprifi2z thAt thp 1'aht

inten~sity on the ground below normal arid emergenlcy exits should be 0.02 fc
minimum (Reference 131).

7.3.4 Structural Considerations

All emergency lighting units should be se-'llf-contained, explosion-proof, ope~r-
able under water, and accessible for periodic maintenancte.. All unit-, should m
be capable of operating independently of the main aircraft lighting system.

The emergency lighting system should be desi.gned, installed, and located so
as to minimize damage to or loss of any portion of the eivergen~cy illumination
as a result of ditching or emergency landing. To ensure structural integrity
and continued operation after a crash, the lighting system•, including all com-
ponents necessary to provide the required i~ilunlination, should be. capable of
withstanding the following crash loads: 50 G downward, 10 G upward, 35 G
forward, 15 G aftward, 25 G lateral. Breakup, of the fuselage should not
render any portion of the emergency illumination inoperative except for those
lights directly destroyed by the break.
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7.3.5 Emer9ency Lighting Pojwer Source

Emergency lighting power sources should be independent of the main electrical
power source for the aircraft and should contain power sufficient to ensure
effective illumination for a minimum of 15 min.

It is believed that a power source strong enough to provide at least 15 min of
effective illumination following a crash at night is adequate. If a postcrash
fire does not occur within 15 min, it is likely that one will not occur at
all. Personnel who are stunned or otherwise unable to evacuate the aircraft
during the 15 min of emergency lighting could, in all probability, evacuate in
the darkness if they were physically able.

7.3.6 Actuation of Emergency Llghtlng Units

Emergency lighting units should be designed to actuate both automatically and
manually. If inadvertent actuation occurs, the unit should be capable of
being reset manually.

7.3,6.1 Manual Actuation. There are circumstances where it would be desir-
able to manually turn on the emergency lighting. One such instance would be
when a crash was imminent, but some time was available prior to the crash. By
tNrning on the emergency lights manually, the aircraft occupants would have
time for their eyes to adjust from normal lighting or darkness to emergency.1iitiil. Th, also would permit all normall aircr.ft linht4ng to be trne.
off in order to reduce potential postcrash fire ignition sources. Therefore,
a manual actuating switch should be placed in the cockpit, and another should
be placed in the passenger/troop compartment close to the crew chief's
station.

7.3.6.2 Autpmatic Actuation. The emergency lighting units should be auto-
matically actuated in as many survivable accidents as possible. This can be
accomplished by using inertia sensors responsive to the crash pulse parameters
typical of lower-severity accidents. The sensor criteria should be identical
to those specified for crash locator beacons (see Chapter 8). The crash sen-
sors may be contained in each lighting unit, or the units may be actuated from
one or more common sensors located remotely from the lights. The circuits for
the lights should be such that they will be energized if the circuits between
the lights and the sensors are broken.

There may be ci-cumstances, such as forced or crash landings in eneemy ter-
ritory, where i , would not be desirable to automatically actuate the emergency
lighting, A circuit breaker or other device to nullify the automatic feature
theref3re is desirable. Such a device could be utilized by the crew upon
entering enemy territory.

7.4 LA&BX3_•._q[_ .F•LI•BEN_a,_K A U

Emergency exit.s should I'e cleaily marked both inside and outside tile aircraft
so thza occupAnts and rescuers can find them rapidly. The markings should be
distin'ctive to set them apart from the numerous other markings found on th,:
aircraft. In addition t o identifying the exits, instructions for releasino
the exit clasure, stid lhc clearly marked besioe 0-i exit release mechanist,.
The time roquired tj detern~ie how to release the exit closure could well mean
the difference betwy,).)n surv-vwl Gr nonsu-vival.
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Army requirements for letter size dictate that, preferably, letters should be
2 in. high, but letters not less than 1 in. high are allowed. It is strongly
recommended that the letters be 2 in. high. Tests conducted by the FAA on the
readabilty of self-illuminated signs obscured by black fuel fire smoke showed
that there is a considerable difference in the recognition of signs with let-
ter sizes of 2 in. as compared to 1 in. (Reference 135). In fact, Figure 84,
summarizing these data, shows that the visibility of the signs depended more
on the size of the letters than it did on the luminance levels of the signs
used.
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All U.S. Army aircraift must be paiit~ti. iind mark~ed according to the require-
ments in TB 746-93-2 (Reference 13(,,. The requirem~ents contained therein for
marking of emergency exits are sm in thle following sections. The
reader, is referred to TB 746-3-V-2 fK.v-omtplete details.

A~n orange-yellow band should mark the _awiplete peril~hery, oi ttw escape exit on
olive drab backgrounds,. A gios!b blacK band is used on light bucý.-,rounds. The
batid must be between 1 i.nd 2 in. wide iov divided equally, if possible arnd
practicable, bdween thE moLntinq of U& Qxit and the exit itself.
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If soundproofing (or lining) covers the identification band on the inside of
the aircraft, it also must be appropriately marked.

The words EMERGENCY EXIT, in orange-yellow, should be marked or stenciled on
the escape hatch, door, or exit in the most readily visible location. Prefer-
ably, letters should be 2 in. high, but they cannot be less than 1 in. high.

7.4.2 External Identifgcatjon of Exits

Markings identifying escape hatches, doors, and exits on the outside of air-
craft should be mar'ked gloss yellow on dark surfaces and gloss black on light
surfaces. On olive drab and camouflaged colored aircraft, emergency exit mark-
ings are painted with lusterless black lacquer. It is recommended that all
exits to be used for rescue be marked with rescue arrows like those used by
the Navy and U.S. Coast Guard. In peacetime, yellow arrows with black letters
are recommended.

7.4.3 ExternlJ•entiftcation of Secondary Openings

Secondary openings, such as auxiliary exits and windows, are usually smaller
than primary open;ngs, making entrance or exit more difficult. On noncamou-
flaged aircraft, the corners of the emergency exits 4nd rescue exit areas are
outlined with right-angle corner areas I in. wide and 3 in. long for each leg
in gloss black on light background. On camouflaged aircraft, the corners of
emergency exits and rescue exit areas are outlined with right-angle corner
bands 1 in. wide and 3 in. long at each leg. The corner markings are painted
with lusterless black lacquer.

7.4.4 Mark ing Instructions for Exit Operations

7.4.4.1 Internal Marking$.. Small handles or levers used to actuate doors
or hatchis should be identified by alternate 1/8-inch-wide orange-yellow and
black stripes, painted on the background of the exit. Background striping
should be applied at a 15-degree angle from the vertical, rotated clockwise.
The striping should not interfere with other types of markings or codings.
Large levers or exit controls should be marked with alternate orange-yellow
adu blul Stripes, 1/S to 1/4 ,Inc wiud, Urectlly er the Iever ur control.

7.4.4.2 xernal Markings, All external releases for operation of emerg-
ency exits should be marked EXIT RELEASE on the outside of the aircraft to
facilitate quick identification. Letters preferably should be 2 in. high and
should not be less than 1 in. high.

7.4.4.3 0DeratiA- Instructions harkirsqis Operating instructions to ident-
ify and explain the emergency releaý- • eration should be marked on the exit
door, or hatch, or aircraft structur, ihichever is nearer the release. Mini-
mum lettering heights specified are 1/2 in. internally and 1 in. externally.
Preferably, the descriptive wording should be 1 in. high on the inside of the
aircraft and 2 in. high on the outside. The 1/2-in, minimum specified in TB
746-93-2 for internal wording is net sufficient for easy reading under reduced
visibility conditions, such as darkness or the presence oF smoke.

The instructions should be as simple and concise as possible conisistent with
clhrity ot meaning. Standard English terminology, such as PULL, PUSH, TURN,
or SLIDE, should be used.
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The painting and marking schemes for in-service aircraft contained in
TB 746-93-2 show liberal use of nonverbal symbols in exit operating instruc-
tions. Symbols are particularly useful in delineating directions of motion
for handles, levers, etc. The use of symbols in conjunction with words will
often lead to quicker understanding of the operation to be performed.
Symbols are invaluable when the wording cannot be deciphered, as might be the
case under reduced visibility conditions, or when viewed by non-English-
speaking personnel. Thus, although not stated as a specific requirement in
TB 746-93-2, symbols should be used in exit operating instructions whenever
possible. Some symbols in current use are shown in Figure 85.

0000 000U 0
00°0• 0 OPEN •

EXIT RELEASE

EXIT IRELEASE
TURN._

FIGURE 85. TYPICAL EXIT RELEASE INSTRUCTIONS
INCORPORATING SYMBOLS.

7.5 CRLE CHIEF STAJIONS

There is a great need for experienced crew chief personnel to provide the
necessary leadership and guidance for embarked troops during emergency
evacuation. Accident records indicate that on many occasions crew chiefs
have been responsible for successful emergency evacuations of large numbers
of troops from aircraft under severe conditions.

At least one crew chief station should be located in each troop compartment.
The location of the crew chief's station should provide as complete surveil-
lance of the troop compartmcnt as is practicable. The station should be
located as near the main or emergency exits as possible. For aircraft re-
quiring two crew chiefs, their respective stations should be as far apart as
practicable; e.g., one in the forward end of the compartment and one in the
aft end.
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8. CRASH LOCATO .BEACONS

8.1 INTRODUCTION

After a survivable crash has occurred, rescue time becomes paramount in deter-
mining the ultimate survival chances of the occupants. Air Force records
indicate that the liP, expectancy of injured survivors decreases as much as
80 perceitt during th first 24 hours following an accident, and the chances
of survival of uninjured occupants rapidly diminishes after the first three
days (Reference 137). Therefore, the installation of a crash locator beacon
in the aircraft can greatly enhance the occupant's survival chances by reduc-
ing the amount of time between crash and rescue. However, 97 percent of all
searches for crash locator beacons are for false alarms and an unacceptably
high percentage of units do not function after a crash, so system design is
critical. The following sections present criteria that should be followed to
ensure the satisfactory operation of a crash locator beacon installed in an
aircraft.

8q,2 SYSTEM OVERVIEW

The search and rescue system includes both the aircraft-mounted components
and the ground and satellite based detection and localization systems. The
Search and Rescue Satellite Aided Tracking VIADSAT) system is the primary

detection and tracking device for ELT transmissions. U-S. satellites receive
and retransmit to ground stations all signals received on 121.5 and 243.0
MHz. It is necessary that line of sight exist between the ELT and the satel-
lite as well as between the satellite and ground station. For this reason,
worliwide coverage does not exist and detection waiting time varies with acci-
dent location and number of operational satellites. The USSR COSPAS satel-
lites also assist on 121.5 but not 243.0. In addition, both satellites
monitor 406.025 MHz and record and process this signal onboard for relay to
the ground, giving worldwide coverage for ELT's operating in this mode.

The sattellite motic; is used to provide a doppler effect for position loca-
tion, so that the output of the ground station gives one or more position
estimat, of trarsmstter location, reducing the time necessary to localize
the sigiial zquice. Tn addition, some available ELT units have the capability
of transmitting their last known position (from onboard navigation systems)
as part of the efiergerr-. signal. Ground and aircraft monitoring of the
emergency frequencies also detect some transmissions and supplement the
spaceborne system.

8.3 CURRENT SYSTEM DEAiBK STATUS

The Radio Technical Commission for Aeronautics (RTCA) has published current
civil minimum requirements for ELT systems in Reference 138. Units produced
under earlier FAA requirements (TSO C91) have had severe false alarm prob-
lems, which should be corrected in uwiits produced under these later require-
ments and FAA approved under TSO C9Ia (Reference 139).

Procuring activities should examine the FAA requirements under TSO C9la (or
later version) and evaluate the areas of compromise which were necessary for
civil acceptability to determine if higher standards would be appropriate for
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their program. Areas such as battery life at low temperature, crash surviv-
ability, multiple sensors, environmental tests, etc., may be appropriate
areas for increased requirements in military units. In no case should units
produced under earlier requirements be considered, due to their poor record
of false alarms and crash survivability.

8.3.1 Freguqencies

Civil locator beacons operate on civil emergency frequency 121.5 MHz and mili-
tary UHF guard channel 243.0 MHz. Ground and airborne homing units are
readily available to search for and localize these signals. Newly developed
digital systems are also being designed to operate on 406.025 MHz for world-
wide satellite tracking, but local homing on these signals is not readily
achieved. Some military systems have been designed for other frequencies.

8.3.2 C1nents of Lucatqr Beacons

All aircraft-installed crash locator beacons contain the same basic compo-
nents: a crash sensor, transmitter, antenna(s), power supply, activating
switch, and associated electrical circuitry.

8.3.2.1 Crash.Sensing.

8.3.2.1.1 Crash Impact Conditions. Detailed analysis of accident rec-
ords and test crashes has resulted in the definition of crash pulses for
light fixed-wing and rotary-wing dircraft. The sensor specification which
has been established for inertial crash sensors (Reference 138) is based on
data on normal aircraft vibration conditions. The goal was to sense as low a
Lr;-sh pulse as possible while avoiding vibration-induced activation. Fig-
ure 86 'from Reference 138) applies to a sensor which responds to both
acceleration 'threshold and velocity change, such as a gas-damped spring mass
switch, a rolamite desig, a damped pendulum, or similar devices which are
currently available on the market. Additional test criteria, such as cross-
axis loading, are included in the RTCA specification.

In fixed-wing aircraft, these sensors should be aligned with the longitudinal
axis of the aircraft to detect the majority of injury-producing impacts. For
rotary-wing aircraft, several options are available. The sensor can be
mounted 30-40 degrees nose down, or an additional sensor can be mounted in
the vertical axis with a higher activation level based on skid or gear impact
absorbing capability. A damped pendulum switch is sensitive in 360 degrees
around its long axis, and could be installed horizontally at a right angle to
the aircraft lorgitudinal axis, thereby detecting impact up and down as well
as fore and aft (Reference 140).

ELT's currently available for use in fixed-wing aircraft are unidirectional
within a ±300 cone at 6 +1 G for 11 to 16 milliseconds.

New generation ELT's are essentially omnidirectional, activate at 9 ±2 G for
25 to 45 milliseconds and have an integral antenna and encapsulated elec-
tronics.
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Other types of sensors have been evaluatEd, and somne have seen operational
use. These are:

1. Frangible switch. These switches break to either open or close an
electrical circuit when aircraft dam'age occurs. They are expensive,
maintenance sensitive, and require multiple-switch installations for
acceptable probability of crash sensing.

2. Acceleration only. These switches were used with timing circuits to
measure the duration over a speciFied acceleration 'level. Tests and
experience have shown that -they tend to bounce open anid close during
a crash event and do not reliably sense even severe crashes,

3. A crash sensor specifically for rotary-wing use was developed in con-
nection wit~h the 1BAIIRS system (Volume IV). It includes self-test
Circuitry (Referenice 141).

References 142 and 143 discuss other options which may be available in crash
sensing. The sensor system must survive the crash long enough to accomplish
activation, so ini general it should be tested to the same survival criteria
as the transmitter and antenna systems.
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8.3.2.1.2 Sensor Mounting. Reference 143 is an in-depth discussion of
installation and mounting criteria. The inertia sensor criteria recommended
in the preceding section are based on crash forces present in survivable
crashes. These are the forces seen at the aircraft floor and, thus, are typi-
cal of the forces transmitted to the occupant compartment. Therefore, the
crash sensor must be located in an area that will experience crash forces
representative of those that will be seen in the occupant compartment. Ideal-
ly, this is within the cockpit. Of course, the sensor must be protected from
any impact damage that could render it useless before it is able to activate
the transmitter.

8.3.2.2 Transmn1 ete. This unit includes both the transmitter electron-
ics and the signal generation device. Its minimum power level and signal
characteristics are specified in the appropriate RTCA and SARSAT specifi-
cations. The 406-MHz system is designed with a digital message that includes
aircraft identification and time since activation. The characteristic swept
tone of the 121.5/243.0 systems may also be modified with Morse, digital or
voice identification as permitted by the system specifications. An optimal
system would include 406 MHz for detection by satellite and a second fre-
quency for short-range homing.

8.3.2.2.1 Survival. The system is of no value if it is destroyed in the
crash. The transmitter and antenna must be hardened and protected as well as
feasible. Minimum requirements of the RTCA documents for shock, crush and
pele t 'on lul readily a, an' can le eux1' sred. Auto-
matically deployable systems are availabie from some vendors.

3.3.2.2.2 Mounting. In general, a more aft location will provide in-
creased protection from crash forces and airframe destruction. Expected fire
patterns should 3lso be considered. Mounting strength should meet or exceed
the static attachment strength specified for auxiliary equipment, and nearby
structure should be examined for potential damage sources. Detailed mounting
suggestions are contained in Reference 144.

8.3.2.2.3 Activation. The transmitter should be capable of being either
manually or automatically activated. An arming switch that will allow the
automatic activation capability to be selected or not, as desired, should be
provided. Manual act;vation should always be available in case the sensor
malfunctions or unusually low-level accelerations fail to trigger the sen-
sor. The cockpit should be provided with a warning light or sound that could
alert the crew to inadvertent transmitter activation. A manual override
switch should be provided so that the transmitter can be turned off whenever
desired. Interconnect wiring should not have a failure mode that activates
when not desired, or disables an activated transmitter.

8.3.2.3 Power Supply. The crash locator beacon should have its own inde-
pendent power supply so that it is not dependent on aircraft power for its
operation. The power supply should be capable of providing necessary power
for optimum transmitter operation over a specified time period and under
specified environmental conditions. These conditions should be specified by
the procuring activity dependent on particular mission requirements.
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The FAA, in following the RTCA requirements, has specified that the power sup-
port must be able to provide continuous operation for at least 50 hours at
50 MW output power, or 100 hours at 25 MW output. Other options are avail-
able to a manufacturer, and the chosen rating must be marked on the unit.
The temr erature range of -20 °C to 55 OC is specified, but certification
at -40 uC and low power is also available. High output power, low temper-
ature, and long duration combined require large batteries, or special system
designs, but may be appropriate for some military applications. Refer-
ences 145 and 146 are studies of batteries in ELT use and should be referred
to when procuring units for military use.

The power supply, if not integral with the transmitter, must be mounted to
the aircraft so that it will not be torn loose or damaged during impact. It
should be mounted in a location away from anticipated impact areas and should
have an attachment strength equal to that specified for the transmitter.

8.3.2.4 Antennj. Antennas, except for those used in portable and auto-
matic deployable equipment, are usually mounted outside the aircraft to en-
sure the proper radiated signal strength and shape. Since survival of the
antenna is critical to the successful operation of the crash beacon, care
must be taken in deciding its location. It should be kept out of primary im-
pact zones, such as the front or bottom of the aircraft, and it also should
be kept out of secondary impact zones. These zones include wing and tail sur-
faces likely to impact trees, etc., and those portions of helicopters apt to
experience rotor blade strikes during impact. The strength of the antenna
attachment also should be sufficient to "iu's-a n ^ ec -ea" im..
forces. Low profile antennas have been developed for these applications.

The coaxial cable between the antenna and transmitter should not cross any
production break in the fuselage structure. It should have locking connec-
tors on each end and have sufficient slack to allow for expected fuselage
deformations.

8.3.2.5 Electrical Wiring. Electrical wiring between components of the
system should be protected from impact damage unless the components are
packaged together or the failure modes are fail operational. Protection can
be accomplished by routing the wire along the strongest structural members of
the aircraft and away from anticipated areas of structural deformation. lhe
wires should be attached to tie aircraft structure with clamps or items that
will fail before the wires break. Twenty to thirty percent extra length in
the wires, in the form of loop,; or S shaped patterns, will allow the wires to
move with deforming structure rather than be pulled apart. Nonconductive
shields should surround the wires in all areas where structural crushing
could occur.
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APPENDIX

RELATION F PAIN THRESHOLD TIME TO HEAT SOURCE TEMPERATURE

The pain threshold curves in Figure 10 (Section 3.3.1.1), which apply to
visible or exposed areas of the skin, were generated from data in References
147 through 153. The curves that account for variable radiating surfaces (F)
were determined in the following manner.

The most significant variables that determine the rate of heat absorption by
heat radiation are: (1) temperature of radioactive source, (2) fraction of
visible hemisphere at elevated temperature (F), and (3) emissivity cf radia-
tive source. Taking these factors into consideration, the rate of radiative
heat absorption is

qR - a'e'&'F'T 4  (A-I)

Where a - absorptivity of skin surface

e e[HissiviLy UT radiati]ve SUUrCCt

a = Stephan-Boltzmann constant

- 4.88 x 108 kcal m-2 hr-1 (OK)-4

F = fraction of visible hemisphere occupied by radiating surface

T - temperature of radiative surface, OK

Assuming that skin absorptivity and source emissivity are both equal to 0.85,
Equation (A-i) becomes

q- 3.50 F(IT 4  [kcal m-2 hr-1l (A-2)

or

= 0.73 ()1/4 (qR) 1/4 [OK] (A-3)

Equation (A-3) relates the temperature of the emitting source to the rate of
heat absorption per unit area by the skin. (The emitter occupies fraction F
of the visible hemisphere.)

Equation (A-3) was used to plot the radiative burn curves for four cases (F =
1.0, 0.5, 0.25, and 0.10) in Figure 10.
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